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ABSTRACT

This report is tne tesulr oF a 15 month* project ne3gitt,4 " ,:urvey

literacy and,education among adult Indians in Oklahoma.

What questions did the survey seek to answer?

The Adult Indian Education Project (A.I.E.P.) was funded by the U. S.
Office of Education to answer two specific questions: (1) iiilmiowakhmk

AlemmomorgAmmft4TmKtiddisirlY and high school completion of adult Indians in
Oklahoma? and (2) Wilmilmeeem4liemodwirobliammdmftemismolibweem44m400simmt in the
state?

Illiteracy was surveyed base'on the Concept of "functional literacy." _

Functiohal literacy means reading for a purpose reading skills which an
adult possesses to participate in activities normally expected of adults
within'Oklahoma communities. This definition is consistent,with the U. S.
Office of Education's-definition of a literate person:,

"one who has acquired essential skills in reading, writing and
computation required for effective functioning in a society and
whose attainment of Such skills makes it possibLe for them to
deveJop and participate actively in the way of life..."

(Nafziger, 1975)

This defipition of literacy then coupled with a traditiOnal concew- of
educational attainment provided the basis for the assessment 'of educational
needs of adult Indians in the state.

,What was the overall research design?

Prior to this survey there was a severe lack Of data, in many cases, on
even basic social and educational Conditions of Indian adult members of
the tribes in the state. As a result, the A.I.E.P. survey was required to
obtain,information on a_broad range of social characteristics as well as
literacy and educational characteristics. Inorder.to obtain the informa-
tion needed, a field survey was conducted among a'random sample of the
adult members of the tribes in Oklahoma. Survey questions were constructed
with the assistance of Indian professionals across the state. The sample
of respondents was obtained with the coopel-ation of _tribal officials.
4.im+11.-4reterriewerks-weret-ra1 rrett-wittthr-t-ercir-tri-bai---groopr. These field
interviewers, then, contacted respondents and asked theM thei-questions
listed on the questionna;re. The responses to these questions were'then
analyzed by the projeLt s.aff. The results Of these analyses are 'presented
in this report.

, What kinds of survey questions were asked?

The A.I.E.P. survey . The firs't
,:group contained those questions that pettained to the social backgroupd of
the respondents. This included sisooppwaGe...awitreri..=stiftufienoui,

XV .
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eisetgrtgtri , traii.pert4e-asip'rocit , and waavastritarrs!..ocio4ratafieleta
The second group contained those questions that pertained to the tribal

characteristics of the adults. This included imr-i-ireri--fferobe.

ereermrtrr, spererse-tritrerembemaktsivo, cawAfirelr-ee*Iolvi=revglimerd,..triice+,...eotemmeci
attended. The third group of quAtions concerned educational attainment.

This group included yieilar.r..4,4sisbac4,4AamptimigNesir, Ordrimerlegseivige,et-tes;444,

(BIA Or public), tiTrel-erf-vert-if+eete-rerci-red (diploma or high school

equixalence), and ailkieeptione-matsejAkeel7a4tec,highal

The last group contained those questions that pertained to functional

literacy outcomes'. /This.group was further divided into four literacy

areas: apertievartarrenovriecigee, eemsummrttlfteaelt, hoirsvittrifteiraept, and

Asayriaraiskesualio. These literacyareas were ones which had also been used

in previous research at the national level pertaining to functional literacy.

Specifically, occupational knowledge included tasl(s Lich es reading .a

classified employ'ment ad, figuring weekly wages ar0-16b1015-re-ring a Social

Security application. Consumer. education included\identifying the cost,of

a grocery item from a newspaper ad and computing takes from an income tax

table. Health knowledge was measured by indicating the normal body tem-

perature, identifying foods that containe:.; protOn, identifying two signs

of diabetes and interpreting insurance benefit. \ Lasttv, legal knowledge

was tested 6y indicating a.knowledge of the meani'hg of equal employment

opportunity,:i.ndicating knowledge of an individuat's civil rights 'when a

person isar.nested and indicating the ability to interpret an_apartment

lease. These-14teracy questions were straightforward and represented a

minimal level of knowledge that the Indian community deemed necessary for

successful'adult functtoning_in today's society.

What were the findings Of_the'survey?
A-

The A:I.E.P;- surveyed a itemmeirmtoreelyikwokssomfrki o

rerPSZNO41494er
of the principal findings.. were:

adults from htt=tstiitsi
SomeT Foie Mao

(1) There wei-e over 161000 more American Indians in, Oklahoma than previous

estimates had rndicated. 'Arigncrstwbewisecieemp* of the Indian adults were,.

ogat 1111104111 the count or American Indians by the bOOMmesseem.

(2) 91.4=0114013:4;1*.easeasar$ of Ihe adults surveyed said they were.442Bile=he

figliMirmaillie and 32 Percent preferred their tribal

language to English:

(3) (iour-2C0liwimoseso4 of die I nd i-an adults ioeve-rre4-seritroie4e4-1.riTir.scimackl.

(4) The kitiziptie;oe'evormagar among rndian adults is quite hig'.;,

poossoorismaiiiiiiianams and going as high as ailLrepreessi. 0.4,0Q4pUMer

iirbeimp! and ligmrierdeort in generertrZtralattattkortd*Istas. In total, how-

ever, there were ari estimated 36,00Q,Indian aduJts living in Oklahoma

volas-kikwe-nfortt-efema-14r4+1+terilMon41,--egmeo-eohmutoie.-.711-teracip..4areas . Thi s

represented 1507riterwrah,tof the tota4 Indian adult population. Also,

only jpjoilw.pwroorFt of the adults werer.44-teratc in all literacy.areas.

18
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(5) Illiteracy seemed to be reduced, at least somewhat, by high school
.elluivalence programs and, by cont[nuing, vocational/technital and adult
ed6cation programs.

(6)* FunCtOnal literacy was found o be a good "predictor" of income; that'
is, the higher a person's 'functional literacy abilitjes, the more
likely his/her income will be-higher.

What are the implications?

ResuitS-such as those above seem dramatic. Yet for ihose who live in these
communities; mEny_of these results coinc.ide with everyday experience- N\
Though somewhat -more-severe, they also contain patterns of illiteracy
revealed by otner investi6a-tors_working with more limited samples of adults
within different contexts. The,unique-feature of this study is that it
documents the extent and nature of the relationships %;,ith a,gtate sample of
American Indians for thefirst time. It is, thertfore,_th first survey
that enables one to gauge the full scope of,the problems-Oh-fronting the
adult Americon Indian within the educational system.

The results reflect extensive educational needs amon Indiawadults and
children'across the state. These needs must be addressa through public
awareness and through policy modifications and programs handltd by the
American Indian communities themselves but with a good measure of state and
national assrstance.

t
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

, .

, .

'This chapter Rresents:the mdjor. purposes andconceptual framework of thiS

urvey of educational attainmentand functiOnai literacramong adult

-Indians i-ri:the state ot 0klahoma.

4
.

ITT--Major Purposes ,

--

On July 1, 1975 the American Indian Institute.of the Southwest-Center for

Human Relations Studies at_the University of Oklahoma entered inLo

agreement with the United State Office of Education, Indian Education

Division, Tdtle IV, Part C to conduct a survey of:adult Indian literacy

and educational attainment in the state-of Oklahomat The twelve-month

award commissjoned the Adult Indian Education Project of the American

Indian Institute to obtain and intervieW a representative sample of adult.,.,.

indians to assess educational needs of adulAi in the state. These inter-
,

views were to be scored and tabulated and.the results provided io the U. S.

Office of Education, Indian Education Division jOriginally scheduled to

finish on June 30, the Adult Indian Education Project was funded for a

three-month extension by the Office of Native American Programs. The

'project activities were officially completed on SepteMber 30, 197.6.

1 J,



la' Exemplary Project

The Adulf Indian Education Project was unique in that it was: (1),one of,

the ficrst surveys which examined funct!onal literacy on such a iare scale,

(2) one of the first intertribal surveys of this scale among American

Indian tribes and (3) the first statewide survey on functional literacy-
.

,among adult Indians. The primary objectives of the project invOlved the

execution of a survey of educational attainment and functional literacy

among adult Indians in the state of Oklahoma, and reporti-ng the results

of that assessment of educational needOio tribes, state and national

organizations.

However, due to its uniqueness, a secondary objective, Of the Adult Indian

Education.Project was-to f\t.itlyclocument the-design andlactivities involved

in such a statewide, multi'tribal survey. By this.thoI-ough.documentation
. .

of the project'-s activitieS, it, i5 hpped'that the'projeci will. 5ei-ve as an

exemple'ry project for.those conducting siMilar educational .needs assess,

ments among'AMerican IndianS and'otiler- comMunitieS, either statewide'Or

locally.

.The exemplary project documentation inclUded as a part of ehis final report

is cross-indexed on page vi. This documentation covers the-following

aspects of the, Adult Indian Education Project.

1. Project Design
2. Methodology
9. _Planning

4. Management of project activities_

5. Field interviewer training

-6. Survey instrument construction_

7. Forms and records

8. Data, redudt ion .

9. Analysis and hriplicatiOns
O. ,Communications and reportin

21



Itis hoped _that themigh the dnrmentation in hoth thP marrative of thrs.

final 'report and the accompanying appendixes, the-Aduit Indian Education

Project will be assisting future projects in establishing some of the

basic procedures associated with thi-s type of research and at least some-
-

what lessening ihe necessity for future projects to repeat the same

efforts undertaken by this.project.

-



-1.3 ,Background of the Survey

This,research was devaloped by the American Indian Institute in response

to the 1972 Indian Education Act (Title IV). Part 'C of this Act provided

for the support of adult Indian education projects particularly in the

areas of Literady and high school( equivalency training. This particular

project was.designed to assess the literacy-and educational attainment of

ad-ult American Indians in Oklahoma ir order to assist national education

policy-makers in decision-making,dimpLementati.on and administration Of

Part C prOgrams within Oklahoma. In addition, the results provide to
,

tribal as well as state and national leaders, a data.base heretofore un-

available for Indians in K(ahoma. A

1.31 Data and decision-making

Ok1;1)19m4 contains the largest.adult- Indian population Of any state in the-

nation. The exact umber w8s diffiCuli to.determine beacuse.there areno,

stac..rd classifications of an AndiVOual is an -Indian. Self-enumeration,

,-;bal Foils, and blodd quantum have all been used as a requirement for

classificationasanAmericanflndian17;y yarious agencies of,t1le federal

government."-Population informatjon available'today isdscatterect, incomplete

and in some cases unavailable, non-existeni or-contradictory (Langone,-

1974).

THE LACK OP DATA-ON EDUCATIONAL
NEEDS HAS ObSTRUCTED ADULT IN-
DIAN EDUCATI,ON EFFORTS IN Oi(LA-
HOMA.=115,

,

As-governmental agencies such:as the Indian Education Division of the

U. S. ,Office of Education funne) millions of dollars For various Indian

affairs program, it waS literally imposSble to obtain the upto-date and
_ ,

..

V"
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o

cISLUIdLt 1111 UtMdtIVII Hee on- these al locations. infbrma-.

tion was lacking on even'such basic questions as employment, average

educational attainment, income, population, interests, vocational abilities

and literacy levels. These observations.,which were identified in the 1974'

report of th-e National Advisoryo.Committee.on Indian Education, Ijt1e IV,

are, not intened as an:indictment, but are provided to illustrate the need

for more realistic human and native] resource data required for progrpms

and legislative decisions particularly as they pertain tethe'Indian

. Iducation Act.

This problem is particularly acute within Oklahoma, as the 96,803

American Indians identified by.the Bureau:of Census within the state coMprise

the largest percentage of Indians (12.7%) of the nation's 763;000 Indians.*

(U. S. Bureau'of Census; Census of Population: 1970, American Indian

Subject Report). In addition Indian populition does not reside in

a bounded .reservation area, or'for the most part, in contentrated urban

areas. Rather, it is scattered, rather broadly among t'he general rural

population of the state.-
1.

As a result of this geographlcal distribution, data for most of the 34

tribes within this state are severely inadequate and in many cases vir.-

tually non-existent. There is no sound basis for comparison to determine

the increase or decrease of given' preiblems or indeed the imprdvement or

lack of imprOvement in either literacy or educational attainment of adult,

Indians in Oklahoma.-_Furfher, the lack of data has had a detrimental

effect on fforts to assess the educational needs of the Indian in

Oklahoma ens] prlde educational programs to address those'needs. Figure'
,

1-01 shows that.kile the state Indian population com rLesl2.7 pertent of

the total national, Indian population, Oklahoma received only 3.4 percent of

the lotal $3,00u,0 0 funded under Title IV, Part C in fiscal year 1975.

Although this allo ation increased in fiscal year 1976, the proportion was

still considerably ess than the-Indian:popufation proportion.

*For a detailed desc IptiOn of population,estimates see Addendum B.

4

5
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FIGURE 1-01 COMpARISON'OF ,EXPENQITURE TOPOPULATION

TITLE IV PART C EXPENDITURES INDIAN POPULATION

,

=1 National Title IV Expenditures
Title IV Funds going to'Oklahoma (1976)

Title IV Funds for Oklahoma are projeFted to be 9:9% for 1977

'HEW News, US. Department ot
Health, Education & Welfare, Abg 12, 1974

C:=1 National Indian Population
MI Oklahoma Indian Population 6



1.32 Objectives

-

4

The survey had two principal objeCtives. The first was to provide infor-

-mation to theli. S. Office of Education identifying the,educational con-

ditions,of adult- Indians within Oklahoma. This information would conain

current accurate data and analysis essential for the review and assessment.

of educational programs presently available to adult Andians in, the state.

In accomplishing this objective, information was prOvided specificallyjOr:
CIF

A. ldentificati,on of edutation needs of adult Indian education

as they exist in Okllahoma.

B. Identification and description of literacy and educational

attainment of adult Indivs in Oklahoma.

The second objective of-the survey was to provide information which would

aSSist educational, legislative and tribal cleci.sion-Makers as they deter-

mio! goals and purposes pf programs for adult Indiarls in.Okl,ahoma. To

'at'tdmPiPsh this objective, information was provided specifically for;

.--

- . .

A, .Identification and description of personal, social , _tribal ..and
, .

3

employment,t6aeacteristics of adult- Indiaq in Oklahoma.

B. Analysis of personal, social and emproyMent'characteristics

associated wi th e6ici c a t Lona]. atta inment ndfunctit iteracy

among adult Indians in'Oklahoma. 9 3

Assessment of educational conditions and factors assoclatee
, .

with those conditiont as.they relate torimplicatioris fot'pro'gram

modification and development deslgned to address'the.educatioDal .

needs of the adult Indian in Oklahoma.

.t-.
1.33 The Survey

.0:

A stafewide,survey'was the,basic method for gatheeing he ihfOrmation

,called.for by the project obiectives. For this survey t.Fe Adult Indian

Education Project (A.I.E.P.) was charged with the task of systematically,

1).7.
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assessing literacy in ,a manner cohsitent with the educational goals of the

- adulfid1áncbmmcinity. After completing a major review of_the current_

literPature and studies on literacy, the traditional term 'literacy' was
. .

replaced bya mOre appropriate term 'functional Ilteracy:'. A question-

naire or, instruments then, was constructed to assess educational attain-

ment, utilizing tradi,tional measur'es; tht extent of literacy', utilizing

measures based on the concepe of functional' literacy.

The survey consisted of interviewing adult members of Indian tribes re-

siding withinthe state of Oklahoma, The persons interviewed were chosen

at random from tribal membership lists in proportion to the size of the

.population of the tribe. Approximately two percent (1.8) of the Indians
0

statewide, from participating tribes, were interviewed for inferences

about the level of adult Indian literacy and educational attainmeht in

the state of Oklahoma.

. ;.;
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1,4 -Conce tual Framework

Field research such as-the Adult Indian Education-15-rojecf-ilust-be'destgned

according to the constraints and conditions found the'community which

was being researched. This i
eSpecialiy true when the community being

researched.and the sponsor supportinç the research maintain separate cul-

tural traditions and.values. The Adult Indian Education Project.made a

particular effort to deSign a conceptual framework for the execution of

the project's.objectives which were'appropriate to the goal's of the adult

Indian community within QklahOma.

1.41 Field Research in Communities

The American Indian Institute in conducting xesearch among the Indian

communily is guided by the following 'ethical concerns:

Res,earch conducted should not be har7Mful 'to the people

or the cOmmunity involved either 'by intent or becapse of,

the effect of the research,design.

2. Research should be consistent with the goals of the community

as well as the sponsor.

Whep possible, research should be conducted with the

full cobsent of the persons who are the subjects of

the research. Steps should be taken to assure the

strict aponymity and privacy of respondents partici-

in,the research.

4. Thecommunity should be involved as fully as possible

in both setting the parametees for the research design

and implementing the actual research activities.

5. All research results should be turned over to the

community fOr their infjormation and L.Je. If several

communities are involved, ipformation which might be

identified with a partjcular community should not be

released without t' consent of the community involved.

29
9
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lh addition to these general ethical concerns, three,assumptions formed

the basis of the field study conducted by the,Adult Indian Education .

,

.-Project.-

l.AdultAmeri'ca1dFs 'have tlie right: to-extensionof

'their cultural t:adit:ons.

2. The educational institutions ,se'rving their needs must

give full :consf,!eration to the fact that American Indians
o

maintain traditions different from those of the majority

culture.
.!

3 Adult Americap Indians have the right to quality .educa-

tion anst'it, is they who define quality.

\ ,J,

\These underlying concern and assumptions have resulted in this project
-..

,

'being shaped in all -its phases accorcring to the perspectives of the

\

_

participating tr'ibal .communities,within the state.
vf

\
0

THE A.I.E.P. SURVEY WAS, IN LARGE
PART, DESIGNED AND CONDUCTED BY
MEMBERS OF THE INDIAN 'COMMUNt-
TI ES ACROSS THE STATE.

ducational goals and.objectives for which this survey was conducted

wre nes expressed by the Indian community. The specific questionnaire

n the survey was designed with the fullest advice from both Indian

p ofes ionals-and representative tribal members. 'The data collection

self was --dorie by tribal members within their own tribal. groups. Respon-
,

d nts w o.partictpated in the surveyi,were. informed as to the purposes of .

thp proect.-

The

Final ly, triadibmiroisai1tra.e44..r.esetwv-31-f.iferere,Ror+eflei-rret-ti.y

3,9
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1.42 Defirlition of Literacy

The:concept of literacy, as a major part of the foundatiOn of this suevey,

.had to be defined in terms that were meaningful to the Indian community in-
_

Oklahoma. Both traditional definitions. and definitions which were not so
_

traditional were reviewed for their appropriateness For this community.

Literacy is traditionally.associated' with _reading activities, yet there Ire

differences between the concepts of reading and literacy. Literacy, in

contrast to reading implies both basic reading skills aod socially

,appropriate.. behavior, and any defini.tion of literacy must incorporate both.

Bormuth offers the folilowing definition).

"In the broadest sense of the word, literacy is the
ability-to exhibit all the behavior a'per'son needs in
order to respond appropriately to all-possible reading
tasks." (1970: 134-146)

If literacy was to be a realistic goal of an adult education program, it

had to be devised by some subset of the total set of both reading-tasks---

and behavior required to accomplish those tasks. Bormuth suggested that

this subset be selected on the base of economic, social, cu'ltural and

political benefits to the 'individual in society. ln 'effect, he was saying

that literacy should pe measurecLmore for its social utility rather than

for Some assumed abstract value.

. Traditional measures. _The multifaCeted nature of.literacy can histori-

callY be seen through the use of three measurement techniques: . grade
_

level equivalepce,, standard scores on normed referenced tests and-cam-
,

posite scores. .Each of these in some way relates a particular perfor-

mance be'some reading test to the perforMande of OtKerS at a particular
_

leVel. .0ne might say, "John is reading at grade level -7.2." Recently

-the,National Center. for 'Health Statistics conducted a,survey using their

.brier.tests of literacy... This survey shows that 4.8'percenf of the mdi-

viduais 12-17 years old scored below the average of fourxh-grade i-eaders

on the instrument and can-therefore be regarded as illiterate (Literacy

11
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Amorig Youihs 12-16 Years, U.S, , 1973). These methods of asseSsment were
,

.not part icalarl y usefur because i t Was unceN1 in what spec i f ic 'performances

were impl ied by suCcess on tile test, Further,, the. data was based on at)'-.

stract measures and norms which 'were not. rel ated to any social or cal tural

condi tl ons wi thin which actUal reading takes place.,

The sel f-re'port method df measuMng 1

)teracy
haV' recent 1 y °been used by

the 1970.cen,sus: By this method , a person who reports that they hare

completed at 1 east s ix grades of school rs asked whether t F4y can read a

"?fiTI;Te message." This method raises three critical concerns. Fi rst,

'the descr i pt.ion-of "s impl e message" may not be adequate; secOnd, there

i s uncertainty about the rel at ionship of -1 i teracy to graduating frdm the

3 ixth grade; and thi rd, the unwi 1 1 ingness 'of people to report themsel ves

as i) 1 i terate 'casts' 'corrsiderabl e doubt on the Census .reau's methodS of

est imat ing 1 i teracy. Measures of 1 i teracy such as those di scussed above

may be useful at the fi rst-guess 1 eve) . However, , they have proven inade-
,

quate I;ecause they did not rel ate directly to actual reading behavior nor

did t:hey permi t inferences about what source of, compet6nci es were requhred

for the skill s 'being measured.
.

1

FUNCTIONAL LITERACY: READING. FOR.
A PURPOSE-READING .SKI LLS WHICH .AN
ADULTMUST HAVE IN ORDER TO FUNC-
TION.MINIMALLY VilITH-IN DAILY AMERI-
CAN! SOCIETY.

THIS .IS TESTED BY READING ITEMS SUCH AS A NEWSPAPER,
A SIGN IN A STORE.O.R A JOB APPLICATION:DAY-TO-DAY
SIMPLE READING. ITEMS.

3 2
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.

Functional'literacy. 'The"term functional literacy denOtes readiFig for a

purpose. The purpose.is rel7qed to socio-utility. Gray, 1969, defined

'functional literacy; "as the abill'ty to engage productively in all reading

activities normally expected' of a literate adult In communities." This

-definition, whiie-circulat, eMphasized the fect'that certain tasks are

expect ed,of adult_ nembers_by_their..community,..'. _TheALSOffjce of

Education defined a literafe'petsonas:

-;.

.

"one who has acquired essential skills in reading, writing
and computation requited for the effective functioning in

a society and whqse ettainment of such skiLls make it
possible for them to.developand participate actively in
the was/ of life ip time." (NafZiger, 1975

-The IL S. Office of cdUcatiOn operationaliZed this definition y sugges-

ting that adults must be able to perform ihe following tasks:
.

Read and understand all sections of the-newspaperwith
particular eimhasIs on classified advertisement sections.

2. 'Read driver's placement test -froM any state.
3, Read and,understand voter's registration instructions.
4: Read and comprehend the icey features ofpopplar busi;:ess

contraCts such as those issued by ca'r dealers, furni-
ture stores, clothing stores and.repafr dealers.

Read labels on such houSehpld items as groceries,
medicine, recipes, machine-Operating.instructions,
etc;

6. 13ead the material necessary to perforth jobS classified
as entry level.

. Read personal letters.

Read and follow instructions such aS road'end building
signs.

.9. Read ami use the telephone directory.
,10. Read anc complete job application forms.
11. Read and comprehend business, letters to .debtors and

credito-s.
,

From 0-..sse definitions and operationalizations of the concept,of func:

tional lieracy,- one can View some of the major problems relafed to con-,

structing a survey i-nstrument which adequately assesses the'ability to
,-
complete such tasks. -The increasing emphasis'on adult literacy has led

to a proliferation of reading programs and adult education programs de-
.

signed to teach reading tasks important to social survival. The desire

13-7



Project (1975) conducted an intVisive literature survey,. In this surVey

he contacted governmental agencies and foundations to gain assistance tn

determining the characteristics of successful and.unsuccessful.adults.

In'addition, the Adult Performance Level (ARO Project interviewed adults

who.wera under-educated and under-employed, employers'and personnel spe-.
,

cialists. The necessary skills identified during the 1975 research were

the'followina_four.oeas:

A. Communications skills
B. Computation skills
C. Probability skill's
D. Interpersonal skills

,The APL res,2arch substituted the term functional competency for functional
-

literacy because the skills-required more than just, the ability to use and

comprehend written materials. Five general knowledge areas were identifiecL,

A. Occupationa knowledge
B. Consumer econoMics
C., Community resources
D. Government and Law '

E. Health

Using national ..samples, the-APL project determined'tHat as many as 20
. -

percent' of the adUlt population were functionally incompetent. In. one
_

of:the skill areas, computation, it appeared that one-third of the 'United

$tates adults
0

may he functionally incompetent. FUrther, the illiteracy

rate the APL reearch reported was much higher among minorities.

(Northcütt, 1975) lt seemeci that this was related to theahigher illiteracy

'rates'reported:forlow.income and 1.ow-edUcation, groups. Pribr to the

Adult Indian.jducatibn Project, rib research existed assessing adult.Indtian

literacy by'state or tribal group.

. .

in summary of the previoUs research on, functional literacy, lc would,appear
. ,

that as.thetasks used.in.l.iteracy assessmentoinstruments become mOre like

actual daily tasks,_in the sense of requiring composite skills, estimates

of the extent of Miteracy increase4proOortionptely. This was as expectecL-

Results suggested tHat.the more,marginat the personskilis,' the mor,.

.likely he: waS.to fail ,at task's Tequiring several interdependent skills.

14
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1.1

1.43 Questions for the S'urvey

The questions used in the Adult- Indian Education Project's survey\td

measur functional literacy among adult Indians- in the state of Oklahoma

were,constructed with the assistance of a review panel. This panel, com-

posed,of Indian professionals from across the state, selected from 6 pool

of example literacy objectives the appropriate objectives for American

Indians in their daily activities. IR addition to.the functional literacy_
_

' measures, 'questions were constructed to survey educat ional attainment --
A

using more traditional measures such as.years of salool. completed.

A.I.E.P. SURVEYED:

"EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
FUNCTIONAL LIT,RACY
sacIAL CHAFiA9TERISTICS

(including' personal, tribal and empfoy-
ment characteristics)

Questions were also constructed to determine the fiersonal,..social; tribal

and employment characteristics of Vle population being studied.:

-1.44 Survey Execution

Each of the tribes acrosS Oa'state.was-contacted for partiiipation in the

.study. A random sample.of4rbal members, was taken froM the tribal member-

ship lists.of the 19 particiOting tribes. Field interviewers frOm within

each tribal group were identif:ye:d and trained in techniques of field inter-

viewing. These field interv1034rs 'then conducted interviews amoRg members

of their tribe. The interviews were scored 'and,tabulated,and the results

of the surVey vmre analyzed by the Project staff, These.survey results.,

then serve as the basis for this report, on the educational needs of adult

Indians in Oklahoma.

15
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

L)I-1 ue zu.ue-4.

Tart C_

This chapter will review the princiPal issues associated with the method-

ology utilized during the survey of educational attainment and functional

. literacy among aduli Indians in the state of Oklahoma. These issues in-
.

clude population and samples, selection and training of field interviewers,

instrument development, data collection and data p'rocessing.

2.1 jo'ulation an .Sam les

.

One of the.first methodolOgical cOncefns.ofany s.urvey is the identifica-
,

tion of the,population group fo be surveyed, A definition of who is to

be included in the group.must be chosen.. Then, using this definition,

actual names and addresses of people to be survelOd must be obtained.

'For this survey the three best known definitions were considered for

possible use in defining which Indians. would be included in the survey.

2:,11 Definiton of Population

\
This project was funded tciassess the educational conditions of adult

American Indians in the state of Oklahoma, la years or older; However,

there-were several conPlicting procedures for defining exactly who is to

be considered thi,Adierican Indian. 7.

47- Ra4d6

DEFINJ1 THE INDIAN POPULATION
BUREA F CENSUS

Self-enu ration 1

BUREAU OF DIAN AFFAIRS
1/4 Indian Bloo
Documented hi an Ancestry

ADULT INDIAN E CATION PROJECT
Tribal Membership

17
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revious defLnitlOns. . The Bureau'of Census in 1970 usea the fileasure. of

self.'-enumeratidm; a person wps consideredto,be a Native.American if he

reported hilrnseff as such-when. cOmpleting the census-form or when contacted

1 by a census person.. The Bureau of Indian Affairs considers a person an

Ame7rican Indiaq.whenh-aVIng 1/4 or more 'Indian blood quantum from a'single
.

tribe and able.to identify his/her Indianjineage. _Table 2-01 shows die

.Bureeu of Indian Affairs estimated state Indian population. Population

eStimates arediscussed in detail in Addendum B.. Finally, there was 'the

definition utilized,by the 'tribes tihicF, in actuality, is several defini-

tions. Most tribes function as separate coMmunities separately frOb,one

anothe'r. Each-has its own identifOng procedure, t4lick, in some cases, ,

.conflicts with the Bureau.of,Indian Affairs.

Tribal definition. When conducting community research, it is particularly

important to be sensitive to e community's self-definition. Thrs is"

especially true,when the definition is being used as the basis for re-
.

search that will eventually be uti] ized by the community itself in an

attempt to serve its people. Consequently: it was this tribal defini-

tion of the Indian population which was used for the'Adult Indian

EduCation Project Survey,

As .a part of this self-definition ,process-, the Indian tribes located in

the state ofe.Oklahoma.were allowed to further specify therr community

population,to include residents withinwhat is called the tribaf,serwice

area. This resulted in two tribgs specifying their cqmmunity.members to.

.inclUde only tribal Members residing in a six or ten-county area .serviced

by the tribe. 'further,- the tribes of'the northeastern portion of the '

, state defined their -population_as:_being within a thirty-mile radiu,s of
___

the tribal'office; which excluded some' tribal mea)-eiS----Tiviln4--in-the_state
-

at a distance further than thirty miles but included an approximately

equal number of tribal members residing in Kansas or' Missouri.

Sources: !%esident adian Population. Labor' Force, Unemployment, and
Underemployment: Summary by Area: t1,7:rch 1972. U. S. Depart-.

'merit of the interior, Buieau of Indian Affairs. Statistics
Divigion: July-1972.

,* Breakdown provided by Annual Labor Force Report, Anaddrko
Agency: 4Dureau of Indian Affairs. Anadarko, Uklahoma,
April, 1575,
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TA6LE 2-01

EST/MATED INDIAN POPULATION INAKLAHOMA
BY BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS AREA OFFICE,'

AGENCY AND"TRIBE,

Areo Office.
..Agency

Tribe

Total
Tribal

^-4

Population
All Ages

ANADARO AREA

Anqdarko Agency
Kiowa
Comanche
Apache
. Fort Sill Apache
Wichita-

Caddo

Delyware (Western) ,

..oncho Agency

Cheyenne & ArapphO,

Pawnee Agenty.

J

04,043* ,

5,125

. 4,950
1,000
300

580
1,288
800

Kaw, Otoe & Missouria,
Pawnee, Ponca and Tonkdwa 3,413

1

Shawnee Agency
Iowa

133
K:z.kapoo 570
Potawatomi

1.371
Sac & Fo'c

'935,
Shawnee (Absentee) 807
Other Indians, tribe not
. specified

1,378

MUSKOGEE AREA

Ardmore Amax
Chickasaw 5,850

Miami Agency ^
Eastern Shawnee, Miami,
Quapaw, Seneca-cayuga, e,
Peoria, Ottawa, .

Delaware, WyapdotCe
:930

Okmulgee Agency'
Creek

15,177

Osage Agency
Osage

---74tr1-cquilitAg ency

Cherokee,
. Shawnee, Keetoowah,
Delaware (EaS'tern) e

21,414

.Talihilia Agency

Choctaw 10,849

WewOka Agency
Seminole 3 115

Total
99,22.8
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2.12 Samplin9 Procedures

By using a probability orl.,random sample, researchers are able to_survey

ao relatively small number of people and.yet speak with a certain amount

of'statistical accuracy about the larger group as a whole. .1. r'

Sample frame. A sample is a smiall part of a larger item. In reseacch, )
5 ,p4

sampling means that only part of the people in th.e group beng4surveyed

are actually interviewed. For example,-one out of every ten people' might

be interviewed. The larger total group (in ttlis case.the Oklahoma adult

'Indian population) is called the sample frame. The people actually con-
,

tacted be i.nterviewed are called the sample. A nrandom",sample is a

sample chosen so ihat every person in the larger group being,sUrveyed has

an equal.Chance to be chosen,for an interview.

Steps have to le taken,:to insfire .that the sOurce list of names provided

to the researchers actually inclUde everyone in the pOpulation. .For,

example, if the source list of naMes used contains only the names of the

head of the household, any surveY results your .ot be resUlts for the

total population. Instead, they would be results for only the heads of-

households. Thus, the characteristics of the sample frame and the methods

ad9pted to correct deficiencies in its completeness are matters of funda-

mental importance. Weaknesses in a frame may pass unnoticedend affect

research results unless arvexplicit effort is made to locate and cOrrect,

them,.

The sample frame selected for this project consiited of the actual list

of adult Indians on recognized trilSal rolls or tribal adult membership

lists, for the tribes in the state of 'Oklahoma. A perfect sample 'frame

would contain a complete list of ell the adult IndiaRs in die tribal p9pu-

-lation to be sampled. There would be no duplications and every adult

would be inctuded.

,

semple. Afterpermission was obtained froM.the participating

tribes to sample the tribal memb'erShip list, the specific list containing

20
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.\

the most recent and comPlete listing of adult ;tribal. members and their.,

addresses was identified. The soUrce list figures?Aor each of the, tribes

surveyed is shown in Table 2-02, ,.

.A tertipercent random sample of adult tribal members was then drawnomi -

the source list and this comprised the initial sample for the'tribe. or

tribes w'hose*source list consisted oehouseholds rather than individual

the sample fram e:.-. figure included the average 1.8 adult Indian persOns per

,household. As indidated in Table 2-02, the total saMple frame for the

participating tribek was 48,996.

Household sampling pro6edures. The sampling souwe list Of several of,

the tribes consisted'of household census lists.or mailing 'lists, both of

which provided the name:o only one respondlt wlthin a household. In

order to inure that the survey assessed the tota tribal population,

rather than just the heads of households, each adult American Indian

within a household had to be given an equal oppdri'unity to,be.consislered

as respondents for this survey. -This was accomplished. by reaching-field

interViewers from th_pse particular trr-bes how to sel&ct'a respondent from

within-a household by, using random sampling proceduce's desc,r_ii;ed;in

Appendix 3-3. In this way each eligible.adult had an equal opportunity

to be interviewed.
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TABLE 2-On

OKLAHOMA ADULT TRIBAL POPULATTON

-DEFINITIONS OF THE SAMPLE AND_ SAMpLE FRAME "

From !;he Initial Proportion

Source SOurce In the Frame' Sample In the Net Sample of Sample
'Tribe

N % % to Frame

i)

Kiowa
, 5 2,980

Comanche. 1 570,H,

'Apche 7 262
,

41

Ctddo -330 H

yestern Dejawire 4 237 Hr:

Potawatomi 1,770

Kickapoo 5 258

Absentee Shawnee 329 a
,

Cherokee 14,190,

,

Creek 3f 711*.H

!,

, Choctaw 4 '3,430*H

,

Eastern Shawnee 7
,

370+H

Miami A60t;

2,980 5.9 297 128 14,5 4.4

2,826' 5.8 ''' 157
, 82' '9.3 ,

2 'D 27' 11 1.2 42

594 1.2 34 ii 1.2

427 .9 24 13 1.5' 3.0

. i,770 3.6 177 38 4,3 2.1

258 ..5 33 15 1 7 5.8

329 .7 327 .42 '4.7 12,8

14,.190 29.0 1,419 225 25.5 1,6

12,798 6 1 , 232 '. 64 7.2

6,174 2.6 349 112 12 '7 ,1,8

666 1,4 37 17 1 9 2.6

460 46 18 2.0 3,9

A
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From.the

Source Source

Tribe
.

Peoria

Quapaw

wyandotte

Senea-Cavuga

,Ottawa

Seminole

Other Tribal Affiliations :

320*

420*

-3,490

TOTAL 31,817

vs

From.the Source -

In $tate or In Servite Area Adult Population

In thejrameh

Adjusted to the Average. Number of Eligibles

for the Tribes Without Household List

Initial Sample -

Approximately 10% of the source except.

Creek 337:(of 10%), Seneca-Cayuga and

Absentee Shawnpe'100%

+ The Source was itself,a 10% Sample

1! In Service Area

H'Households'

Intbe Frame

N %

Initial
..,

Sample In. the Net. Sampl,?,

%

Proportion

of Sample

to Framel

320 32 4 .5 1.3

420 .9 42 27 3,1 6:4

810 1.7 45 7 .8

162 .3 90 10 1.1 6.2

150 .3 26 11 1.2 7.3

3,490 7.1. 335
1'

1.0

14 1.6

48,996 160.b (885 100.0 1.8

Source:

1.

2,

3,

'

5,

6.

7,

8,

Tribal Roll

Votdr'S Registration

Census Survey

Mhling List (Househdid),

Per Capita Membership List

Judgment Fund Roll

Membership List

Membership Applications

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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,FIGURE 2-03

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS GEOGRAPHIC

REGIONS AND AGENCIES - OKLAHOMA

Anadarko Area Jurisdiction

MuskOgee Area,Jurisdiction

I, Osage Agency

A. Anadarko Agency 2. lahlequah Agency
B. Concho Agency

3. Miami Agency.

C. Pawneelgency
4. ,Okmulgee Agency

D. Shawnee Agency
5. Talihina Agency

6. Ardmore Agency

7, WewOia Agency
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Tribal "chunku-selection. Thl state of OklahoMa is divided geographi-
).

cally by,the Bureau of Indian Affairs into two area regions. Withi'n each

of these regions, Bureau of Indian.Affairs agencies have-been established

to assist and-monitor Indian tribal. groups -within the stateAsee Figure

2-01). The samPle frame, and consequently,itheinitial ten spercent.

sample, involved tribal populations that were generally concentated in

geographieal areas cooresponding to these agency regions.'

The initial sample was, divided into lists, or "ch.Unks.'," each containing

the nameS and addresses of.eight individuals. The.eight lndividuals.gen-

erallylived. in close geographical proximity to one another, often in the

same town or rural area. These "chunks'! were then distributed to f'eld

interviewerS% By contacting.respondents listed, in the 'saMe geographiCal

area, field interviewers avoided dupiication of travel over the same..ter-.

, ritory. At the saMe time, howeVer, a- fairly random distribution Of"the

sample was maintained.

4 7
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2.2 Instrument Dev.,lopment

'An outline Of he :instrument development process.i..s.pTovided ih

: Figure 2-040

1.

2.21 OvervieW ofMeasures

The inStrument used in.the A.I.E.P. Survey was designed to measure both

the educatiOnal attainmént.and functional literacy. Educational attain-

ment was evaluated in terms of traditional attainment measures. Principally,

these were: number of years,of school comRleted; extent of high school

completibn; and type arrd extent of-post-secondary education. In deter-.

mining current functional literacY levels for adult Indians far less

traditional measures had to be devised.

As discussed in Section 1.22, the measurement offunctohal literacy re-

quired the identification of specific literacy indicators which measured

types of tasks ordinarily performed by adults in their daily lives. The

v process of identifying these indicators is.described below in Section 2.22.-

In addition to educational attainmerit'and functional literacy measures, .

measures were developed to 'assess more general personal, social, tribal
).

and employment characterisfics to help determine what other factors were

associated with educational characteristics. (See Section-2.23)

14

The various measdres of the instrument were developed to provide,
,o

not only a descriptive assessment Of the educational needs of adult Indians,

but also more detailed information on the characteristics of individuals who

have the highest need. This in turn was intended to provide information

necessa'ry for any specific program modifications or program development

addressing these needs.. Further, in many cases the literacy, educational

and other -rreasures provided data which contributed significantly to ah

otherwise inadequate data base concerning the adult Indian population in

the state of Oklahoma.

4 8
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Identify

Instrument

Conceptual

Model

Field Test

Model

Wen ify

Instrument

Item Pool

(406 Items)

49

Run List

Number 1

wwrl.W.
Item List

Number 2

_ Item List

Number 3

Item List

Number 4
wNorlsmomb

Division of

Item Pool

into 4 Multi.

Topic Lists,

'FIGURE 2-04 RESEARCH INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

HPanel Review

Identification

of 79 Most

Critical Items

Ranking &

Selection of

Most Critical

Instrument

Items,

Draft Instrument Field Test No, 1.

Identify Instrument Rewrite Process

Visual Stimuli Number 1

Field Test No.2

A

Final Instrument I

Adult Indian EdOcaliOn Proje0

Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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2.22 Literacy Indicator Selection

= Initial back round research. A major task in the development of the

instrument utilized-for the surveNiwas to systematically define and

,operationalize the term functional literacy and identify specific'liter-

acy indicators or'questions. Background inforMation was gathered in-

three ways.-.,

First, the Nafziger, report,. 0754 was used as aprimary sOurce for the

identification of tests and quest-i-onnajres which could be potentially'

useful. In addition, a literature search was conducted via Educational

Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) to identify tests, test ref-

erence'books and articles on current testing efforts in field surveys.

A summary of the materials identified during this literature_review is

contained in Appendix 8.

,.,

Second, requests for information were mailed to publishers of adult lit-

eracy materials, to principal investigators of adult literacy projects

and to professionals active in ad It education. Allrulown publishers and
, .

investigators of adult literacy w re contacted and asked for examination
: .

copies of matefials pertaining to measuring adUlt Indian literacy for, . .

possible adoption-during the project period. p e)

i \

Third, telephone and personal.contact wbsamade with individuals active
1

,iin teazhing and measuring adult reading. Those contacted included devel-.\
\ ...

o ers of measurement instruments, coordinatorsof adult Indian education

pr ramsrteachers of adults and specialistS in reading measurement.

Thes ,contacts helped: (1) identify test instruments, (2) gain more%,
\

information about test3'already identified, (3) obtain information about
\,

, criteria\to be used in evaluating tests, and finally (4) identify issues
,

related. to\interviewing dynamicS among ethnic minorities.

Item pool. T rough the information obtained during the baCkgrOund

research; it wes determined'that none ofthe instruments available at

that time was well suited for use by community field interviewers among

28
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a diverse. statewide adult Indian population. Rowever, a pool of just'

over 400 literacy tasks measuring a range of daily activities and. Skills

)4a5 identified': 'This pool Of literacy items wasithen submitted to a:

revieW'panel f6rr identification ofthe literadyindicators which were to,

be utilized inthe.survey:

'Panelreviewprocess. The large item pool initially identified in the

survey of.literacy instruments was divided into four lists of approxi-
-

mately 100 potential literacy tasks. These
.

lists of literasy tasks

were distributed among a review panel. of American Indian professionals

in the state of-Oklahoma representing a wide spectrum of expertise, ex-

perience and interests. Representatives of.,Indjan industry, adult Indian

education, government, journalism, community health, law, and,both tribal

and intertribal service 4encies were included,
A

,

A REVIEW PANEL OF INDIAN PROFES-
-SIONALS FROM ACROSS THE STATE
$ELECTEp- THE LITETIACY. QUESTIONS
WHICH WOULD,* MOST BENEFICIAL TO
ApuLts.

!_

-

Each panel member was given one of the four listslof literacyitasks and

asked to evaluate the tasks on the basis of their relevanc to adult
. ,

Indian People in the-state of Oklahoma.. This .orieritation of, t h e panel ists

empWd that.each panel member was serviog as spokesperson for the
1.people within a particular Indian.community. Theylwere to Make judg-

ments based on the values of bhat community, not merely their own.

4. Indicator selection criteria. A primary objective of the instrument

0development was to develop,reading indicators tha would reflect as

validly and reliably as possible the characteristics of readi/Kg tasks

adult Indians generally encounter in real life. In specifying a readihg

task, effort was focused on "ba6ic skillsn'and gen ral knowledge areas

29
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which were expected to discriminate adults who could function indepen-

dently in society at a minimal level from those who could not. The con-

straints were that the tasks: (1) reflect frequently encountered visual

stimuli and reading demands foi- adult Indians, (2) be'usable for-both

evaluative and diagnostic purposes and each have, if. possibl , a set

level of difficultY, (3) be,ones which if performed'would-be beneficial

to individuals in their daily lives, (4) be primarily based on visual

rather than writing skills, and (5) be observable and scorable in an

-interview situatipn.

Reading tasks were classified according to, general knowledge areas, de-,

scribing the kind of daily situations-in which the 'reading tasks would

be found. These classifications were: occupational knowledge, consumer

education, law and government, 'and health.

\.

Initial instrument. Seventy-nine tasks out of the targer'406 item pool

had,a mean'value of 2.5 or less on a scale of 1 to 7 (i = beneficial;

7,= not beneficial) as determined from the responses by the 72 member
\

' review panet. (See Appendix 2-24 These tasks were then reykewed by

the.project staff and an ins.trument of indicator questions was constructed

for these tasks.

'
The questions were.not subject to some ofthe usUal constraints of con-

ventional testt. The instrument did not have to be desinedin a format

for group administration since interviewing was to be done on a one-to"

one basiS4 Also, Lt was not necessary tO design questions in% multiple'
.

choice format wjth distractors for options. _Both multiple choige'and
.0 a

openended questions.were utilized. The questioons Were Constructed to:

1. be f-epresentative of.--ehe skill and topiC
area evaluated by the:review panel as most
beneficial to the adult Indian community,
and if possible, be cjosely related_to
jndicators which had appeared on earlier
literacy surveys so as to provide compara-
tive data for the analysis of survey results;

. use a common and easily recogntzable'visual
stlmulus;

ct1.1
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a

3. not duplicate one anpther4
4. be brief in the number:of total 'visual

stimuli used (L.e.questions shouLd
tluster around as few visual stimuli:
as possible) and
measure a range of difficulty levels,

,

rather than all measure the same level.

The initia/1 questi, aireqdeveloped included 47 literacy ih&icator qdes-

-tions. In addition\l questions fromhanexample job application Were

included to examine ariety of social and educational châracteri9tics-
1
s'L of the respondent.' The literacy quesions referred to vPsuai-stimulj

(e.g., newspaper ads 1so ial security forms, signs containing health

adOce) Twftich were pl ced\on cards,.and read by respondents as the -cc:11're-

spqnding quest-ion we e as ed.

. ±

.-2:21'.:-fie1d Test 'and Flinal-Instrument '77

As part of the first tkio field\training programs, the interviewer trainees

\

±

. .

. at these programs were asked to\review this initial s'Urvey instrument and

, evaluate\it in terms of whther (1) they would feel -comfortable cOnduct-

\ing,an interview utilizing tliis instrument; (2) American Indian respoh-
N,
,-,

dents would willingly.cooperate and not be offended by the instrument
.

questions; (3) the interview could\be conducted in a reasonabl'e amount

of time.Without incomieniencing either the interviewer or.the respondent;
f .

an4(4) -the questiohs as Worded and the,visual-:stimuLi. as presented were

appsbariate to Native Americans. -.
J 0

u
,

(.;)

Tlit A.I.E.P.-QUESTIONNAIRE CONTAI.NED:,
-( //29 Literacy Questions -

,&Education Ques,tions , -
.

,

/ ,19 Other Questioris-,

/ 4,t,look about 35 minutes to anSwer.

On the Vasis of this field review, the instrument with 59 literacy

indicatdi-s-/:was consolidated and reNlised to an instrument with 29 literacy

31
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-ators assessing about the aame

part of this revision, for example,

to be asked' individually gnd were not

applIcatjon. Some of the revisions m

or intrUsiveness of the question as o

the revisions made were due to a need

iteracy performance skills. As

he-social.indicators wb-re revised

associated with an examrle job

de were due to inappropriateness

iginal\iy worded. Ht.ver, most of

to:=consolidate the questionnaire

into a more manageable length and lo.a more\smoothly flowing.format. The
\

final instrument was csigned to take approxl,mately 30 min,tes to. admin-

ister. The questionnaire was designed
\

in a c se-study for'mat; that is,.
\

the :Cp2estions were asked from the point of View\cf a typi,:al Nati've

American faMilY, Joe and Ellen Bigcrow

f
\

FIGURE 2-05

T;OMPONENTS OF, THE SURVEY INSTkUMENT

EducatiOnal
Attainment

rPersonal
& Social

Educational Characteristics

Functional
Litericy

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

Social Charlceristics

TribM Employment



The cosse4ftesitirft.410.4044)64.4.gre4-..rsttomeepapiacr.tprunve, are outlined in Figure 2-05.

The Trellmml ..4c.laaEactex=LsItinis included:

a. .Sex

b. Age
c. Marit

d".: 'Rep:

e. Comr

f. r.ten.

L

1970 census?
organizational

Id hobbles.
involvements

The 014.:0E4 included:

a.' Trib 1 affiliation
b. Tribal language
c. Language pi-eference-
d. Blood quantum
e. Spo/use was American Indian?,
f. Sp?us,J tribal affination
g. Spouse blood quantum
h. S furce of.news about tribial events

7j. T ibal events involved in
,

The all°A3/411WrIt7012t1FIg=sincluded:

a. ,Present occupation'
b. , Occupational aspirations

Number of jobsjield in past 10 years
d.Occupation made full use of training?

/

e.1 lncome-
-y

included:

Years of school completed
. Type of cartificate received

Type of school attended (BIA or Public
Years of College completed'
Degree received
Other ..i6cational/continuing education?
Nmes and types of training
,gency_provi.ding training
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The, temtlt^teeargliminallivendomms examined four literacy areas:

a. Occupat.idonai, knowleilge

.b. Consumer li_feracv

c. Health lite'racy'-

d. Legal literacy.

and at the saMe time; examined fgool....,4441mommiE:

a. Newspaper reading

b. Csmputation
c. Forms completion'

0. Sign reading

aci well as overall functional competence. The full questionnaire used

Auring the survey is shown in Appendix 6.

2.2 .Previous Instruments

Nine of the questions u ilized in the survey cloSely resemble questions

.utilized by previous literacy-surveys, 'principally the Adult Performance -
\

Level Project (Northcutt, 1975) discussed in Section ?.21.and Reading/

Everyday Activities in.Life,(Lichtman, 1972). An adeitional thirteen

questions are .somewhat similar to .ones utilized\by t'siese previous studies.

(See ApsPendix 2-3.) illowever, it is believed-a ciose, compaison of the

instruMent Withthe two referenced instrUments.shows clearly

that questlons constructed for use by the A.I.E.Pairvey were consIstently

leSs 'complex, and though measuring \similar tasks; Measured. those 'tasks. .

at alsigniticantly lower performance\level than hadthe previous natiOnal

stUdies. -This accurately reflects thi.;; survey's goaL,Of.moasuring minimal

survival or functional literacy' skills accordence,with the goals of

the Indian community.

.2.25 A.B.E. Pilot Study

The instrument was utilized in a pilot study to exarilrie the validity of

the instrument among non-Indian populations. With the coo ration of

the Norman Adult Basic Education Program, three adult basic e ation

classes were selected to be included in the pilot study. Students u,1

34
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these classes had been attending the class for eithe'r three, orjour class

periods (approximately two weeks) prior:to administrationof the instru-

ment.,

:The questionnaire was revised sc as to exclude references to the Indian

population and was generalized, to a case study format involving Joe and.

Ellen Brown ratherthan Joe and Ellen Bigcrow. .Since the.Adult Basic

Education (A.B.E.) study invoiydd a classroom setting., the instrument

also had to be put into booklet form. Each question was placed in the-

opposite. the visual stimpius to which it referred. Students

asked to cbmplete the questionnaire a tt ir own pace and were:

'epcouraged to ask any questionS they,might have had conderning any of.
\

the questions: The results comparing functi:onal literacy among this

, test group to a comparable adult Indian grOup are discussed in detail iR

Section 4.53.
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2.3 Issues Associated with Utilizing Field Interviewers

C
2.31 Pilot Study of,IntervieWer EffectiVeness

A study was conducted on the' effect of ethrCic differences in interviewer

effectivenesS to determtnerwhether there were differences between the

effective respOnse rate of interviewers'of Native American heritage com-

pared to those of whtte CauCasian interviewers when interviewing respon-.

'dents from'Native American coMmunities (see Appendix 3-4).. The data

,from this study, shown,in Table 2-06, indicated that a significan. dif-

ference did e>Cst. Indian.respondents were mare likely to partic pate

: in a survey interview when ,contacted by.an Indian interviewer thar when

contacted by a white interviewer. As 4 result of this pilot.studyall

data for this research was collected by Native American interviewe s.

.Interviewers were identified within.eaCh tribal group to interview mem-

bers within their own tribe,. Upon the agreement of the tribes )nv lved,

four interviewers interviewed some respondents residing within-thei
-

interviewing.area who were not,of trir own tribe when n interview r

from that tribe could not be identified in that geOgraphical area.

2.32 The IntervieWiu Process

7
Prior to identifying and training field interviewers, research was con-

ducted to help anticipate biases in the data cadsed by the interviewing

process. By focusing on the, interviewfrig process which has been empha-

.
sized'by.other investigators, three types of bias were identified. These

types wgtre: bias due ukthe intervieher, bias due to the respondent and

bias due to the interaction betw en the interviewer and the respondent.

, .

Bias due to the interviewer. Much

\

of the work on interviewing has focused

on the intervieWer "(Kahn and Cannel I 1957, 1968; Hyman 1954;-Axelrod and

Canne114 1959t; Sudman 1966; Hauck and\Steinkamp 1964; Steinkamp 1964).
,

The process of collecting data by using personal interviews consists

essentially of selecting and training a group of interviewers who then
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TABLE 2-06

ANALYSIS OF THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN

ETHNICITY AND RESPONSE RATE

RESPONSE RATES

Responden'.'s Ethnrcity

White
Completed Interviews
Refusals

Interviewer's EthnicitY

. I

White American Indian '

/-

I

18, 10

4 f 9

American Undian
ComOleted Untorviews 11 19

Refusals 7 2

CHI'SQUARE ANALYSIS OF REFUSALS TO'PARTICIPATE.

RespOndent!s Ethnreity.

White

American 'Indian'

Adult Ind;in Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1970 60

3.7

Interviewer's Ethnicity

American 'IndianWhite

4 9

7 2

Chi-Square

p.

phi

= 4.70

= 1

< .05



, conduct, interviews. If they are carefully selected and well trained and

if they go about their work' conscientiously, one might suppose the data

they collect would be accurate. If the results leave something to be

desired, then- one should re-examine the,interIviewer seleCtion and train-

ing, and devise checks to prevent lax or inacCurate work.

The research by Hauck and Steinkamp (1964) and their attemOt to'relke

characteristics of the interviewer to measures of performance provided

this project with three measures of interviewer effectiveness:

-

- 1. ContaCt rate. The contact rate measures the percentage of

addresSes in Which the intervicWer Makes contact with a per-
- ,

son eligible to be interviewed compared to totaLattempts.

2. Response rate. The response rate is defined as'the ratio

of the number of actual interviews completed to the num-

ber of contacts.

Completeness rate. The completeness rate for a givgn

item under investigation is the percentage of interviews

in which requested information is fully completed.

C.

The analysis of interviewer effectiveness fur th-e-ATT-E.TPT-tnterv+ewers----

is pruided in Section 4.12.

Bias due to the respondent. A second basic approach to the analysis of

the interview'was to focus attentibn on the influence of the respondents.

to the quality of the data-collected. The behaviors of the respondents

to the interviewing process may be explained in terms of his perception

of the situation and hiS motivatiori. Work by Cannell and Axelrod (1956)

reported that many people enjoyed being interviewed. Thus, people liked

tatking to someone who was friendly end supportive, interested in what

they say .ind who never cr:ticized them or disagreed with them. A major

objective of the interviewer training program, therefore, was to train

the interviewers to successfully-build and establish rapport with the

respondent.
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ADULT INDIANS ARE MoRE LIKELY TO .

RESPOND TO AN INTEMAIEW WHEN CON'-
,TACTED BY ANOTHER NATIVE AMERI-
CAN.

Bias due to the interaction between the inle:Jriewer and the respondent.

There is a imoiseyttirrti-at-,botIT-erfh.ea+rierrze% repori ing that what happens in

an 414porAciew-mer,be,i,nfivenced,et, major.discr&pancieS between ,004,116.1011M-
. .

iiarovivi,r-e4444esteriterre---Wreirthe"rsogremirsents\ In addi tiob to -the pi lot

study discussed above, evidence has Clearly deMonstrated that, within,the

United States, giggftedtf+emmomos iltrromeow4 onooregemt.-4450444ftee.aw.tAwa-calit..-

sewriew44iscapiceaties , at least for ome topits of investiga-
\tion. (Hyman 1954; Davis 1962; Katz 1942; Ehrli h and Riesman 1961)

There also seem to be differences in.response at ributable to discrepan-

cies in social status, age And sex. . The importane oit,these discrepan-
1

cies however, seems to depend upon the topic of the inquiry.

1

Re,;pondnts'as well Ss interviewers have a role an

1

it sometimes has been

siggested that one of.the mbst important jobs the rerviewer has is to

tia:o res"ponuents in that role. Looking at the interview as a process of
\communication, the central question is, "What are the conditions under

which effectiVe communication will occur?" It is no -difficult to speci-

fy tke requirements. ,

g

1. The ifiaaisitakerL,-tr_.n-ch.,LiiR,..,44, 0

0 ,

'which are being asked ofliim.

2. The vilesoperelefft.gmmmTe4f,=po&sa4s-46.1,R, rmati4an

Isopi.iliF4reliquexted4

J.
7 The sergrermierfrInuSt,---te=wizt,- affd=rabfe=toz,c

the information.
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4. The gwelt.emetsrPth9TeeEterirguizIa.42.rdiecomillaig the informa-L'ion

%1144.4-4tilet-ieler1eet+Iy. -Thetis, jn an interview

the interviewer must hear correctly, and write down

correctly the answers as given..

Trainiu manual. A manual, was developed to train American Indians to be

field interviewers within their own communities. The greatest part of

Ulismanualdealtwiththeinterviewingprocessand with eliminating the

potential biases in the data discussed above. General instruWons.,

preliminaq sampling work, a general 'statement of project purpose and

how it is.to be achieved., as well as full interview:mg instructions were

included in this manual Which is dlsciissed in more,detail in the follow-
,.

ing'section.

am.

1
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2.4 Selection and Training of Field Interviewers

An overview of the field interviewer selection and training process is
shown in .Figure 2..07. The discussion of selection and training methods
used by the Adult Indian Education Project includes a review of proce-

,

du.-es used to identify the interviewer trainees and a ck,.scription of the

interviewer training.program.
-

2.41 Reji7Nitment and Selection

Faiapkiarrimtlrrvi.ewerrt.-4,wiactegid i;a1 I r,trkbaille&S-_-£-Otif#64-1-6
oi COM: Ltees ts+-iire,-trthismadea4+semsememt.laitu4stsveriltivaffs.---eoeviad

401womitimmtimiTaurert4t4poeitememorp. A job"announcement and de-
scripOon was distributed among councL1 members, and others within the

,

trite, whicft outlined the basic actiyities of the job, the experience
and'qualificaticins requi- red, ari:1 specific-duties and responsibilities to
be performed by field interviewers., Secondly, this job annoUncement was
diStributed in the fOrm,of a news r6lease among najor Indian newslettersii the state. (See Appendixes 3-1 and 1-4.)

fkini44aerim4: ils for the,field interviewer- positions Wellie-4o4m, and, es for7
mal permiss.ion and, tribal samples were obtaine' fro sevc.ral tribes within

.a region, fieid intervieC/er

and a_training session-waS set dp in that locale.

.\
The field interviewerArainees were selected on the baSis of 'six crieri.:,

1. high..sehool or.high school equivalentycOmpletior.;.
2: familiaritye.with people within" the tribe.and with

-'tribal affairs;
3. previOus experience in some form of employment
._._.----demonstrating an ability to.commuflicate; S.

4. past,experience demonstrating reliab'ility and
dependabilityi

5. the'approval of the tribe; ancl
.6. residence in an area corresponding to the

residence of a suffitiently high.propor-
tion of the respondents to be interviewed.
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FIGURE 2.07

FIELD INTERVIEWER SELECTInN AND TRAINING
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Areisri-t--1,4-ivrm,app4-seffts, f rom pa rt i c i 'at i ng t r i be s ..

t,,b.r.,e.fit.41-ay-,,tra-4Fimg,---se5sl-i!flr (for whi C. they were paid st i Pend and mi 1 eage )
i

461.gia.r.,ahtistagofe,we-rla-rfornrairiArttivoc6 a s p 1- o j ec t fi el d i nt e r v i ewe r s . . F i g u re

2-08 shows the location Of the interrewers across the state.
1

,

..-

2./42 Training
V,

idosoititeUti4.1%kirrv+eilrer.'-traitt.4acyz4rosj ms;L:serseti::_tirabdratty2.-Irnits-ftzw.,kingtP
_

Ei rst , the programs were intended to iniriletilicr4at. the, field iptecnviewer
trainees to.k..4-_441.e-.64ka.1414fieukIti.latia.petste abiLlid;t7iTiTtlialla of the Adul t Indian

Ed uca t i on Prdject. The kare.F-04=mg,--gia
/second, boi-nsv rtiet the field interv wers aisotliaye.lweeiwriltigs jassociated.

, an d; thi rd, rapers, the, field interviewer
tra i nees fickr,the.i.r=storhowesew.14-e-14.-1.fi'

commuhity among which they Would be

both .in rel at ion
.

rking and the project
bb,,the

for which.

theit were °collecting data. Final.ly,iattent ion was given as part of thr
rain ing programs terthit,v-ti-aga.f4e4d,-.44,rterv4eviltvr.tarairkeagi in the .leciffrior-

imert.r&t,idetiiet'4ckiThlx:cooti4.44 duties necessery for data collection, amd
ir prOcedures of communIcaing with the Nol-Thar office.
,

In total --pices.c.460.0.venrimileiiieit (See Appen -

dix 3-2.) Four of the first training sessions involved three-day train-
in§ per i-ods :-- The other training programs were consol idated one-day train-i

ing sessions. In both ease.S seven to ten days following the original
training session, a debriefing seSsion was held,, T406.:,ovoita.1-4,0.cles4.gelf

the howeervinprer--trer+Wprttoe9sems Was ceritered principally

iliirreriVieWEEramirmtWai*ritUFTneffIPMA .

Introduction of the trainees to the sb.ryey. Interviewer tr inees were
. ,

,infoi-med before training that their jOb basicallY consisted .of:
f icat ion of s'elected ,addresses provided, hy prject. stafr; travel-ing by ..

private automobile to the appropriate_ address; interviewing selectecLadult.
Indians;.-recordi'ng.the responses on prepared questionnaires., and complet7

ing prepared forms and forwarding those- fOrms to the central office.
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TeseA-espor.sibiliti es were then reviewed as the first topic of the

training sessjon.

As part of the orientat;on to their work with the Adult Indian Education

Project, trainees were shmjn a statement of profeSsional,ethics of the

Adult Indian Education Project governir-, activities in the field and

emphasized the importance of the!r position as representatives'of the

tribe and the American Indian Institute; This and the other introductory

activities were designed to prepare field interviewers for their role as

professionals who were helping the leaders and people of their community.

Once the interviewers gained a sense of confidence in their Tole, they

were better able to help the respondent understand his/her role in the

interview:ng situation.

FORTY M.E.P. FIELD INTERVIEW.ER,
WERE TRAINED TO INTERVIEW PEOPLE .

WITHIN THEIR OWN TRIBE

The interviewers were informed about the basic purposes of a scientific

survey general, the specific steps conducting a survey, what kinds

.of survey questions were generally asked, when a survey was generally

conducted, and how the information was used. This information then was
/

related to the specific aciivities of the Adult Indian Education Project

:in its effort to survey functional lite-acy among adult Indians in the

state of Oklahoma. Field interviewer trainees were told about the back-

ground and development of the questionnaire and the potential uses of

the survey results.

Conducting. the interview.
-

Trainees were instructed in using the questinn-

naire. This instruction included how to ask the questions in order to

inqure the maximum accuracy of respondent's .answer, how to utilize the

7 0
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questionnaiTe in maimtaining rapport and ways in which the interviewer

coUldprobe when necessary to clarify either.'a question or a respondent's
\

response. The field interviewer trainees were toidof /he basic rationale

behind the sample procedures including sampling principles, the importance

of sampling to the quality of data obtained, sampling.procedures utilized

in the field and rules governing contact with sampled respondents.

The interviewer trainees were.instructed. in techniques of.building a good

interviewing relationsilip including initial introduction, answering.the.

respondent's questions:, establishing r pport with the respondent and main-

taining respondent's receptiveness, an what to do in case the respondent

was busy or away.

Recording the interview. Aspecfs of the training were concerned wi'th

recording the -scheduling and results of contact attempts- The training

also presented some 'strategies to be utilized when a Tepondent was un-.

'able to or unwillilg to participate in the survey or when, for other rei-

sons, the interviewer Was unable to obtain the interview.

Trainees were taught the rules governing the recording and editing'of

the interview onto the, questionnaire form. The, field interviewer trainees

were asked to complete the Oestionnaire individually in order that they

might (1)- become fully familiar with the questionnaire and how to fill

it out,;(2) experience what it'was like to be a respondent and (3) to

gain an appreciation of why the respondent wa,, not asked to fill out the

questionnaire in writing and how they as field,interviewerswoUld be

helping the respondent by making the jnterviewing prccess go,as smoothly

as possible.

Role playing.. The field interviewers were asked to role play the inter-

viewing situatiom first as respondent and then as interviewer, These

role playing interviews were videotaped, in order again that they might'

see themselveS as a professional in the role of field interviewer, and.

see tile imporLance of that role. In this way the_field interviewer

46
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training program hoped to provide the best opportunity for fiei6

vieters to develop their skills as professionals while at the samr tiple

providing the most accurate data possible for the survey.

AdMinistrative procedures. In addition to the actual questionnaire form,

the interviewers were- asked to complete mileage fic-ms as an offiCial

recOrd of their mileage traveled, miscellaneous expense forms as a record

of any allowable expenses they incurred while working with the project

(e.o., postage, pencils, etc.), and work sheets as a record of time spent

performing project functions. As one of the final topics of the initial

.training-session, the rules governing the completiP on of these forms were

explained. .Procedures for communication with the Norman central office

were discussed. Interviewer trainees were told the ways in which each

administrative staff member would be able to be of assistance to them in

resolving any problems encountered while interviewing.

The payment schedule for completed interviews was discussed with the

trainees. This schedule included an incentive rate increase based on

number of completed interviews. The payment schedule was:

$5.00 each interview, interviews 1 to 10

$6.00 each interview, interviews 11 to 20

$7.00 each interview, interviews 21 and ove?

$2.50 each interview attempt in which the potential
recSpondent either refused or was permanently unsuitable
for interview or respondent was not at home (even after
four contact attempts).

$.12 per mile travel reimbursement

, Debriefing. At the conclusion of the training program, each field inter-

viewer was givenames of respondents to interview. A week to ten days

later, interviewers returned and reviewed the highlights of the 6-aining

program with the project staff. By this time they had had actual exper-

iences and were able to ask questions about any difficulties they were

having or parts of the training they did not fully understand.

47,
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2.5 Data Collection 4

S.

2.51 Interviewing, Respondents

Contact attempts. Interviews were conducted by 40 Americn Indian field.

interviewers among the membership of their tribe. .Utilizing names pro-

vided by the Adult Indian Education Project's random sampling of tribal

,membershipilists, field interviewers ittempted'to contact.respondents.

Interviewer5 recorded the day, time of day and results for each attempted

contact. Procedures were provided for recording inaccuracies in respon-

dent addressei provided by the tribal list. Procedures were also provided

for (1) respondent3 who were permanently unsuitable for interview (e,g.,

mentally retarded, or hospitalized, or incarcerated fdr the duration of

the project); (2) respondents who refused to participate in the literacy

survey; :-.1nd (3) households in which there were no eligible respondents.

'nterviewers made up to four contact attempts for those respondents who

were not at home or were eemporarily unavailable. For tribes where the

:respondenvs name and address provided had been taken from a household or

mailing list, the person initially contacted at that household was asked

to provide some prellMinary infoi-mation which enabled-the interviewer to
c.

randomly select the actual survey respondent from within the household.

Interviewing. Contacted respondents whO agreed to participate in the

survey, were informed of the basic purposes of the project. Responderits

were asked to read cards which contained everyday reading materials.
_

_

They were the6 asked questions that required that they be able to read

and comprehend at least a minimal amount of information contained in

these materials.

THEyQUESTIONNAI RE USED A CASE-STUDY
FORMAT CENTERED AROUND WHAT WAS
CONSIDERED TO BE A TYPICAL NATIVE
AMERICAN FAMILY.

wane. IMMO.
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As discussed in Section 2.23, a case-study format was used; that is,

oresp dents were asked tO help Joe and Ellen.Bigcrow with some questions

they' ere facing in the area of consumer economics, jobs, health and
,

legal matters- The interview was conducted in a manner-Which hopefully

resembled natural conversation.

The interviewers handed each card,to the respondent and then asked the

question associated with that card.. The interviewers then recorded te

"respondent's,answer on the questionnaire form. Respondents were encourn

aged to take as much time as needed and to use pencil .and paper, if needed,

on any question requiring arithmetic.

At the end of the literacy questions, the respondents were then asked
0

series of questiOns,concerning the extent and type of education and train-

ing.they had attained. In iddition, a variety of questions were asked

concerning the respondent's per'sonal, social and tribal background and

present occupation.

Interviewers recorded respondent's'answers accbrding to procedures 5..t.
!'

lined during training. Any responses th-a-t the.interviewer was unccctai

.of were clarified. , Comments made by the respondents during th.-2 H.ter-

.view were recorded as were the interviewers reactibns to how tiv:

view had gone.

2.52 Field Coordinating

.The A.1.E.P. office mailed ar introductory letter (see Sectjon 3,31 ) tO

'each of the respondents being contacted generally just prior to the ipter-

viewer's visit in order that the ilte....viewers purpose might be validated

and at leas* :ome of.the purpose of the study explainec in advance.

of the matecia's related to the interview ircluding questionnairr.s, forms,

'and responoents i.ames were ailed from the central bffice to the inter-

viewers as ;Ieeded.

71
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Field Interviewers obordinated their data collection activities w% the

field coordinator in the central office. They mailed completed ine-

views and completed mileage,..time and miscellaneous expense forms.to the

central office,each week (On Friday or S'sturday). Pnce receiv,?-j,these

materials were checked for-accuracy and payment requests were ..,*omitted

to.the Univerity of Oklahoma purchasi-ng.system. Payment ch:lc.wer,:!

generally received within a week and mailed to,lriterjiewers.. Inter-

:viewers were paLd.cin the' basis of completed int&views and mi;es traveled

while obtaining those 'interviews.

.

In addition to providing interviewing -materials, tommunicetin was main-

tained w.ith .field interviewers on roughly a bi-weekly bas!.s !richer by

'phone-or by written-Corespondence. During this communior, inter-

vLewers were .asked,about any difficulties. they might have beer exper7-

-encing and about their interviewing progr!ss.
I

'ContaCts'were made with locF1 law enforcement officials and c6mm,!;;:i

.;1G6 tribal'rewspapers info'rmng themof the field interviewer'F. tivi

ties withir their community.

As most of the interviewers were from within the co lur!tf being sur-

veyed, chey.werc famili.ar enough with the community !-(: locate respon-

derts, some of whom they a1 rea4 knew. When they had difficulty in iota- .

ti.ng o respondent's address because it was on, a *rural route., they gaiined

assistance from thei- Contacts within ti,e commUnitv.
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44,35

2.61 Data Reduct,ion

The Adult Indian Education Project utilizLd -omini,ting services ort e'

Universtty of Oklahoma, Norman, to proci involved:in the survey.

The Univer-sity's facilities consited:67( i8N S/370-,168\compilter. One

of the packaged programs,pveilable as part 6f the Uhiversity computing

system Was the StatiLLEIL Package for the Social Sciences SIISSji

Release 6.02 , (Nie, 1975). This package of computer-programs wa chosen

by the project staff as:it provided the type ofc'statistical'and proces-

sing programs needed for.this s..:;vey. The project staff perfOrmed all

programming associated witIl data analysts using the SPSS package:

Once complete'd questionnaires Were'received by the central' Officeand

all respondent.contact.in-formation recorded, they were 'then ready to be

manually coded- ihliTeparatioh.fof the keypunching of the data. Coding
qt. .

asstants scored and coded completed questionnaires utilizing procedures
. ,

designed tairoximize the amount of information availabte for-dais analy-

4sis. (a) In some-cases this 'consisted of coding an item right or.wrong,

(b) in other cases multiple choice options were assigned numbers and

coding consisted of circling the appropriate number and in several cases,.

(e) open-ended questions.yielded a variety of answers each of which had

to _a assigned a separate code number and that code number recorded onto
0

the questionnaire form. In total 121 different data ,variables were re-

corded for each completed interview, with an additional 34 variables

generate t! rwtomatically during the data analysis process. Once coded,

-these daa Were keypunched, entered onto an SPSS file.

.

edited and corrected for any inaccuracies.

2.62, Data Analysis

They -were then

The IatIge,quantity of data required extensive data screening and analy-

sis. .An overview of the data analysis is shown in Figure 2-09. Esen-

tially the data analyses consisted of two tasks: first, the data was

51'
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".described and summarized within the four.variable categories. These

were: contact attempts, personarand social characteristics;'tribal

characterist'ics;, and literady and educational.characteriSties. The

summary of the data principally involved computing the percentages of.,

correct answers and.t.hen dividing tSese percentages into various4demo-
/,

graphic-categoriea. Second, the data,was analyzed to ascertain /the

presence and degree to whic'h the various data items from each 4in

category were related. 'The results of these analyses,are dis-cusSe-d

in detail in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER 3

PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND EXECUTION-

This chapter will review the institutional background and the organiza-

tion and ,execution of the Adult Indian Education Project... Included in

this is a dircussion of the institutionbl--, Staff and tribal resources

utilize and a description of activities Involved in completing the sur-
,

.vey of ducational attainment and functional literacy.

\

The Adult Indian

3.1 Institutional Affiliation

Education Project (A.I.E.P.) was the principal research

effort by the American Indian Institute, part of the Souzhwest Center

for Human Rel.ations Studies at the UniverSity of Oklahoma during the.

1976 fiscal year.--The survey of educational attainment and functional

literacy was conducted among adult Indians in the state of Oklahoma in
4

-4-esponse to a 'grant from the U. S. Office of Educat;on, Indian Education

Part C. The Amwican Indian.Institute assumed full

responsibility forhe administration of this survey including staffing

and managem&it. The Southwest Center for Human Relations Studies in

conjunction with the,University-of Oklahoma, provided the necessary

support services inctUdiag physical facilities, budgetary supervision,..-

purchasing of materials and access to other support services (computing,

printing, etc.).

I.
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3.2' Project OuaniZatiOn
-Ns

The resources Utifized on:the project included three Components:-

Naman Component, a tribal component and an intertribal tomonent.
/

- organization Of these .coMponents is shown in Figure 3-01.

4

3.21 Normanlaumllt

-

T1:le

Norman resources. ,The first component consisted of available resources

in Norman, Oklahoma, the location of the;Americin Indian Instipute and

the University of Oklahoma. There were four types of resources in this

area.

First, the Adult Indian Education Project worked closely with several,.
, .

toncurrent Indian projects including the University Year for ACTION

program, an ACTION vplunteer project sponsoring the internship of.AmeriCan
e

lndian students to work_With_Variows.tribal and intertribal organizations
.

1

in the state of Oklahoma. Five of the meMbers of the .Norman..

staff.were Upiversity Year for AOTION inter . Adult Indian Education

Projeci..staff-afso-worked closely with the-staff of the American_Indian
.

Institute.- The Institute pubfisked a neWsletter describing the yarious

activities of the Inst! itute including the Adult.Indian Educatiorr,Orcaject

'and this aided in maintaining-contact with man'y tribal and intertribal

organizations.

/

0

Second, mapy of the facilities, resources and personnel of the University

of Oklahoma weye made/available to the staff of the Adukt Indian Education

Project. These resources included: (1) the UniversiLy library; (2)

University computingiservices; (3) printing and graphic services; (4)

professional educatoirs and" social _ientistS who provided advice in the

design,and implementation of the research project; (5) public information

and news release serlvices; and (6) personnel services.

/

ThiTd, because the filversity of Oklahoma was-in close proximity to

American Indian comriunities, Norman was also.the locatidn of-everal

514.
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A

intertrAbal organizationswho_ere pttT.ofthe intertribal coo lent

discuSsed below (in SectiOrG3.23)..

Finally, w-1 adult baitb=education,progrkrdoCated in Norman agreed tor.
. tto

'allow the project tO±conduc,a,pilot. suNq aMOngthree adult basic

education classes asrepreSentatli-ye'of ainon-Indian popblation. 'This

.pilot-St6dY is cll's.6'65ed in Section 2.25..
. ""

.

Staffing.- Norman was the location of 'the roj,-Ict offite and administra-

tive staff ofthe Adult India6 Education Peojet.- This staff included
I

Project Director,,Program Development Cqzultan,/, Field Coordioator,

Sampling SUpervisor, Data,Supervisor and Prbleti- Secretary. F'gure,3-02

illustrates the,staff organization and'Figure 3.03 lists the administra-
.

tiye personnel.

A basic oblectiye.of the organizational "design\was.- to maximize staff

ir-7-,-,raction and there* to utilize each staff,mkmber's capability to
0

address any particular task responsibilieY. A 'rcond objecti)e was to

maxinfize each staff member's exposur"e tb ancrt41-ning in the' skil
!

,. 0

asso-ciatedwith each phase of the project. These objectives were partic
.

a

larly criti.cal-since the iproject°activities were witiely varied.
.,

,

7--'

. '
RespohSibilities. The Project- pireCtor was responsible for,the develop:-

ment.and eXecution Of the research p.b..;r-.ct. The projett development
. .

i
responsibilities included,the survel iostcument and,the sampling' and

data collectiOn probedures. The manc9emerit responsibilities of the

.director included: staffing.; securing/tribal endorseMent and partici-7.
,

[Dation; selecting and training'field interviewers; 'ari'd analYzing and

reporting tbe-res.uits of the st,u'dY,

4

Tbe rogram Development Consultant was respw.sible for i-Mplementing most

of the management decisions Made by the Project Director and supervisLac

the activities' of th'cother staff members.

a

8
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FIGURE 3-02

DULT INDIAN EDUCATION PROJECT
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The Sampling Supervisor was responsible for assisting the Director in

the acqusition and distribution of the samples. The Data Supervisor _2--
was responsible foi- assjsting the DirectorAn des4gri+ngan-d-1mp1ement-

inf.; data Teduction-protedures.

3.22 Tribal Component

\

The tribal componentof tile survey involved two particular groups:

tribes an6 tribal officials,.and interviewers within the tribes.

..Both -ir-oups had responsibilities ..ritical to the :-,ucCess of the Adult

Education Project.

Tribes and tribal officials. Each tribe was contacte, given a brief .

overview of t'he project's activities and goals and asked to schedule a

meeting between the project-staff and the appropriate'tribal council

or offici.4..c involved in nvAi'.g the executive decisions for the tribe

as a whole (see Appendices 1-2 and 1-3 At those meetings'the back-

ground and purposesof.the Adult Indian Education Projcct'were explained

in detail and the tribe was requested to: (1) endorse in writing the

activities and goals of the Project, (2)4irovIde access to the most

current aria complete listin-g f tribal members and (3). provide'the names

of persons within the tribe who had knowledge of the tribal members

and tribal communities', who would be willing to serve as,field inter-,

Viewer trainees.

Though this tribal contact process was extensive ,and involved'an extra-

ordinary amount of travel and staff time, ij was viewed as eSsential in

obtaining knowledgeable tribal participation, whicli thereby insured

more willing and accurato involvement of tribal members during the field

inteTviewing process. In addition, the information.obtained was done

with -..he full knowledge and consent of the persons involved aiid, conse- .

quently, the' foundation was 6stabliShed to insure that the data collected

would be meaningful in-making tribal dec.isions'and would be utilized to

implement any needed program modification or development.



C.

Field interviewers. The second-group-Cif-the tribal component of the

-Fesearch project consisted of.the field interviewer irainees'and, more

specifically, the group cf field interviewers involved in the actual

data collettion. In total.there were 58 field interviewer trainees,

represent,ing 19,,tribes, including 40 who became field interviewers.

The field interviewers worked within their own tribal groups and per-

formed 10u percent of the data collection activities. They worked with

the Field Coordinator io insuring that accurate and complete data was

obtained.

The first two groups of field interviewer trainees.served ad additional

function for the Adult Indian Education F;roject. As discussed in Sec-
" ,

tion 3.23, they were asked to critique the.field questionnaire being

utilizad, First, theh-coMments- were offered about the general pro-

Ceduresand intent of the instrument. SecconC interviewer trainee;

'critiqued each of the questions and measures involved in.the instrument.

In light of their' evaluatiOn, the questionnaire was redesigned specifi-

.cally to be more senSitive to the perSpective and .concerns of the Jespon-

dents andaasier in format for the field intervie-iers to use in conduc-
u

ting. interviews.

3.23 Intertribal Component

The third resource component of the Adult Indian Education Project con-

sisted of the various intertribal organizaticins throughout the state of

Oklahoma representing a variety of concerns but having in common a pri-

mary interest in the education and servite of American Indian adults.

Th groups and the persons serving aS their representatives.served a

paccicularly critical function for this research project. Initially

raw panel,composed of ibembers-of these ors lizations evaluated poten-.

nal survey queltions aS described 'in Section 2.22 and selected'questions

which were most beneficial to edujt Indians within their ccmmunity and

in Ihe.state of OklahOma.,-. They-were particularly capabla of serving in

60
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this capacity .due.lo their broad and varied.daily e)Oosure L6 Lhe needs

of adults in their communities. In addition, they were vactical in

.their concerns:due to their own efforts to provide services addresSing

-the needs of the peopkft in their, community.

TRIBES AND OTHER INDIAN ORGANIZA-
TIONS WILL EVENTUALLY BE CALLED
UPON TO IMPLEMENT ANY PROGRAM
Ij/10DIFICATION OR DEVELOPMENT RE-
COMMENDED' BY THIS LITERACY AND
EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT,

Seconcl; but in the long run more critical,these ihtertribal organiza-.

tions, along with the tribes, will provlde any- new or modlfied.services

called for by this research in its assessment of ethicational needs. They

will be primary us.ers of he dala collected and the resulting analysis

of the edUcational needs of,the adult lnuian community iii Oklahoma.

Therefore, both the tribes'oand the intertriba organ;zations are serv-
.

ing even beyond the,fOnding and time parameters of the Adult Indian

Education Project-i,s a resource component which,will potentially imple-

-meni t'he policies and programs of the U. S. Offfte of Education and

ot,her Tederal agencies involved in adult education among American Indians.

8 6
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3.3 Project Mana9ement

3.31 Project ActivitlIke.! and Sequencing

The issues invoived-n maging a'ild executing theresearch project were

in mi?ny ways a direct-Yesult of.the methodological issues discussed in

Chapt.::r Ii. As the report details the A.1.E.P:'s survey Of funCtional
,

literIcy and education attainment among adult Indians in Oklahoma in-
.

volved six project phases.: These were: (1) initial project design,
,

(2) instrument .development, (3) identification of respgndents and'inter-

viewers, (4) data collection, (5) data reduction and.analYsis design and

(6) ..lalysis'and ,reporting... Each of these phaSes is described elsewhere

in this report. Though. the project taskS were distinct, many times the

acLivities.associated with these tasks were.performed Auringoverlapping

time periodS as indicated on Chart 3-05 listed on the following pages.

This chart shoWs the sequence.of the.various actiVities involved in

executlng this educational needs survey. A simplified overview of the

project activities is presented in Figure 3-04.

-



FARE 3-05

SEQUENCE OF PROJECT TASKS AND ACTIVITIES " )

Months

Project Tasks
, 7-75 8-75'r9-75 10-75 1-75 12-75 1-76 2-76 3-76 4-76 5-76 6.76 7.76 .S-76

1

1,9-76
1

.

1.0 INITIAL PROJECT DESIGN
.

. .

.

6.

t

,

%I.

.

,

.

.

I

.

,

.

-I

,

. ,

Z.10 Deliteating'Research Parameters

1.11 ,,, Identify community educational. goals .

1;12 Define adult American Indians

1.13 Initially define literacy according to gbals

1.14 initially define educational attainment

1.15 DefineTersonal and social characteristics to be

surveyed ,.,,,,, ,.

,

1.20 Obtaining initial Survey Information

1.21 Identify data currently available .

.0

1.22 Conduct functional literacy literature search

1.23 : Obtain avlilable functional literacy instruments

1.24 Identify tribes and tribal contact persons

0

1.30 Designing Proeedures

1.31 Identify, clarify and develop University 'Orblicies

and procedures
,.

,

1.32 identify and train administrative staff
.

1.33 Design sampling proce&res .

1.34, , Conduct pilot study of Anterviewer effectiveness

1.35 Design field interviewer recruitMent end

0 . Selection criteria
.

1.36 Design instrument development procedures

1.37 Design dat'a collection procedures

f..3S Désign field interviewer supervisory.,techniques_

1.39 Iden:ify data analysis hardwarehoftware
,

,I

1.40 Analyzing and Reporting Initial Project Design

1.41 Report functional literacy literatfii review,

1.42 Report field interviewer supervisory techniques

1.43 Report computer coding manual and procedures

1.44 Report Firit Interim Report

4-
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.Initaizoles.tcje_slE, The :Initial project design p,hase

tasks of (1).. delineat;ng researsh parameters, consistent with both the

,goals of the adult Indian community and the purposes of the U. S. Office

P

"of Education (see Section 1.13), (2) obtaining initial survey information

on current data and instruments and on tribes comprising the Oklahoma

Indian community (see Section 1,22), (3) deiigning procedures associated

with research methodology and ail phases of the project's execution,

(4) analyzing alvl reporting ini ial project design, including specific

background information and a First4Interim Report '(Hackbert, 1975) ,prO-

_

92

Viding an overview of this first phase of the project,

. k

*This management planni;ng model was tak6 froM Stufflebeam (1971).
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ect Tasks 5

FIOE 3-05 (continued)

.S141EV: OF PROJECT TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

Months

t7-75 10.75 11.75 i 146 2-76 3-76 4-76 5/-76
-----I

I 7-76 S-76 9-76

1NSTR1.NEN1 TELOPXU.7

Constructing Initial Questionna:4e

2.11 .Identify intervibiIquestionnaire model

Design model appropriate to community and
I

previous researih'

'3 Field test model ,

..

2.12- ,Sleect initial indicator.quest
)

' ns .. I

A Iden:ify pool of potential tndicator questions \'

identiy review panel far indicatsr seleetion \

C Survey panel on :he usefulness of questions in poOl
,

4 Ahalre,survey results cnd identify most benefi- \

cial queitions '
,

. \2.13 Design initial questionnaire
. .

A Evalucte selected questions fot duplication of

measureMent

-----_& Identifyluestions for which a visual stimulus

could-be-utilized
..

C Evaluate selected queStions-for-a_tange of

/difficulty

COnstruct initial questionnaire

,

'Fretesting Instrument

2/21 . Colduo: validity tests

2.22 Couct Deliability tests__

,2;30 Fiel Test* Qu6stionnaire

FiLd test queStionnaire

1.32 . Re:rite qtiestionnait,_

2.:. Field test questionnaire

ConstrU:t ial questionnaire

2.35 'oqn.ruct,pilot test Of'instrtment among A,B.E, classeS:

.,

94

e
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98

Instrument development, The second phase of the project as the devel-
A

opynt of the instrument to'be utilzed ih conducting the survey. This

development process, tlescribeein,Section 2.2, invoNed four tasks, tne

first of which was construction of initial que'stionnaire. An in,terview/

questionnaire model was designed and field tested in conjunction with a

review panel of American Indian professionajs from Oklahoma communities.

Initial indicator questions of benefit to adult.Indians were, identified'

'and from these an initial questionnaire was c6structed, This question-

naire was designed to be nonTrepetitive, easy to adminiSte, ed provide

fOr the measurement of a range of performance levels.*

. ,

OnCe the injtial questiionnaire wasjdesi"gled, three testing and finalizing

steps were,taker, ,The instrument was pretested for validity and reliabil-
.

ity, It was then field tested and rewritten 4ice utilizing the.(ield

interv+ewers, who were at the time, members of the community being surveyed

and responsible for administering the questionnaire effectively. The

final instrument was then utilized CO Donduct a pilot survey amobg adult

bask educaton classes.

97
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FIGURE' 3-05 (c'ontinued)

SET:ENCE OF PPOJECT TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

17-75

3.0 ID7.2:F:CAT:GN OF V.SPONDENTS INTSRv:MI,S .

3.10 Contacting TriF,es 0

3,11 identify rrit,d1,chairmee

3.2 trioal louncil members

3.13 Sce,!ule initial t'ribal contact meetings with tribal

or S.,:siness

3.1'4' Schedule follu-.,:p meetings (if necessary)

, Securing Tribal Participation

1.21 Obtoin tribal letter of endoiseent

3,22 ,Obtain tribal recommendations on tribal interviewers

Schoule te to sample tribal membership list

3.30 Obtaining Tribal Sample

3.31 Uar.i:y source cf tribal list

3.32 Determine total 'sample fra

3.33 Sale population

3.34 Divide sample, into "chunkag

3.4 Identify Field Priterviewer Trainees

3.L1 'Public:be field interviewer positions
.

3.42 Obtain applic,tions for interviewer trainee

positions

3,43 Select field in. rviewer trainees

3.33 Training Field Interviewers

3.51, Dev:lop field interviewer training manual

Preozre intervimr training format

3,53 Sc'neduic training programs

1,54 re'pare training materials

3.55 Conduct training of field interviewers

3.56 Distribute sample "chunks"

3.57, Debrief field interviewers

98
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Identification of ElEondents and interv.rewers. The third phase of the

research.roject management ..ias the identifi.cation of respondents and

interviewers, .This phase involved contactinri tribes and tribal officils

at a seri of meetligs held across'the state, talking with some 3,.) tribes,

individually and in intertrrial couhcil or60 differek occasions. At

these and follOng meetings tribal participation was secured thrtgh a

formal letter of endorsement, recommendations'fOr ihterviewers ana per-

.

mission to sample tribal membership lists. As discussed in Section 2,12,

-these tribal'lists were then :utilized as source, or frame, from which a

10 percent random sample of potential respondents was drawn. Ths' sample

was later divided into Ychunksu on a geographical bails,

While tribes were assisting the Adult' Indian Education Project in identi-,.

fying respondents, field i&rviewer trainees were refJuited and selected,

As Section 2,42 details, these interviewers were then trained during

speciallyconstructed!training programs utilizing tr'aining materials'

and a complete trarning manual' designed specifically for Native American

interviewers, Once trained, the field interviewers were given initial

lists of respondents to contag and after a. week of interviewing, returned

to the training site to discuss..their experiences in interviewing to insure

that all data collecting actNties were going'smoothly

112
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.FI.GURE 3-05 (continuetd).

SEQUENCE OF,PROJECT TASKS AND ACTIVITHS

Xonths

.
.

' .

ircjact tasks . ,

: 7-75 8-75 ,9-75

,

10-75 ,1-75 '.2-75 1-76 2-75

a

3-75 4-76 5-76 6-76 7-76

1

8-76

4..0 nTA COE.ECTION

.

,

.4..10 Feblir.iting Fielt: Interviewer Activities

..11 Precare and distribute news release to Indian and
.

ather community newspapers. ,

_
.

4.12 2istributo introductoL.v letter to respondents

4.13 Notify co--nity. officials ,

,

.

.

4.20. CoordinvAng Field Interviewes ,

4,21 idat!fy field areas for each interviewer

4,2'2 Cbtain maps and direcrories to aid field contact

4,23 Distribute Smple "chtinks" for rispondents within

that area

4,24 , B:-weekly contact field interviewers
.

4.30 Coliducting Interviews (Activities of Field rntervieWers 4
III

4,31 -Layout most effecqve route for contacting'

. respondents NeN,
.

1111111 111
4,32 ,Travel to respondent,s home

.1
4.31. Conduct and record interview .

1111111111101 MI
4,34 Schedule a retern visit if respondent not at'home

MEM=
4.35 Return 'to respondent's home if. necessary (up to 4

contacts)

,

MEE
,

4,36 . Remrd tine, mileage, miscellaneous expenses and

status oi conducted interviews .
.

4;37 :Xail records to Norman office weekly
11111111111111.

,4,40 Data Handling

Design office procedure to-rffESSing completed

interviews .

.

.

4.42 Confirm completeness of conducted interviews,

4.43 ' Fross payments for interviews and mileage
.

4,44 Record receipt of and status of conducted interviews
.

.

,

, o
.

.

o
,

.

,

o .

.

.

. . , ,
.

.
.
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'Data 'collection, Actual data collecti.on was the fourth'phase of the project. Initially, the activi1ie5

of the field 5terviewers were publicized through Indian and pther communitYjnewspapers and an intro-

ductory letterwas distribUted to respondents to prepare them for the, field interviewer visit'and the 0

project's purpose,
P

Field' interviewers traveled to the respondent's home as mani, as four times in n attempt'to contact the

respondent and, once contacting them, explained further the survey's purposes and, with the respondent's

permission, conducted the survey interview, Field rnterviewers recorded the interviews according to

procedures outlined in the field interviewers training manual and also recorded time, mileage, mrScel-

,

laneous expenses and the resuits'of all attempted contacts, even ones in which no interview was con- ,

ducted. This data was then mailed 4to cthe Norman officeon a weekly-basis,

ield interviewers coordinated their activities with the project office in Norman including obtaining

and returning materials, respondent names and completed interviews. In coordinating with the field

interviewers, the Field Coordinator attempted to contact field interviewers on a P-weekly basis, dis-

ciussing with them any problems they were having' and providing any assistance theyilifeded in locating

C)

and tompleting survey.interviews.

The final phase of data collection involved the desjgn arid execution cf data hAndling procedures in the

Norman office, including confirming completeness of completed interviews, processinmayments for inter-

1

views and mileage, and maintaining records on ihe 4tus of distrilluted respondent names and conducted

interviews, Once the completed questionnaires 'had been received and processed, they were then ready

f 4

for tht fifth phase of the project.,
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Data reduction and analysis. This fifth'phase involved.data reduction and,analysis

design. The first task associated With this phase Was the design of a format for

data reduction; in other,words, the information frOm4 completed,questionnaire was

reduced tc a'numerical code whicil were then put on computer cards, Initially,

optical scanning'sheets were utili'zed to record the information from completed

questionnii,res, and an instTument code book (Appendix.7) was' construCted detail-

ing the codes utilized in this date reduc4z process, After an initial group of

, completedterviews were.coded, p4xessed,and put onto comPuter file, the data was

'then checked for accupcy, .The resU)ls of this testing unfortunately yielded a deci-
.,,f.,

sion tb abandon optical Scanning procedures and proCeed to a more controllable, but
\\.

more time-consuming lanuakoding and keypunching procedure,
\

.

This decision meant the data reduction, analySis and coding formats had to be rede-

siged, A keypunch rmat, and procedures for Man.ual coding were also required

(also shown in Appendix 7). The instrument(code book and analySis formats were

reconstructed to.reflect the updated reduction and ana4sis formats and editing pro-

grips. were developed to identify potential data redUctidn,errors,

The last task then associated with date reduction'and analysis design Was the actual

reducing and editing of the completed interviews intO computer accessiHe data through

caing key.puhchiag_alui_ad_i_Cmg-of d at:ap44n H-yi-cia,d ITT-liradata antocwate-r-

1 I,

0

1C9



a'e Flalq 3-05 (continued)

SEUENCE OF EOJECT TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

Months

,

P:o;ect Tasks
7-75 8-75 9-73 10775 111-75'' 2-7 1-76 2-76 3-76 4,74 5-7(.

1

6-76 .7-,.4 -7, i 1-7', I
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t..
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...... ,.:,
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, ,

Analyzing iota .

Examine raw frecuency analysis

Construct.literacy item scoring and indices

pre,yams
.

Crosstabulare and analyze factors associated with

I

literacy and educational attainment'

Compare the survey to pretous tribal, 'state and

, national research

Preparing the Final Report

Document activities and methodology of the project

, Draft project overview

Schedule meetings.to review preliminary results and.

repprting,format wiEh.tribal officials .

Compile tables

Draft and print find report

Disserinating the Research Results ,

Publicize preliminary results (including overview)

oarng tribe's, state and national organiiationt

Present overview and results to National Indian

EJuation Association Convention (Albuquerque, NM)

'' Disser:inate final results to tribes and state

and,:ational orr,anizstions ,

,

, .

,

.

.

.

,

,

,

u

.

.

.
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.... -11.41

An'alySis: and reporti,nTresults, The final phase of the projw: 46 the analysis and repOrting of pro-

jett results. Hnitiallrthe data was analyzed utililing (I) an'analysis cf frepencies,' (2) the scor-

Jrig of literacy items, and (3) the constructim of literacy_indices in_each of. four topic areas (con-

sumeit educatiorf, health education, occupational education and'legal education) and four skill ar'eas

(computation, newspaper reading, sign reading an,d the completion of forms). The data was analyzed
, .

further by cross-tabulating and associating personal', social, tribal and employment factors with lit,-

eracy and educational attainment. These results were also compared to data previously 6tained fcom

tribal, state annational research. Further, survey'data was umpared with data from (he pilot study

of,the Adult Basic Education (A.B,E.) unit.'

-,

Throughout the project, activities arid methodology associated 'with the research were documented. As

the iroject neared completion, a project overview wat'drafted to provide an initial outline for the

final report. Meetings were scheduled With tribal officials to reviev these preliminary results and

discuss issues osociated with'the interpretation, of the results, Utiling this documentation, the

resullS, of the statistical.' analysis and the suggestions of the trib'al offieials the final report was
, ,

. ,

drafted:This report was then printed and distribtit,ed to Sponsors, tribes and other intertribal ,and

410
edyeationai.organizations Ofved in the education of adult Indi,alis.

(
,

4issemihating the reseir6 results was the task remaining for'the complell'on of,the anajysis and re- --

porting phase of this survey of functional literacy among adult' Indians in Oklahoma. Preliminary
. a

, .

results were'publicized among tribes, state and national organizations.. The preliminary results and

an' overview of the-project,was pres0.ted at the National Indian EducJtion Association convention In
,

,

(.

fp

late September in Albuquerque NeN Mexico.; and at the middle of December, 1976, this repoq was

dissemihatedto tribes, state'and national organizations,
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. 3.32 PublIc Relations

9.1 ,buring the fifteen month duration of theAdjiltindian Education Project,

the adminis' eative"staff publicized the prOject's efforts among several

---_organizationS likely to utilize the results of the.research onCe completed.-
.

PreViously mentioned were porisors, tribes and intertribal organizaNrs

serving as compOnents of the project'S institutional affiliation. In

addition, Letters were sent-tb-members pf the American Indian Policy

Review Commission -TaSk Forces. Also',--a---boV.was set up at the 1.975
-

National Indian Education.Association Convention in Olaa oma City and

letter, were sent-to those conventiOn participants requesting mora-i_h_-_,

:formation about the-p-roject.

On the tribal and' state-level several articles concerning the AdUlt'

Indian tdUcation Project were included in .the newsletter published by

. the American Indian Ins-fituta and distributed witjely among thOse persons.

and organizations working in,a variety of indian s6rvices. The most, fun-

damental public relations effort, however, was.conduCted by the field

'interviewers themselves they Obrked with members of:the communities

in which they lived. The interviewer's enthusiasm for the,project and

the projeEt's reputation in the communities across the state were criti-

cal factors in the :projectts success.

114
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FIGURE 4-01 .

COMPONENTS OF THE ANALYSIS PROCESS OF SURVEY DATA

Component A

Analysis of Social Factors

Personal & Social Character1sfics

Tribal Characteristics I

[........Employment Characteristicsi.,,

0

Component B Component C

Analysis of Educational Factors

Educational Attainment

1

Functional Literacy

Indicafon& Item Analysis

Indexes:8i Competency Levels

Analysis of the Relationship
between Social Factors & Educational Factors

Adult Indian Education Project
. 'Norman, Oklahoma 1976 .

Personal & Social Characteristics

Educational Factors

Employment Characteristics
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CHM:77ER 4 '

RESULTS

ThiS Chapter presents the. findings of the'survey of literacy andeduca-
tion among adult.Indians in the state of Oklahoma. Initially, this in-
volves a reviewHof suGvey contacts and conducted int-arviews. Figure 4-01
outlinesthe main categories of anarYsis. Data is presented describing

the'charecteristics of the adUlt Amerieen Indian in Oklahoma: Personal,
social, tribal and employment. Following this, the resalts of the assess-

.ment of literacy and educaton are reviewed and described in detail so as
to present a fairly comprehensive picture of th.e present educational

status of thjs Indian community. These results are m red both to
previous studies at theNaAl-ional level and to lot-study .c..Q.Liducted

among a non-Indian populption. Finally', this chapter assesses the edu-
cational needs. of the adult Indian in Oklahoma as they.are associated
with other factors such as personal, social, tribal and emplOYment con-
ditions.

4.1,. Interview Contact and Completion Rates

a

4.11 Contact Attempts

The data collection phase of the Adult Indian Education Project surveya,'

took place over a 'sixmonth periOd frOm March 1976 through August,f1,976
_

and involved 19. tribal groups representbn,g.70 percent of the adult Indian
population in the state. Respondents included in the study. resided With-.

-in 44 counAies, across the state. Intervicw4s atttmpted to.contact 1418

:potential respondents sampled from eribal rollt,' trying as many'as four
contact attempts, per respondent (for a total of 2167 'actual contact

attempts):

s

Not in the sample. Of the 1418 potential respondents, 533 or 37.6 per-.

cent were not,in the net sample because thepname or address listed on,

the tribal membership list was no longer. accurate. As Table 4-02 below

79
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rshows, 3..6 percent .of the'potential respondents had deceased since the

tribal membership list had been composed. Of those not in the sample

.:21.9. percent had Moved, 9.8 percent were listed'at an address that no

lonaer'existied and 33 households no lon.ger had an adult trjbal member

in residence.

-.TABLE 4-02

FINAL RrsuLic OF'CONTACT ATTEMPTS
,

Not, in the Sample

s%

Deceased
51

3.6

a d, 310 21.9

Na Such.Address 139 9.8

No.Eligiblt Respondent
33

2.3
..

7

533 37.6

In-the,Sample

Completed

Refused

Interviews

N-_

689

80

`1

48.6
,

5.6

% of

Sample-

77.9,

-94

..4.,Permanently Unsuitable for

Interview (Hospitalized;
Incarcerated, Retarde-d etc.) 41 2.9 4.0

Not'aLHome (with 4.contact
attempts). 75. 5.3 8.5

885 62,..4 .100.0

TOTAL

N Adult Indian Erlucation Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976 .



In addition to those, figures shown, an additional 2.6 percent included

in fhe 'sample had actually moved but were able to be located by the field

interviewer. Consequently., a total of 40.2 percent of the adult Indlans'

listed on tribal membership lists are listed .at an address that is no

longer correct. This was not surprising in view of thejact that most of

the tribal-membership lists rom which the.respondent names were taZen were

generally from 4 to 15 years'Old.

In the sample.. The net sample.for this survey included 885 adult Indians

and rePresented 1'.8 percent of the total sample frame. Seventy-five

potential respondents.or 8.5H3ercent'of the:heiample'were not contacted

.because they were either'hot at homeThrtemporarlly unavailable.even after.

four contact attempts; 4.6 perdent of the respondents in the net sample

were permanently unsuitable.for interviewing 'due to hospitalization, in-
-.

carceration, mental, retardation'Or other similar condition; 80 of the

people contacted, or 9 percent of the,net sample, refuSed to be.inter-

vieWed, generally due to lack of...interest or time. Actual interviews

were conducted with 689 respondents whioh represented about 78 percent

of the net sample,. Each interview toOk an average of.35-minutes to

complete. Eleven respondents declined to answer the literacy portion

'of the survey. -

------A-sd-l-s-au-ssed in Addendum B,. there, were an estimated 63,490 adult American

Indians within the s'ate-of Oklahoma. ..Using these figu'res, each of
------=-___

689 pe6ple interviewed jn the survey-of_personal, social and tr'06a1
_....

° acteristios represented '92.1 adult Indian-S-7;--Che::sta..te of.Okla oma.

EaCh of tne 678 peCsOns completing the survey of literacy rep nted

93.6 adults.

4.12 Success of Contact Attempts

,,,'Town-sze response rate. Table 4-03 shows the contact and interView.,

results amofig'person.S living in different sized towns. A dramatic dif-

Jerente can be seen in the results obtained among, people in towns withl

less than-100,000 as compared to people that live in towns of 100,000 \

4 81
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.11Mr

we

Town Size

of Respondent J

Is

( TABLE li-03

FINAL RESULTS OF CONTACT ATT'EMIPTS By TOWN SIZE
° b

5

Permanently

Unsuitable NA,

Completed
for Not at:: No SUch ,Eligible Row

Interviews Refused Intervio Homte ,Peteased Moved, Address Respondent Total

, 1 00 - 2., 500 50.5 6.2 . 3.8 5.0

I ' 0

,

26)0 - 5,000 54.1 10.1 ,, 1.3 2,5

5 10e - .I0,00b 51.7 4.2 . 3.4 6,4

10,100 25,000 , 51.4 44.6- .0.6 'L0,0

i ;

,3.1 , 20.5' 8.3

'(,). 4,4, 17.6.' 8.8

!.1.

..

,

_51 ,. 20.3 7:2,

16.6 9,1

25,100 9,900 , 48.4' 3.7 3.7 5.1, 24.2 11.7

4,

100,000 and over 27.5 1:8 1.8 , 4.6 l,i.a .41,3 16,5'

Town sin! unknown 39,1 17.4 4.3 2.2.

120

0

1004'

0,4

;100.0

1 7.1i 1.2

AdultIndlaniducationProject

Norman,Oklahoma1976
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tS
'Dr more. For the purposes of this study, this was the division between

the rural and the urban' Population. Completed interviews were-obtained

in approximately 50 percent of the contact attempts made among. people

Hying in towns of various sizes under 100,000: However, only 28..per7

crlt of the contact attempts- ytette-ToInpleted ioterviews among:people

teWns of 100,000 or more,

4
.:/

The seceOd'si,goifiepoint of differentiatiOn among the contact corn-
'

.',Oletion*ates was: fo6Od, as Tight be expected, in the dxamatic increase

in thentimber of''Per'SonS v;ho vere not able to be contacted because they

had moved or because the address at which Ithey ere-listed'was 'no longer

a corrett address. This.situation as ToUnd in.approximately 26 percent'

of the',aduli :Indians living in towns of 25,000 dr less, a'nd among 36 per-

cent of the adult Indians living iri town sizes from 25,C00 to 100,000.

However,.almeSt 58 percent of the adult ,Indians listing as living in

,towns of 100000 or more had relecated. As might have.been expected,
),

owns-was clearly indicated.

It Was. also found.to be somewhat mere difficult to lircate.fielid inter-
./

viewers in the urban areas 10klahema City and T 1

IntervieWer effectiveness. The eTfectiveness of eSch of the f ield inter-

viewers was analyzed in terms of contact,r6Sponse and coNlaktion'rates.

Overal1.9l.6,percenC of the adult Indian intluded In,the net sample were

actually contacted; 85.1 percent Of Chose cent :acted agreed and were able

to,respond to the ,interview;..:and 80 percent of the-completed interviews
/

were fully completed. Appendix 3-5 hoWs thft"the.results of this anal-
'

ySis varied widely among interviewers. The number of respondents each

of the Adult Indian. Education. Proje.ct (A.I.E.P.) field.intevViewers
. .

Atempted to contact widely varied alse,but:this "factor itself di'd not'

seem to have a noticeable tnfluence on the contact, response er comple-
.

tIon rates .-

1+-
.

Contact effectiveness. As'part.of the,attempt of this project-to clar-

fOissues and procedures associaced with this kind of .survey fdr those

tribes or other Indian organizatVbns'interested in'cont.inuing this

122
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TABLE'4-04
LI

PRC'ENT or COMPLETED INTERVIEWS.OBTAINED

' FCR EACH CONl'ACT ATTEMPT BYJOWN-5!ZE

'Town-size

3

Contact 100 to 2600 to 5100.to 10,100 to' 25,000 to. ,100,000
Attem t 200 5000. , 10,000. 25,000 99)_900 and over

First 52.0. 51.9 49.0 41.6 48.8. 51,3

co
Secogd 38.8 48.6 43.5 51.7 55:6 53,3,r
Third 36.4 5,8 32,4 33,3 , 28,8 28.5 ,

s!

Fourtil 1 . 5447'-r----- .17..6 17.6 . 0.0VA__:-..:.7----

123
I.

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman; Oklahoma 1976
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research, a,) arialysis was undert;-.0m ro examine th mos.t effeCtive utili-

zation rif fiOd interviewer effor. Briefly stated, this analysis

showed nfit Wtvi-
Inontect-,,a,t-temort . In addition, of all con-

,tatts 1.at did require a third or-fourth atCeMpt,,only 31 percent'resUlied

in a com0"ted interview. Eighty-seven (87.2) percent of the nam,:, an6

address' ftaccuracies were discovered on the-first contact attempt. As

\ TAle 4704 shows, the-actual effectiveness of utilizlng a third and.fourth
_!

\contact attempt varies among town site.

, .13 Ae-action and Comments on, the Interview

ield interviewers were instructed to briefly list a1.1 reactions they

d to the -espondent and the interviewing situation shortly after they

completed th,2 intrzrviev. This information was witten oh the question-

na\re itself in a sectidn entitled ThumblaiP.Sketch. Appendi\x, 4-11

prOyides a summary Of these reactions and the frequency of their occUr-

ren . In addition, field ipterviewers were asked to-reCord all.cOmments

nia by the respondents to the interviewing process or any particular_

qu Ion and to list any comments they had about the way in whicirthe
. .

re dent had an.swered the'questions. A.summary of these coMments

, pr se ted in Appendix

9
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-
L.2 Characteristics of the Adult Indian in 0Mahoma

4.21 PersO2nal and Social

As discussed in Section 2.23, the personal and social actOrs 'surveyed

,as a part of the included: sex, age, marital status, county

and town of residence and organizational involvementi-. In addition, the

survey examined the extent to which the adults were-counted as part of

the 1970 census.

.Sex, age and marital status. Forty-four and six-tenths 001000.0papricerrt

,of the adult Indian population in the State of Oklahomadweii~g and

,4opercentwereAliWi1ft indiCated-by this survey. 'Table 4-06 shows

the age distribution.of this populatLon. This.table shows a fairly

equal distribution among age groups. .The range of ages was.from 18 to

102 although ale number of respondents interviewed over 70 was dramat- '

ically lower then for other age groups. There were approximately the

same number of men and women among the various ege groups though there'

were Agia4=4554051124=04=COMP among those persons -interviewed who

were, between 40X0WW.Nryiiiroyasersigi.

The largeSt group,of those people interviewed were marrie, 60.1 percent.

.Table 4-05 showS a complete distribution of-respondents' marital status.

TABLE 4-05

RESPONDENT'S MARITAL STATUS

_ ,. .,.s:,
,

-,...,4,,,-, 1,

N %-1.---,0ate.gatly,------,-qv/p

.

. ,.

/ .,; .
;

414 60.1;,/ Married

. 29,
h

Separated.

56 8:1:Divorced

94-" 13.6

\I
.

Widowed
Never, Married . 89

.

12.9
. No Answer 7 1.0 ,

Total

126

86

689 100.0

Adult Indian Education Project
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.Yea'rs

16 2 0

21 - 25

26 30

31 35

36 40

41 - 45

46 -_50

51 55

56 60

61 65

66 - 70

71 5
76 - 80

81 - 85

86 90

91 95

_over 95

age not given

Adult Indian EJucatIon Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

4.

TABLE, 4-06

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS AGE

--FrAquency Percent
.CimuLative.

Percent'

49 7.5 7.5

:63 9.6 17.1

60 9.2 26.3

57 8.8 35.1

" ,61 9.4 44.5

59 9.1 53.6

55 8.5 62.1

37 5.7 67.8

45 74.7

55 8.5 83.2

46 7:1 90.3

27 4.2 94.5

17 2.6 97.1

9 1.4 98.5

6 0.-5 99.4

0 0.0 99.4

4 100.0

39 's

689- 100.0

127
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In those tribes involving respondents taken from a household Membership

list, there were an average of 1.8 adult Indians eligible to- be inter.r-

viewed residing in the-household.
/

Town-size and cotnty distribution. Figure 4-07 shows the size of town

wit)iin which the dult Indians-in bldahoma
.

Town Size

.Under 2,500

2,500-5,000

5,100-10,000

10;100-25,000

25,160-99,900

100,000 84aver

Unknown

'FIGURE 4-07

DISTRIBUTION C)R, RESIDENCES BY TOWN-S1ZE

/

(N = 17) .

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

,

N = 672

10 . 20 .'..,' -i,'' -30,., .

.Percent of Respondents ')- r-

o

40

_

. * .4,',
;..'

Towns of less than 100,000.population {the;first'five categorieslisted)

were considered to,be ruralior town residences: Since the population

f4Ures used for thissuryeY'we*eithose oT the actual town-size rather than

statistical metropolitan seWce areas (SMSA's), Tulsa and,OklahomaCity

were the only areas considered as urban areas. There wereA1.5 percent of -'

the survey respondents-livirig.in these.urban areas: ,This is somewhat lower
. .

than was reflected in,the sample frame (11.4) as shown in Appendix 4-01.

This.reflected.thedifficulty in locating respondents' and interviewers,in

urban areas. This urban figUre is discussed in morle detail in Addendum

Within the five, categories -bsed-to break down'the town-size.-residente of
,c

the r=ural and town population, by far the lar.gest percentage of people ,

resided in areas havig.less than 2660 people.

88
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FIGURE,4-08,

° COUNTY DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
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Figure 4-08 shows the county distribution of:those people completing the'

survey. The Itimerr+est.--centierttrat4,441.iaa.tecepulaiiiplieff.Within the sur

It shouldvey was in the

be noted that because Gramio.41r+besutheksaree.4evatatr.part.ithiailie in the survey,

the.distrTbution shown for' this survey was not identical with the actual

distribution of the Indian population within the state as shown b BIA

figures.

Courfted by Bureau of Census. 'Respondents were asked whether or not the-y

had xe'ported themselves as an Indian'on the 1-970 census. As the tablei

below shows, about two-thirds of the respondentsjnterviewed responded,

to this question and about 13 percent of those who did respond did not

know or did not remember whether they had reported themselves as an

Indian. 'Those people who did remember included idefelierimmt who ifeportbd

that iiharvelse4tmt_.-4,imattecHtviiiiwit4iiiii;anaerrttikita4AR11;;-c7EiMies. This figure is

mirrored in the discrepancies in population estimates shown in Addendum B.

TAKE 4-09

RESPONDENTS REPORTED AS AN INDIAN ONJHE 1170 CENSUS

Response

Yes

No-

Don't know .

.Questi.on not ask

No answer

Total

frequency
Percent

Responding*

Percent, Who

Remembered+

322 0.3 80.7

16.8 19. 3

59 12.9

95.

1,36.

'689 100.0 100.0

*N=458 +N=399 Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

,An analysrs was run 'to déte ine whether those,people, who were excluded

frOm the 1970 census count, ha lower rndian blood qUantum and therefore

were perhaps more likely to repo themselves as non-Indian,. As Table

4-10 indicates, this was clearly no the case.. There was a fairly equal

distribution for the responses across lood,quantum. In'addition it

90
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TABLE 4-10-

RESPONDE'NTS REPORTED AS AN INDIAN ON TKE 1970 OENSUS

:BY BLOOD, (iLJANilim

Response
4/4

%

3/4
to 4/4

%

1/2
to 3/4

%

1/4

to 1/2
%

Less

than:I/4

%

Row .

Total

,

. Yes 28.9 1.3.0 .e, 15.2 18.1 24.8 100.0

No

..,

33.8 , 12.2 16.2 12.2 25.7

?

100.0,

\

Don't Know 27.1 5.1 5J 25.4 . 37.3 . 100.0

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

should be kept in mind that Most of the respondents had been listed on

tribal Membership liSts probably well before the time of the 1970 cenSus,-

which indicates their jdentification With the Indian community.

Two possible interpretations remained. One interpretation, consistent%

with;rthe research presented in Section 2.31, suggested'that 48444,00.44ewele'

.imeeTrr"nevemmeme.444664-tpari.t.-10,-,.R4At.ix.liaake.-elmimprov.ide-aGGarate-resporises.

for research being done by' someone (i.e., Bureau of OensusY41441ewses-14,*

...Lima044K-rr,t4m.,,,harr--qiffiliiiiffitly. The second interpretat.ion was .that a
64,1244-i.earrtwarrforrref:+mfi-drr-conwnwrity,was-extivdtrd---from-th -e--44-741

smaitaa.altogatile4.. '

, In examining this second interpretation further, researchers wOrkim on

this survey sought out the expei-ience of other Indian and non-Indian

reseSrthers within the state. The general impression of the resear6hers

contacted was that the Bureau.of Census acknowledget the inadequacy of

the census statistics for the Indian community. However, even beyond

this, a'survey by an,Jndiap rights organization for one of the counties

in Oklahoma shortly,after'the /970 census indicated that, forthat

county,.there was a 250 percent error in the reported Indian.population,*

* Actu81 figures provided by the Ti.11Man County Indian Right's Association
-indicated over 40 American Indians in Tillman County in 1971 whereas
Bureau of Censis. showed 233 in that county ill 1970.

91,
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The major reason given for this discrepancy was the Indian people were

just not counted in.the census. They were never contacted by a .census

person, and if contacted by mail,,often did net complete and return/the

census form because, it was not viewed as relevant to their own interests.

Though the dramatic difference in the count of-American Indians reported.

in Tillman County was not indjcated statewide, there were clearly far

more Indian in the state than available figures indicated. A more de-
,

tailed discuSsion of population estimates can be found in Addendum B.

Organizational affiliation. Respondents Were asked to list community and

organizational groups with which they were affiliated and their 1,nterests .

,land hobbies. The responses to these quegtions andthe frequency.of'the
Po 6

response are l'isted in,Appendixes 4-o8, 4-o9, -and 4-10. An index of

respondent involvement was constructed based on number of community, organ-
.

izationaL and, tribal groups in which the respondent was involved. Up to,

two responses for each of these questions were recorded. Therefo-te,.-the
-

index of involveltent contained valueS, 'from 0 to 6. Table 4-11,'shown
.4.

below, indicates the 'results of this analysis.

TABLE 4-11

INDEX OF RESPONDENT`INVOLVEMENT IN TRIBAL

AND'COMMUNITY ORGANI,ATION5..

Number of
Organizational
Involvements Frequency Percent

Cummulative
Percent'

a 208 30.2 30.2

1 229 33.2
,.,

63.4

2 139 20.2 83.6

3, 65

39

9.4

, 5.7
93.0
98.7

5 8 1.2 . 99.9
6 i 0.1 100.0

Total 689 100.0:

133
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4.22 Trjbal.Characteristics

Contact results among,tribes. Table 4-13 shows the results of contact

attempts and completed interviews among the 19 tribes participating in ' .(a
this survey. Overall, the numbe- of respondents from within bach iribe

-
participating in this state survey was, generally, equal to the ratiopof )

persons in that tribe to die Indian poPulation ir ehe state as a4

whole. Under three percent of the respondents reported a tribal affilia-

tion different from the one from which tneir name was taken.

Blood Quantum. ,TAble 4-12 shows the results.of the survey questlon asking

the respondent how much Indian blood they haVe.

:FABLE 4-12

BLOOD QUANTUM: HOW MUGH IN-DIAN BLOOD?

Blood auantum *

4/4 268 39.7

3/1+ to 4/4 66 9:8

1/2 to'3/4 100 14.8

Les'S than 1/4 102

Don t Know 6

No Answe'r 8

15.1

Total
. 100.0

,

*14=675

Adult Indian gducatlon Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

Each tribe was allowed to spetify who among their Indian peoOle they ton-

sider tribarmembers and,thk.is potential respondents for the .pUrpose.of this

study.' 'In several cases, membership 1;_sts indluded members who oould ,have lesS
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TABLE

CONTACT ATTEMPTS AND COMP LETEli I NTERV I EWS- ACAOSS TR I BE

.Atterapted

to
Not.

in the In the Net Sample

N %

if

Proportion

of Sample

to Frame

Covleted,Interviews

Kiowa
,

196 68 118. 14.5 \ 4.4 108 15,7

Comanche 124 . 42 82, 9,3 . 2.9 65 9.4
,

0
Apache ,

12 1 11 1,2 4,2 11 1.6

Caddo 14 3 1,2 "1.9 .1
,11

I'
11

Western Delaware 15 2 . 13 1.5 3.0 13 1.9
..

Potawatomi 58 ' 20 38 4.3 2,1 24. 3.5

Kickapoo
h 15 0 15 1.7 5.8

0
, 15, 2,2

4

Absentee Shawnee 52 10 42 4.7 12,8 30 4,4

Cherokee 444 i 219 , 225 25.5, 1,6 148

Creek 76 12 64 7.2 .5 54 7.8

Choctaw 187 75 112 12,7 . 1,8 95 1 8 .

V ",)

Eastern Shawnee 30 13 17 1.9 2,6 16 2,3

Miami 22 4 18 2.0 3,9 18 2.6
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3
-,w1 than one-quarter Indian blood in that
a cn 0 An 0 CA 0 0
3-1 iN.' - .
4.1 0 tribe, consequently, these peoplew On 4-1 r-1 r-1 ert 0

l we're included for this survey -though
-c,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs exclude's'
4-) Z C4 4-1 M

I 4 them from Bureau services. However,

as this table indicates, nearly 80o

percent of those persons surveyed

o w 6 had one-quar,ter Indian Wood or bore.
O ,--1 E
4-i E 3-1 ce) -...". cr. cv m In short, this indicated the adults

. . .

o co 0 ' M .-1 within the Indian community being04, 0
O 4-1 4-1 o

3-1 0
04 - served by the tribeg are for the

most part members,of the Indian com- '

w
.-1 munity even according to the more
a
e in ,i. m ,--1 c-.4 ,-.1 s) o stringent blood quantum definition.o a.4,3 .m r-1 r-1 4 .4.1 o--.1 0
1.1

o Again, these issues are discussed in
.-1

w
:z . more detail in Addendum B.

x:z cs, r-1 r-1 e'l r-1 M

o As Table 4=-14 shows, the percentage1-4

e
'of Indian people with varying degrees

'of Indian ancestry at least among fheCU W
4 ,-1 0 o--1 r-1 * CV 0 0

0 E v -I CV r-1 t"\1Z 0 0
.4-1.W

CU 4J

,o rrl
.ri 1-1 q ml
$.4 3-4 O. 0

E-1 0 0 0
W

44 CY

mm tribes in Oklahoma was not very
tn i.

different within different age'

groups.

co

Section 4.21, 60 percent of the

respondents were married. Fifty-one

percent (51.6) of these married

respondents were married to Indian

spouses, 47 percent of whom were mem-

Indiwi spouses. As m ntibned in

bers of the same tribe as th,e

4.i

o respondent.
e

4-1

4-1
4-1 2
4.4 co

H o -,--
.--1, 0
0 P o E ,

-f-1
W $.4 im as

,--1 E-1 cac
rtl 0,3 0 P 11 -

,..1 .m w . = 95
t.J E
4-1 w 4-1 = .-
O rf.) 0 < Z
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Respondent's
:Age

171

TABLE 4714'

DISTRIBUTION OF BLOOD QUANTUM BY AGE GROUPS
, (Percentage Within Age Group)

3/4 to
4/4 4/4

18735
years

36-55
years.

56.years
and older

39.1 9.3

48,. 3 11 .1

36.6, 8:3

1/2 to 1/4 to Less RoW
3/4 1/2 than 1/4 Total

17.8 13.8 20.0 100.0

14.0 11.6 1.5.0

13.7 19:9 22.0 100.0

Adult Inc:Ilan Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

Tribal lan.0au preferenCe. Thirty-slx and.tWo-tenths (36.2). Percent

of the adults turveyed speak at least some of theiT tribal language..

a

TABLE 4-15

NUMBER-OF ADULTS aPEAKING TRVBAL LANGUAGE BY AGE GROUPS

Respondent's
Age

Speak
Tribal

Language

.Do-NOt,

Speak,Tribal Row
Language Tota)

18-35

years

36-55
years

56 years
and older

48 '24.0

88 46-.-1-_

84 43.2

152 76.0 200

103 53.9 191

-110 56.7 194.

Adult Indian,EducationProject
Norman, Ok ahoma 1976

111. 138
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As Table*-15 shows, there are noti.Ceably fewer persons 'ages 18-95-years

who can speak theiT tribal language trian persons. Older than 35.. 0ve-rall,

32.4 percent,of adult- Indians preferred ,their tejbal language to English;

however, among the people who were-able to speak some of thelr-tribal:

language,.over 47'pereent preferred thi.s language to English

Sources of information and tr-ibal events. Respondents were asked where

they,got most of their news about current tribal events. The results

shown below show overwhelmingly that'the principal method of communica-
_

tion within the Indian community was the newspaper and talking with

people'.

TABL E 4-16

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT TRIBAL EVENTS

Source
First

,Response
Second

ityjme N

.

Total

Percent*
.

Radio 43 25 68 7.9
Newspaper 269 56 925 37.8
Television 71 33 1.04., 12.1
Talking to People 235 , 51 286 33.3
All ' . 11 2. 13 1.5
Other 35 21 56 6.5
None 8 8 . .9

AdultindkinEducationPmed
Norman, Oklahoma 1978

689
*4=860

100.0

Respondents also were asked what tribal events they participated in.

The list of theE: tribal events and the frequency they were indicated is

shown in Appendix 4-07.

4.23 "Emproyment Characteristics

Occupation. Respondents were asked to list their current occupation.

The list of these occupations anelhe frequency they were mentioned is

139
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1.

,
given in full in Appendix 4-05. Figure 4-17 shoWs these occupationS

broken into Bureau of Census occupational groups and the number of people

working within.each.of the occupational groups.

Occupational aspiration. As part of the sur'vey,'respondents were asked

to provide the name of the job they would most like to apply for. This

question then was an indicator of the respondents' occupational aspiee-

tions. These have been listed in Appendix 4-06 and are compared to actual

occupations in Figure 4-17.
(.

Job Satisfaction and.'ob mobilit . Respondents were asked two questior.is'

concerning job satisfaction and job mbbility.

Q 45: Does this kind of:occupation make fUll use of yogi...training-and
.

experience?

1. Yes'
2. No

3. Don't know
4. No answer

Q 46. What are the number of jobs .You have heid in the lasf 10
*years?

2, Don't know
3. No Answer

As a measure of job salisfaction, neanly thirty per:cent (28.8) of the

respondents said their present occupation did not make full use of-their

training. Table 4-18 shows the number of jobs that respondents have held

in the last ten years.

Family income. The income distribution of American Indian families living

in the state of Oklahoma is shown in Figure'4-19. The median income is

approximately $484 per month. which is equal to $5,808 per year. This' is

consistent with figures repOted by the Bureau of Census after inflation
-

for the intervening years has been taken intei account. (U. S. Bureau of

Census 1972)

141
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TABLE 4-18 ,

'NUMBER OF JOBS HELD IN THE LAST TEN YEARS

Number of Jobs N

0 114 17.8

1
203 31.6

2 107 16.7

13.9

4-5 81 12.6

6 or more 48 7.5

Don't know 24

No answer 23

Total .689-- 100.0

*N=642

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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Under $100

$1.00-199

,$200-299

-g $300-399

§ .$400499

$500-599

° $600-6992
$700-899

Over $900

Don't Know

No Answer

FIGURE 4-19

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENT'S INCOME

11111=11.1

mi
rmmoin..

110.a.m.

(N = 35)

(N = 30)

'Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

10 15
Percent of Respondents
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,4.3. EduCational Attainment

Ei§ht questions were asked in ord ef to survey educational attainment

.among adult ndians. These questions measure attainments, in two areas:

(1) .extent and-type of school completed and (42) post-secendary education

and training,_ A summary of the educational attainment characteristics .
4

of adult Indians in.Oklahome is shown in Figure

4.31. Extent and Type of Sehooring

Years of'schoOl completed. Respondents were asked to give the highest

grade Of school thatthey had completed. Table 4-20 .shows the.distribu-

-tion of.years of school attaineth Fifty-one-and seven-tenths (111=1.

iiii*r.s.44.4atatlig=atilitawiiPoilortr4ne,tive-stete-ofi.4144.ahotfter4leci-7-noi-compietraki

lettr-td1,054.2 and legoombissameriaormereamimirmiicated:AttatILtherwer;4=44,0ge
. ,

416a441ates. Section 4.51 provides a comparison of grade eompjetion

ofigures 'from this research ,to those reported by the tureau of Census.

. TARIM 4-20

YEARS OF.SCHOOL COMPLETED
.

Years of School Frequency
,

/
Grades 1-4

Grades 5-7 57

'Grde 8 65

Grades 9-11 1.97

.High School Graduate 177

Some College 116

College Graduate + 40

No Answer 4
,

Total 689

dr.11=685 +4 year program

Adult Indian Education Project
- Norman, Oklahoma 1978

102

144

Percent*
Cumulative

Percent

.

,
5.1 5.1

8.3 ' 13.4

9.5 22.9

28.8 51.7

25.8
t

77.5

16.9 94.5

5.5 100.0

100.0

1



FIGURE 4-21 SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED AND ATTENDANCE IN
CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS

c

C)°
.(01oi
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tcc 0210°ko

13_,:soeoti

iNsN. CPI%
616. 06

AIA

,,x4343° 06\3'
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Adult Indian Ed ucationsProject
Norman, Oklahoma 1976 103
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..

am of certificate received. Another way in which this survey examined

high School completion was by asking respondedts what type 'of high school

certificate they had received - _a high school diploma or an equivalence

tet certificate. Forty-eight percent indicated.they had received

high school diploma and an additional 5.7 percent indicated that they '

had passed a' high school equivalence t.=.;t. This bricigs the figure for

hIgh school completion to just over 53 percent but leaves over 46 percent

who have not received either. This is compared to the 68.7 percent re-
k, -

ported for the state population as.a wholejOklahoma State Department of

' Education, News Release, Sunday, March 18, 1973).

Iy.22_21.1211.21142i. Table 4-22 Shows whether the respondents at-

tended BIA or public s'chool. The majorjty qtended public schools or

mostly public schools. Yet 18.6.percent did attend BIA schOOfs.

-TABtE

TYPE OF S61001. ATTENDED'I'

Tyke of, School

BIA

Mostly BIA

BothOr Neither'

Mostly Public

1.06 . 1.5:,6

I.

1 _

! 22 3.2

Public 70.5

No Answer , 8

total 689 1, 0

'-

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahomal9N3

\

4.32 Post-Secondary Education,

Table 4723 shows a breakdoWn of the number of years of college which

reSpondents have.had and Table 4-24 shows the type of college degree

104
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TABLE 4-23

'LAST PADE IN ,COLLEGE COMPLETED

. Las.t Grade Frequeny, Percent

*

'Percent:

Att,ending

College

S.

Seni.or and De'Oee

. Junior

.38

21

5.5.

3.1

2.,7

13.6

SophomOre'or A.A. 38 5.5 24.7

FresFunan 55 8.0. 35.7
Less thah 1 year, 2 .° 0.3 1.3

None.
53.1

-
.77.5

No Answer (4)-

.Total 689 . 100.0 100.0

Adultindian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

.TABLE 4-24

TYPE OF COLLEGE:DEGREEOBTAINED

- Type' of Degree

Medical

*0

M.A.

.B.A. or B.S.

A.A. or Equivalent

Two Years

Other.

_Total ; .

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

Frequency'

1

6

28

Percent
ObtainVng

Degree
4

56.0 .

1,2 24.0

3

50
. 100.0

',4 a

7.3%.of ove0r1J population
32:5t.of those attending college

/
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.obtained, for those whO went to college.
4'

Related fig res, published by the Chronical of Nigher Educaticin-.4,

(November 8, 1976) for the 1974 student enrollment show-that of the

Indian studen s enrolled in undergraduate-programgrin the nation, 11:1

percent are enIso11ed in Oklahoma Colleges and Universities. They compri'Se

43 percent of he total undergraduate enrollment in the state.

,

ResOndentswere asked whether they had had any other schooling such' as'

vocatio al, adUlt education'or c-rtinuing education. Of those

people responding, -said they had holliweeme.4y,00.04'r!decelpime

Figure 4-21 shows a more de-

tailed analysis Of the educational haracteristics of
.

this 37 P ercent:

Appendix 4-03 providesa list and firequency of the names and tlYpes of'

other schocifing and training that oiher ?espondents attended.and Appendix

'
4-04 lists the agerities\or groups which prcivided.that training .

other than 'col lege

4,

148,
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4.4 Function 1 Literacy,

Twenty-nine indicators were created to surVey literacy among the adAt

Indians in Oklahoma. (See Appendix 2- ,) As\discuSsed abowe in Section

1.42, the used the term "funct onal literacy" to mo-e adequately
,

xmeasure literacy skills required of adu ts to function on a day-to-day

basis . ihesc: literacy skills often inv lved comprehension of social

knOwledge that extended beyond mere reading skqs% As a result; the

indicators discussed below could be more appropriately terilee measures

of functional competence as they exadinea yariety\o; skills necesskry

for an adult to be considered competent at function'ng within 'contempO\rary
\.

American society-.

The survey was designed in case study format; that questions were

asked from the point of vieW of a typical Native Ameri .er, family, Joe

and Ellen Bigcrow. The literacyAuestionsreferred to e-feryday reading

materials.that,were then shown ro °respondents. 'An analysis of the results

included a review of the reSults for these indicators and an analysis of

the indexes compoSed to asSess adult functional competence.

4.41 Overall analysis.

Three modes of analysiS were usecrtO examine the-performance on li(er,?cv,

-indicators... These were (1) an analysis'of the individualjnditators,

\(2) an analysisof overall xespondent, performance within each of the

\iteracy areas and (3) an.assessment at the competency -level at Which

respondents were functioning.

Indicators r overall. Six-hundred and sev

Americans answered the literacy portion of

, adults or aliMpoommob Indicated that they

see, at all, example reading

scores' on the individual literacy indicato

rnty-eight (678) adult:Native

this survey. Forty-nine

r could not

. A summary of the ,

s appears in Figure 4.25.
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RGURE 4-26

OVERALL LITERACY INDEX

9 11 13 .15 .17 19 21 23 25 ..27 29
Number of CorreCt Answers .

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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Indexes of literacy - Overall. A total score for all 29 literacy indica-

tors was tabulated for eich respondent in order to assess.hiS/her overall

literacy or'functional dompetency. The distributionqpf these scores IS

displayed,in figure'4-26.

Caultency levels - overall. As part of the asses'sment and analysis of the

extent of literacy among adult Indians in the state of'Oklahoma, the

overall literacy ability of the'respondents was analyzed in terms of

functional competency levers.' Criterion points were set drvidLng respon-
,

dents into three competency groups. Those persons who were able to

answer correctly 80 _percent of the indicator questiOns- were=considered

funceionally literate; those persons who were not able to answer 80 percent

cr:cf the indicator questionS Correctly, but were able to answer'60 percent
, ,

or more, 'were cohsidered marginallY literate; and those who Were not able

to answer 60 percent of the indicator questions correctly were considered

fUnctionally illterate.'' The result of.this analysi for the overall

literacycscores is shown graphically by this fi9ure.
'

FIGURE 4-27

OVERALL COMPETENCY LEVELS

,

4.42 Topic Areas

Functionally Illiterate
Marginally Literate

E3 Literate

Adult Indian EduiatIon Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

As.discussed eArlier, there were foilr topic areas included in the survey

of funCtional literacy among adult Indians in Oklahoma. These were:

occdpational knowledge, consumer literacy, health,literacy and legal

literacy.
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First questions. oThe first two indica ors included in the survey was

community resource indicators which re4r to a movie advertisement from

a local newspaper., Respondents were asked to read the name of the movie

showing at the theater and to identify the eiime of the first movie show.

The results were as follows:

Naming a movie from 87.5% right
a newspaper ad 12.5% wrong

identifying time of th right.
first movie show 14.6% wrong

:Occupational knowledge. Six indicators werecreated to survey literacy

as it relates to occupational knowiedge. (0.Respondenis were shown a
-7
clipping of the want-ad section of the l'Ocai \pewspaper and aiked two

questions pertaining to those employmentads.\. (b) Respondents were
c.

asked,two questions about selecting jobs, one 'based on.Vocational test

Scores and one based on personal and family conditions. (c) aOther.
.

question, respondents were given the deiails of how much a.member of

the case-study'famfly earnedper hour and how.many 'hours they worked in

a elirtln week; and fhen were asked to.cal,tulat the weekly wages.

(d) Pnally, the reSpondents were rasked to read a social security appli-
,

cation and provide the correct information which rould have been written

inon one of the lines of that appljcation. The esults were as follows:

I

Matehig.job,and per- 80.1%\right
. sonal. characteristits l'9.9 irong

Matching vocational test 78.6%-right*
results and job .,?

Responding to help
wanted ads .

. -

Determjning salary.froM
a helR wanted ad

Determining amount of
wages.with overtjme.

0

Completing a social
. security. application

21.4% tong

-;

75.8% right
'24a%

132..3 % ht

wr n

35;5% rig\
64.5 wrong\

84.1% righA..

)5.9% wrong



These results show that while around 80 percent of the adult Indians in

Oklahoma were able to perform most of the indicator tasks associated with

occupational knowladge only 35 percent were able to figure Weekly wages

involving overtime. The large discrepancy,in the scores was striking.

FIGURE 4-28 OCCUPATIONAL LITERACY INDEX

. 0 1

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1978

Each tespondenes.total icore was tabulated for all of the ,cluestion.s rela-

ting to occupational knowledge, Jhe graph above:shows the results of
. _

2 3 4
Number of Correct Answers

5 6

this occupational knowledge index for the adult Indian Population as a

whole.

The oCcupational li.teracy.scores were analyzed-according to thrée'compe-
,

tency levels using ihe 60 Percent and 80 percent Criterion pornts dis-
,

tusted above:

FIGURE 4-29

OCCUPATIONALCOMPETENCY LEVELS

.1.1 3
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Functionally Illiterate

Marginally Liteiate
Literate

Adult Indian Education Project .tr
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Figure 4-29 shows the division of respondents info occupationaLknowledge

competence groups.

ConsuMer:literaCy. Eight indicators Were constrUcted to survey the ex-

tent'Of consuMer literacy among adult Indians: (a) Respondents were

given,the cost and finance charge for an Automobile and asked to figure

the numberi-of-monttily payments:---(b) Respondents were asked, to answer

two qUestions to help fill in blanks.on an income tax return. (c) Respon-

dents were asked to determine how much would Le charged to cash a check

according tO a sigh displayed in p grocery store. (d) Respondents were

-aSked to answer two questions concerning.items shown in a grocery store

asivertiaelilent from a locaVnewspaper. ,(e) Respondents were asked to

total;A list of five number whiCh were-the sales taxes paid On a certain

day; (f) FinaliY, respondents were asked to provide tile name of an agency
2

whe,would help,a member.of the Case study family make sure that they were, ,-
not-being'OverCharged for a radio in a local store: °The results are as

follows:

Calculating cos.t and 74.3% right
finance charge 26.7% wrong

-CoMpleting an-income tax 30..7%..right
return tax tables , 69.3% wrong

'6 y Completing an income tax 30.8%.rIght
return - tax credits

.

69..2% wrong
.

ft

Determinng eheck.tashing 73.9%-r.ight
poRcy 26.1% wrong

- Interpretiry.newspper 91.0% right'
. /ad 9-.'0% wrong

80.1% right
. 19.9% wrong

Identifying itert6 within
grocery ad.

Determining amount paid
in.sales tax

R4orting agency for
consumer assistante

.0

48.8t right

51.2% wrong

71.4% right
28.6% wrong,

5



\\

\
Each respondent's totai score was tabillated for all of the questions reia-.

t:ng to consumer liteibcy. jhe graph below shoWs the results of this

consumer literacy index for the adult Indian population as a whole.

FIGURE 4-30 CONSUMER LIT\ERACY INDEX

.1 2 3 5 ',. 6
- AdultIndian Education Project Number of

A
_ _ Correct AniWersNorman, Mall ma 111713

. . , A- I .t

,:The.consUmer litericy resUlts shown indicated extreMe variatt ns among

the different consumer questions. Oh one hand 80 and 90 percet of the

adults Successfully answered two of the'newspaper a4 questions:\,However,
2...

only,,90perdent Were.able to:answer.eFtner.of the ihcome tax quetions.
\.

These two particular questions involved the multIpli-Cation of 00 \x 3,

and looking up ajiumber in a table of numbers. It is not uncommon \to

-find these literacy tasks in other daily consumer situations and Indian

adults generally do not have the requisite skills.

in a closely related issue respondents were asked to add a series of

five two-digit numbers and greater than 50 percen't were unable to do so

successfullY. This was a strong and clear indication that adults -withfn
-

,the Indian communities in Oklahoma lack even minimal consumer skills

such as the handlAng-of money. It is these consumer skills which are

lfnked in the mainseream of American society most directly to acquisi-

tion and retention of resources necessary for purchase of basic survival

neads such as food, clothing and shelter.

As shown by the figure below, 42.8 percent of adult Native Americans

lack the skills necessary to fUnction as a consumer within contemporary
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American society. Adother 30..4 percent were only marginally coMpetent
1

at consumer skills. _The consumer.lUteracy scores were analyzed according

to three competency levels:

FIGURE 4-31 CONSUMER COMPETENCY. LEVELS,

Functioniiny Init\erate

ittlarginally Literate

Literate

Adt.;: !ndlan Educatlon,Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976"

LiEal_t_t_us_r__t-ac. Seven lite/acy indicators were constructed to survey

health lirracy. Respondents were asked to (a) identify a protein food

from a food list; (b) identify a sign of alcoholisM from a list of pos-

/
sible sig?s; ''(c) provid,e two symptoms of diabetes (i; critical] health,

issue amoilig American Indiaas); (d) identify the normal humin body tem-

peratureye) identify appropriate items for a medicine cabinet; ."

(f) identify an item, which would not endanger an unb, baby's welfare

from a liSt of possible items; add (g) identify an item safe, for children'

from a liJ,t of loss4ble items. °The results were as follows:

Det miming protein food
from food iist

63.7% right
.. 36.3% wron'g

.Selecting from list of 1 69.8%.right
y30.2rong

49.9% right

diabetes:(only one, ..1%. wrong

required)

alcoholism s i grrs

ldentifyipg normal
body temperature

human 44.1%Jight
55.9% wrong

jdentifying items in a 87.9% right

....medicine cabinet 12,15 wrong

9,
116
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Aenti fyihg items ehdan-
gering unborn baby's

. we 1 fare

82.0% right
l8.0% wrOng.

identifying iterns safe 90.0%' right
Toe children 10.0% wrong

0
Each respondent s total scorewajs,tabuiated fOr a l l the questiohs rela-

, ting to health l it,'eacy.N The graph below shows. the results of this

11tracy H x for 'the' adul e Indian pOpulation as a whole.

NE11111MwIIIII,1

FIGURE 4-32 HEALTH LITERACY INDEX

.

-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Adult Indian Education Project Number of Correct Answers
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

The 1 i teraty. outcomes for heal th literacy, even more than tonsUmer 1 i t7
,

eracy, showed a broad range of. performance levels.:-Les. than half of

.4 the adylts know the 'normal human .body, terviperature or were 'able tti' ideri4.
.t

'tify one gymptom of diabetes (80 percent were-,--uriab-r6--i-dehtify'fwoF

syMptoms). ,, These :figures were a har-Ri cOntrast to' those shipang. that'.

-90 percent of the adult§,surveyed 'could-identlfy items unsate..fOr

dren. Through anotherjnditator nutrition seemed a serious Indian hiealth

problem by, the quest ion- ind icat inc at -Over 35 pertent of the' adul ts

did rloticnoW which foods were`high protein 'foods.

-

figure.4-33 illUstrates that-a total ,oftwel' 62 percent of the adults

surveyed do not have the necessary s-1(11.1.s to respOnd to healh prOblems

.which are of major concern to the American- indlah Community.

117.,
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. FIGURE 4-33

HEALTH COMPETENthi. LEVELS

Functiónalfy Illiterate-
Marginally Literate

Literate

" Adult Indian Educeitioa Projact
Norman, Oklahoma 1978

,

'Legal litesacy.' ",,pix indicators were constructed to survey,legal literacy.

:The indicator questSons involved reatling and interpreting an eqUal oppor

tunity notice, _a binpf its stitement from a health insurance pi icy, a

simple apartment leaSe aqayikentifying -what civil 'rights a person has

when arrested. The 011,7W1ts were-a folloWs:
S.

rnterpreting an equal 64.6% rit
opportun.ity notibe 15.4% wrong

,Interpreting hOlth 47.9% ;ight
insurance 'poticy,' 52.1% wrong'

,1

Know 1 edgqv civil 79.2% right
rights When arrested 26.8% wrong

Interpreing a'a'r.tment c 81.7% rigEt

lease 1/1 18.3% wrong

Interpretpartment 81.9% right

lease /2 - 18.1% Wrong 0

4

9

;,.

; -

Interpreting. apartment
' lease - no,qcé.

73,.3% right
.26.7% wrong

1

.

. .
,.. . / ) . . .

Each respondent S total s'coptwas tabulated for all of the questions
'-

/ '.,

-... .

,telating . to legal 1 iter'aCy. - ,The -graph below show-, tae .resUlts. of ,this

.
_ l):.. .

,.,

'
legal -1 iteracy inclex- forr, the<iindian, adult.. popuLL ;on Ps a whole'.

.\.

t0
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fIGURE 4-340 LEGAL LITERACY INDEX

0 1 2 3 4
Adult Indian EdumWon Pmj ct Number of Correct Answers
Norman, Oklahoma 1978

,

Legal literacy as meas red by tjeindcators above seemed, for' the mose\

part, to be a skill t.hat around 10 percent of the Indian adults possessed.

The primary exceptibil to this was again a question involving computution

skills. Respondents were shown this brief statement of insurance bene-

-fils.

NON4EMBER HOO,ITAL,BENEF:TS

-When any participant is admitted as a bedpatient to a
Non-member Hespital,this insurance will provide benefits ,

equal,to 75% of the total value of the benefits that would
have accrued if the same Care had been fdinished by a
Member Hospital. For in-patient care in Member Hospitals,
this insurance will pay the full daily cost.. For out- -

patient care, the benefits are the same for both Member
.and Non-member Hospitals:

AM, 1

4 .

They were then asked ihe following question:

(CA'AD 5)

Joe and Enen Rigcrow have recently taRen out a car end medical
insurance pclicy as is shown ',Clow. '

0.

Q 6. If Joe'Bigcrow is admitted to a non-member hospital as a bed
/

patient, how much of the,cost will/ he have to pay himself?

1.

2. Don't know
3. No answer

Less than 50 percent of the radults were able to successfully anser

this question.

119
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When a alyzing\legal literacy skills .in te/rms of competency rvels,
\

/
,

almost two-thirds of the. Indian adults we,te assessed to be mnctionally

comp/et nt as this figure shows: -1

4.43

FIGURE 0,5
LEGAL COMPETEN Y LEVELS

c\
un tonally liliterate
aNirially Literate

Literate \
\

1

A. ult Indian gducation Project
N rman, Oklahoma 1976

/

1

Skills Indexes

In aa ition to the four opic indexes (summariz d om FiOre 4-37), the
.

29 li eracy indicators ere divided into four t pes of rlading and.compreo,

hens' n skills. These ere skills requiring t e ability tO: (1) read
a

and interpret newspapers; (2) read and figure omputation problems;

(3) r ad and'complete rms; and (4) read and interpret signs. The dis-

tribu:ions for the scor s in these skill area1s are shown in Table 4-38,

index s were'developed ithin each of the sk'll areas. igure 4-37 shOws'

the i dexed scores for hese foUr areas. Th re was a cl ar!,and Aramatic

'diffe ence,among these 1 teracy skills. Th largest por ion of adult

Nativ Americans were abl to complete all ix questions requiring the

1.:eading and comprehension f newspapers. his finding w s consistent with

Indian communit who reported newspapers as

their rimary !ource of tr.' al news. How ver, the larger portion of

the ad Its could not answer or=e than hal of tht computation questions.

Both o these extremes.excee ed the conditions found in lthe four topic

.areas iscussed above.

a

the fl.\ h propor.tion of the

164:
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TABLE 4-36

ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS BY SKILL AREAS

Newssi,for

Percent

Answering

Correctly Computation,

Perc'ent

Answering

Correctly

Name of Movie Playing 87.5 ,. Calculation of Finance
Time of ,First Show Charge 74.3,

Want7Ad Salary. 82.3 Hotpital Insurance
interpreting Want-Ads 75.8 Determinimg Wage with

91.0 Overtime 35.5
Grocery Ad-#:

Grocery Ad #2 80.1 Income Tax-3ables 30..7

Income Tax,Credit 30.8

Sales Tax 48.8°

Signs Forms

Check Cashing Policy. 73.9 Incbme Tax-fables 30.7
Signs of Alcoholism 69.8 Income Tax-Credit 30.8
Equal .Opportunity Notice 64.6 "Apartment Lease #1

. 81.7
Rights When Arrested 79.2 Apartment Lease #2 81.9+

Apartment Lease-Notice 73.3
Social Security Appli-

cation , 84.1

N = 678

+ 33 Missing Observations

37 Missing Obcrvations

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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FIGURE 4-38

If

SUMMARY OF SKILLS INDEXES

.'
.

A .'
/

./ %
/

Ai..... ..... .. e
:O.,'

...... . .-
.
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Percent of Correct Responses
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FIGURE 4:39

RY QF COMPETENCY LEVELS

Literacy Topics

25 50

Literacy Skills

75 100
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4.44 Summary of Illiteracy

Each of-the eight topiCs and.skills,discusSed above addressed a r-cp,:rate

area of reading tasks. Figure 4-39'shows a.summary of competency ',4vels

for both the topic end skill areas. Clearly, the ill(terky rate ,fas high

among adult Indians in Oklahoma depending on what type of topic rd- skill

was being measured.

eimmOterim*w~wil+mwrigem. Yet within the computation and consumer li'.:eracy

areas, the illiteracy rate was noticeably higher. In fact wirsiofrowpsemon-4.

al4mileilti44.,441eitiwilt/ffmmnert .0 1 lt:campeentLAnwtheailmmA4ow t: , and

over ,69novremma of adult Indians ln either the .

sermumee-qme4wwWA.areass. Figure 4-40 provides a fuller asses.: r!nt
-

what thiS actually.meant- :6 tei-ms of numbers of Indian auuits in Oklal-,oma.

;,is.figure does not show is how many people were literate in
.

area t,ut illjterate in another. Nor does it show how many of the 6c;!Its

were ipiterate in several areas. Hcwever, Figure 4-41 p.r,.fide an

analys of this 'Cross-relationship among types of liter.,:y. :iver 56.

percent of tre adults were illiterate in one or more areric This alarmingly

high illiteracy rate is compounded by ',Ile fact that mge,m4."..*yaltment are

lataiwaren.iiNiert+krim-ftspict-ionet-ii-taxagrAtzse .

;
4.45 Additional Indicator:Data

The respondentswer separatec! into two groups based Upon tkeir total

literacy score for the 29 item% (at the median score). Performance by

both groups was then tabulated for each question. Table 4-42 shows the

results of this analysis. Dens:rally speaking, the nor,e aifficult the

question, overall, the greater the difference between the halves. A

correlation was also run between each of tHe indiOdual test items and

the overall test scores. These correlations are shown in Table 4-43.

c
1 7 0
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7ABLE 4-40

'4mARY TABLE

ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF ILLITERATE ADULTS WITHIN THE SEPARATE LITERARY AREAS*

Topic Areas

.Funetlona%,.. .Marglnally ' Total

Literate

Occupational' 'Literacy 14,030

Consumer Lit&acy
. 27,170

HealthctIteracy 22:860

Legal LI:teracy 13 840

SkFfl Areas

Newspaper Reading 13,200

Computation 40,130

Forms Completion 21,400

5lgn Readlng 18,480

Overall Comtency 15,050

9,520

19,300

16,740

7,050

23,550. 37.1

0

46,410. 73.2

39,360 62,3'

20,890 32.9

24,630 39.8 t

50,920 80.2

40,890 63 8

37,840 59.6

,

- 11,430

. 10,790

19,490

19,360

22,480'

* Rased on an estimated adult population of 63,490 (See Addendum B)

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976 '
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FIGURE 441

TOTAL ESTIMATED NUMBER OF ILLITERATE
ADULTS ACROSS ALL LITERARY TOPIC AREAS*

Illiterate in:

4 Areas 8,250

3 Areas 4,760

2 Areas 7,430

1 Area 15,750

TOTAL 36,190-

Not illiterate in any areia but
marginally literate in:

4 Areas 250

3 Are-ai 1,140

2 Areas 5,970

1 Area 11,110

TOTAL 0 18,470

Literate in:

All 4 Areas 8,830

413ased on estitnated adult population of 63,490 (See Ai

AdultIndian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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TABLE 4-42'

PERCENT Ot'COERECT ANSWERS

ITEM Di$FICULTY BY UPPER AND LOWER HALVESr

\

Total %
,

1

,helti2.11 Lower % (ter % Correct Difference

'

'Name of

87.5
,Mbvie Playing 73.4 98.9

25.5
Time'of Pint Show

. I. 71,8 4.5, 85,4 24.7

LOccuatio4aaH_a_K*_Lrlede

Job CharaCteristics 62.3 94.6
Vocational Interests 58.0 95,4
Interpretipg Want-Ads 52.8 94,6
Determining Wage with 8,5 57.6

Overtime

SOcial 'Security Appli-

cation, '12,

pant-Ad Salary

68.5

62.3

. ' 96,8

98.7

II, Consumer Literacy.

Calculation of Finance 55.4 89.8
Charge .

Incote Tax-Tax Table° 3g3 53.1i'

Income Tax-Tax Credit 5.9 512
Check ("ailing Policy

50.5 93.0
GroceryAd #1.

80,7 995
Grocery Ad #2

-59.0 97.3
Sales Tax (

15,7 74.7

Hospital Insurance
19.3 71.3

80.1 .32.3

78.61 37.4

75.8' .41.8.

35.5 49.1'
4,

,

1

82.3

I

36.4,

t
1

k

74.3 34.4

3047 49,8

30.8 45,3

73,9 42.5

91.0 18,8

80.1 38.3

% 48,8° 59,0

47.9 52,0



Qyeson
9

III: Health Lite ac

u.

, Unborn Baby'syelfare

Items Safe for Children ,o

'High Prot in

, Signs of_ 1coholisv

Normal BOy Temperature'

Medicine Cabinet .v

Signs cg Diabetes

Rights what Arrested/

Apartment 1e #1

Apartment tjease #2

Apartment lase7Notice

Fraudulent, Advertising

EqUal'Opportunity Not,Le

, .

* N = 678

+ 33.Missing Observations

37 Missing Observations

176

H. 0

Lower %

Total

Upper.% .Correct Difference

64.3

78.0

46,6

49.8

20.3 =.

96,5 82.0

, 99.7 00.0

771.7 63.7

86.1 69.8

44.1

32.2

21.7

31.1

36.3

43.2

73.8\ 99.5 87;9 25.7

38.0 59 5 49,9 21.5

,

56.9 97.3 79.2 40.4

64.6. 9'5,7 813 31.1

62,3 97.2 81,9+ 34.9

47.9 94.1 73.3 46.2

48.5 90.i 71.b 41.6
1

39.0 85.5 64.6 1 46.5

/

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976 I



lABLE 4-43

CORRELATIONS r.W 1NDIVIMPL TEST ITEMS TO TOTAL TEST SCORE

C,

CORRELATIONS

I

Name of Movie Playirg
Time of'the First Shot'.

. \

Occupational Knowied_ge

.71

.65

-.67
.70

'.68

job Characteristics
Vocational Interests.
lnterpreting-Want-Ada
':)etermining Wages with Over-timf.

Social-Security AppliCation: .68
Want-Ad Salary .73

.co

II Consumer Literacy

Calculation of Finance Charge .58
Income Tax 7 Tables .,49

Income Tax - Credit .47
Checii.-eashing Policy .64
Grocery Ad #1 . ..74
Grocery Ad #2 .71
Saies Tax 1

.
-.57..

Hospital Insurance .55

III Health Literacy

Unborn Baby'S Welfare
Items Safe for Children

:66,
itP

-.77
High,Ft'otein 48
Signs of AlcoholisF .54
Normal Body TempeAture .48
Medicine Cabinet .76
Signs of Diabetes .18

Iv l Literaci.

0

Rights when Arrested .68.
Apartment Beas.e.#1 .67
Apartment Lease k2
Apattment Lease7Notice .68
Vraudulent Advertising, \.60
,i_qual Opportunity' NOtice. .5V

Adult Indian E.ducation Project
Norman, Oklahoma 976 )30
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4;5 Comparative Data

The survey,resUlts presented'above documented the extent of both the

illiteracy and educational attainment of adult Native Americans in

Oklahoma. Theeducational needs ofthese adults; on the whole, seemed

-fairly numerous and extended into.virtually every area of day,7to-day

activities. However, in order to fully assess the severity of these

needs in the context of the larger society, the survey results had to
A

be compared to previous research for fria and bther-populatiOn groups,.

-initially an analysis was made comparing the results of this survey with

the population esZimates,and4ducational attainment data currently avail-

able for the Indian population withi,n Oklahoma. 'Second, a comparison was

made between the survey instrument and results fromhthis_ study and those

of oreviOus national functional literacy studies. Rinally..the funCtional

literacy results among the state Indian popdiation was compared to the

.results from a pilot test of the same instrument among a non-Indian popu-

lation.

4.51 Comparison to Previous .Research

Estimated population. The 1970 Bureau of Census Subject Report on the

American Indian (1973) estimated the totai Oklahoma Indian population,

all ages, was 96,803. The Bureau of Indian Affairs 1972 resident Indian

popul'ation report estimated the total Indian population in Oklahoma was

99,228. However, research done duringthis survey of literacy and educa-

tion foe ad .:t Indians in the state of Oklahoma indicated that the Indian
c

..population flr the seate of Oklahoma.wasoll5,800. This meant that there

- were over ',,000 more Indians than we had,previously supposed. The

sociaj and economic_implications of this finding extend far beyond the-

field of education. Addendum B details how this estimate was made and

how it corrected inadequac:es in the two previous estimates% For several

reasons,this hew estimate was still considered to be, itself, an under-

.-c\-:.estimatiol, but there was no adequateway to determine the actual extent

nderestimation.a



Years of School'

1-4

5-7

8

9-11

12

13-15

16 or more

'T0TAL

Medianyears of.school

Pircentage of High

189 School.Graduates

TABLE/4-44

EARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

,25 YEARS.AND OL)ER

State Indian State . Indiaa State

Total Population Population Poptjlation'

(Bureau of Census) (Bureau of Census)+

17,322 1,2 1;375 3.0_

{34 5.8

6409 4,4 4,087 .8,9

/148,219 10,4 6,940 15,1 56

191,828 13,3 ' 6,000 13,1 62 10.5

269,159 18.9 J0,447 22.7 174 29,4

426,577 30.0 11,163 24.3, 141 23,9

164,711 .11.6 3,894 8.5 87 14.7

142,544 . 10.0 2025 4 33 5.6.---7
1,622,569 100.0 45,931' 100.0 587 , 100,0.

'51,5

+Total. Oklahoma Indian Population A1,1 Ages

0

gsureau of Census '96,805 AIEF 115,860,

(54,090)

10.3 11.1i

37.2 44.2

Adult Indian Education Project

Norrnan, Oklahoma 1976
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Years of school completed.- Table 4-44 shows the c6mpariso0 a the'find-
ings of the Adult Indfam Edutatiori\Project to the Bureau of Census figures

\

on the years of school completed forpersons 25 years and older.- The

A.I,E.P. figures 'reflected fewer Indian\people dropped out of grades one

through eight.than was indicated by the Bureau of Censils. However,

according to the A.I.E.P. survey there Are\more people who dropped out

at'the high school levet than the census figures reflect; 29.4 percent

' compared to 22.7 percent. The net effect of thediffcr-hces shown Nas

that the percerit'bf high school sbraduateS as indiCated by this survey

was higher that than shown by flgures from'the Bureab of Census for the:

AmeriCan.indian withim the state. However, the percent,of high school

graduates waS still found to be lower for the Indian popUlatio.1 tha for

the scate population as a whole'.

4.52 Previous National StudieS.-4e,

.Two Previous national studies concerning Hfunctional lit,eracy were sari-.=--

ciently similar to the survey undertaken,by the,Adult Indian Educition
_

Project to.warrant.a .c.ouiparison of both the instruments used and results

_obtainedThese_wer-e.-the Adult Performance Level Proji. )4.. (North-
,

Outt, 1975)and the Reading/Everyday ActiVities in Life 5tudy (Li0-.man,

!972).

OVer three-,fourths of the indicators .1ised in the instrum t de.:iigned by

theAdult Indian -Education Project were similar to ones 'used in the

previous stUdies. Table 4-45.shows a comparison Of the results:frokl the

research and previoUs rational studies for each of the A.I.E.P.

indicators. Several indicators from previous. instruments were notably

moire complex than the comparable indicators used in the A.I.E.P. survey.

11ire-se are shown in parentheses in the table. Also, the figares listed

for tHe R/EAL research were pbtained in a study among disadvantaged

youth, age 16 to 21, and, betause of the dissimilarities in popultC,On

groups, scores warrant only the roughest of comparisons.

182
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TABLE' 4-45

COMPARISON OF RESULTS TO PREVIOUS LITERACY SURVEYS

Occup-Itional Knowledge

PERCENTAGE-CORRECT

INSTRUMENTSA.I.E.P. SIMILAR PREVIOUS
INDIAN % NATIONAL % SOURCE

80.1

.,A

.4..

(62P (APL)job Characteristics /.

i

yocarlonal Interests 78.6 /(82T .--(APL)

Interpreting Want-Ads 75.8 / (58) (APL).

DeLerminint Wage with Over-Time 35.5 / 71 APL

/
SOcial Security Application 84.1 / (82) (APL)-

Want-Ad-Salary - (61)* (R/EAL) .'

Consumer

.Calculation of Finance Charge 74.3 (61) (APL)

Income Tax-Tax Tables 30.7 (30) (APL)

Income Tax-Tax Credii
a

30.8 (30) - (APL)

. Check-Cashing Policy 73.9 -(73)4- (APT)

Grocery Ad #1 91.0 97* . -R/EAL

Grocery Ad 0. 80.1 -67* ' )R/EAL

Sales Tax 48.8 (58) (APL)

0

Hospital Insurance 47.9 73 AFL

l

Health

Unborn Baby's Welfare 82.0.

Iteins Safe for Children 90.0 .

F.7.gh Protein .
63.7 71 APL

108 3
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Health (continued)

Signs of,Alcoholism

Normal Body Temperature

Medicine Cabinet

Signs of Diabetes

.

_PERCENTAGE CORRECT

A.I.E.P.'> SIMILAR PREVIOUS INSTRUMENTS
INDIAN % NATI,NAL % SOURCE

69.8

44.1 73 APL

87.9

0.A2,9

Legal,

Equal Opportunity Notice

Rights when Arrested -79.2 (34) (Ar'.)

Apartment Lease #1 81.7 64* R/EAL

,Apartment Lease #2 81.9 - (64)* ,(R/EAL)

Apartment Lease-Notice 73.3. 72* R/EAL

Fraudulent Advertising 71.4 (58) (APL)
.

64.6 80 APL

0

(' ) Construction of this, indicator was notably more complex than tha-...
used by A.I.E.P.

* .R/EAL % were- based cip a _sample population of disadvantaged. youth 16-21,--

Approximate

-A,

184
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FOur.of the indicttors used ln the A.I.E,P. research were.similar enough

to thoSe used by the AdUlt Performance.Level study to warrant a falrlY'
tico'

close comparison. In each case the.results among the Americgiftnein

population ir Oklahoma were dramatically lower than the results'Ibund

among a cross section of, the national population. The 4.ifference.was

particularly severe(35 percentage points) for.the indicator involving

the complutption of wage earniqgs.. There was,a 29 point differente on

the indicator which measured health knowledge by asking respondents to

identify normal huMan body temperature.

The results of, the APL survey of a national sample of adults provided

the,best available assessment Of the literacy skills of the general popu-'

lation. The higher-complexity of the. APL qUestions tended to.reflect

even lower results .then if the.A.I.E.P. questionnaire had been used on

the same natiOnal population. Also, APL did not fully specify the cri-
,

terioh points which were used to seperate the population into'competehcy

jevels. However, a comparison of APL and A.I.E.P..results proVided at

least general indications ofthe severity of illiteracy among Indian

adults when compared to the larger society. Figure 4-46 provides this

comparison in terms of the competency levels for five comparable:topic

and skill areas.

'There were obvi.ous and dTamatic differences.between.the Indian and the

hatlonal adults. The illiteracy rate.was 23 pointS higher for Indian

adults in consumer literacy and 30 points Higher for computation skills.

On the other hand the lack of legal knowledge as measured by the A.I.E.P.

survey was not any more outstanding'than the lack among the.general °

population even acr.ounting,for the complexity of the APL i.nstrument.

The A-PL results also indicated there were dramatic differences between

the competency level of minority and'white populations (Northcu,

1975). This was true for each of °the indicators used by that study

though the extent of difference flu.:tuated among the saperate indicators.

P
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ladian

National

Indian

FIGURE 4-46

COMPARISON OF COMPETENCY LEVELS REPORTED
FOR INDIAN AND NATIONAL ADULT SAMPLES

Occupational Knowl
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Indian

National

25 50

Corisunner Literacy
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0 25 50 75 100

0.
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0 .
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25 50
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75 100

/
0
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Caputation Skills

25 50

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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4.53 Comparis6p to a Pilot Study

;

A .pilot study was conducted us:rig the instrument developed by the Adult

Indian Education PrOject to survey functionl literacy among three adult

basic education (A.B.E) cisse.,,in Norman, Oklahoma. This pilot study
/ 4

cannot serve as an adequate control group for analysis of Indian/non-
,

Indian differences._ Yet, it does p.ovide some initial comparisons which

can be investigated more thoroughly by later research. The pemonal and

sqciah chr..-1:teristics of this population are summarized in Table 4-47.

Nothly tjle A.B.1. group was between l8.and 45 years old and had compteted

, eight to ten years of school.

eN
An evaluatiOn by the A.B.E. program staff determined that the instrument'

being utilized by the Adult Indian Educat,hon Project was considerally
,

simpler than even the beginning materials being used in A.B.E. --classes..
,

./P. .
,

/

hese beginning materials were'designed at about the 10.0 equivalence
,

level: Scores on standard A.B.E. pretests for the A.B.E./ttudents.-par-

ticipating 41). the piJot study indicatedthat this group was functioning'

at approximately the 9:5 grade equivalence level.

par

.

Literacy outcomes: Tables 4-48and 4-49compare the results of this sur-

vey among the adult basic education classes.,to those Indian adult respon-

dents from the larger sur-vey with timilar characteri5ticsi(under 45 years

of age with 8 - !i y\ears of school Completed). Though -the comparison

groups were noC as rigorously constructed as might be desiredy_the com-

isons:shown. in theSe.tables ProvIded at least an inTtial asseSsmen(--------<
4 . ..-,- . 7 ..

k --. . .

of the educational needs of the adult, Indihncommunity.in the context
.

of tHe la/ rger society.

The pilot seudy group was°,88. percent female. However, as will be di$-

cussed -in'Section 4..61 sex.drffergnces did not have a significant in-
-

fluenCe on literacy outcome. One factor not listed in the tableof.

characteristic'S'of the A.B.E. pilot study §roup was OccupatiOn: The

majority-of the pilot study group either'had no occupathon or were
_ _



I, Sex: Male = 12%

Female 88%

3.

I

16-20. 35

21-30 32

31-40 18

41 and over 12,

Not given 3

Mean Age, 7

marital status: %

ME7ried 5.6

,Separat'ed

'Divorced 18 t

Single., 18

Not Given 6

3

TABLE 4-47

CHARACTERISTICS OP A.M. PILOT STUDY POPULATION

In addition 2 unmarried persons under, 18jan

statistical putposeS.

(N 34)*

4, Race

i:.Mexican,American. ,

I6 American Indians (17A) Ihis isslightly '

aboveI,Ithe, American Indian proportion of

adults in/Cleveand County who havdconi4

pleted 8711 'yeatS of scheol.

b)Alibutthieewent,:toT a glicschoolo ly.

I",Plears'9"OloolCcaplet""'"eall',

c);Tifty peOent Say present occupation d es, , .

-not makej.use of present skills andOi ities.

l.

6, Monthly Famill Income:

.

Median approximately $7,644/year

./

7,__Where do you get,

eVents?

.

st of*ur news abOui coMMunitIy

I .

Radi. 29%

NewsPaper 32% l"

Ty I --56%-

Talking ta' 247

people 1

I

2 foreign-nation/al personiLyeie-*terrviugd-blit are excluded fot

:p

Adult Indian Education Projec

NOrman;Oklahoma 1976. L
L.,



TABLE 4-48

COMPARISON OF RESULTS TO A.B.E. PILOT STUDY GROUP

I

A
INDIAN:AIEP

% ANSWERING CORRECTLY % DIFFERENT
A.B.E.

Occupational Knowledge Indicators

Job Characteristics 80 82 -2

Vocational Interests 84 88 -4

Interpreting Want-Ads 80 88 -8

Determining Wage with Overtime 32 56 -24

Social Security Application 81 88 -7

Want-Ad-Salary 91 79 12

II Consumer Literacy Indicators

Calculation of Finance Charge 75 71 4

Income Tax-Tax Tables 30 38 -8

Income Tax-Tax Credit 29 41 -12

Check Cashing Poldcy. 74 82 -8

Grocery Ad #1 93 94 -1

Grocery Ad #2 81 91 -10

Sales Tax 52 76. -24

Hospital Insurance 39 74 -35

.III Health Literacy Indicators

Unborn Baby's Welfare 76 85 -9

Items Safe for Children 94 n 97 .--3

High Protein 63 68 -5

Signs of Alcoholism 73 62 11

Normal Body Temperature 40 59 -19

Medicine Cabinet 92 94 -2

Signs of Diabetes 44 32. 12

IV Legal Literacy Indicators

Rights when Arrested 79 76 3

Apartment Lease #1 80 82 -2

Apartment Lease #2 , 81 65 16

Apartment Lease-Notice 73 76 -3

Fradulent Advertising 71 76 -5

Equal Opportunity Notice 68 50 18
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housewives. This was .clearly not the case with the larger study group

among adult Indians. As a result, the literacy scoresassociated with

occupational knowledge might have been expected to be lower for the

A.B.E. "group than would ordinarily have beec, the -ase in more complete

cross section of the population.

The.differences between the literacy outcomes for the pilot study and

those for the larger study groups are varied. 9verall, the literacy

level of the Indian population is lower than that of the non-Indian

population, yet on five of the indicators, the Indian population had a

noticeably higher percentage of correct responses. Two of these, signs

of diabetes and signs of alcoholism, were probably to be expected because

these health issues are of particular concern to the Indian population.

The higher score on another of these indicators, the equal opportunity

notice, also might have been anticipated due to the fact that equal

opportunity was probably of greater interest to minority persons than

to non/minority persons, especially non-minority persons not in the labor

force. However, scores were also noticeably higher among the Indian

population on the want-ad salary indicator and on.the apartment lease

number 2 _indicator.
.:?.

On the other hand, the severe lack -- .--,.1tation skills among the Amer-

ican Indian Population as discussed 'n Section 4.44 of 'this chapter,

remained prominent even when compared to the moderate literacy level of

the A.B.E. population. Three indicators were particularly outstanding:

determining wage earnings with overtime, addition of sales tax, and

hospital insurance. These indicators measured computation skills such

as simple addition, subtraction, or multiplication. For the questions

overall there were 4 percent fewer Indian adults answering correctfy;

yet for these computation questions, 24 to 35 percent fewer Indian

'adults than A.B.E. adults answered correctly. The extreme difference

in the figures on the determining wages question reflects the differences

shown in a comparison of A.I.E.P. to previous national non-Indian

populations as discussed in Section 4.52 above.

Office of Indian _1Gion
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TABLE 4-49

COMPETENCY LEVEL

COMPARISOL OF PROJECT RESULTS TO A.B.E. PILOT STUDY GROUP

A1EP* A.B.E.*

Functionally Marginally Literate Functionally Marginally Literate

Illiterate Literate Illiterate Literate

Overall Literacy 18.8

Consumer Literacy 40.6

Health Literacy c 40.6

''...

Legal Literacy T
Occupational Literacy 17.8

.50.5 30.7

37.6 21.8

,

27.7 31.7

12.9 6,6.3

12.9 69.3

*Adults under 45 with 8-11 years of school completed.

:MEP: N:101 A. B. E.: N.34

Adult lndlan Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976

.

% % %

17.6 41.2 41.2

23 5 47.1 29.4

32.4 20.6 47.1 ,

29.4 8.8 61.8

14.7 11.8 73.5

6
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Competency levels. A second type of comparison was made between the

A.I..P. and the A.B.E. groupsbased on competency leveis.Table 4-49

shows the distrjbutiOn of persons functioning at different competency

level's" for overall literacy and for each of the four literacy areas. A

review of these statistics showed quite clearly that the Indian respon-

dents involved in the A.I.E.P. survey Were functiolino at a noticeably

lower leveloof literacy c,in all areas except legal literacy. Again, the

educational needs among adult Indians in Oklahoma, even in comparison to

non-Indiab populations, were in the areas of consumer education and

health education.

194
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- FIGURE 4-50.

FAITORS ASSOCIATED WITH LITERACY AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

PERSONANND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

LITERACY AND EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

tMPLOYMENT AND INCOME CHARACTERISTICS -

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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4.6 Factors Associated with Literacy and Educational Attainment

The illiteracy rate of adult ihdians in Oklahoma was high even in com-

parison to other populations. However, the severity of this illiteracy,

more than likely, did not pervade all sectors of the Indian community

equally. As presented in Section 2.23, the Adult Indian Education Project

surveyed the social conditions of the Indian adults involved in this

research including their personal, ,social, tribal, and employment charac-

triStics.

,f)

In order to gain a fuller undersr_anding of the characteristics of the

Indian adults having the highest educational needs, the project focused

part of its analysis on the ways in which social and educational factors

were associated with educational attainment and functional literacy. As

Figure 4-50 shows, personal and,social, conditions were analyzed as they

affected literacy and education. Literacy and educational Factors were

analyzed as they affected employment and income of adults.

196
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TABLE 4-31

OVERALL COMPETENCY LEVELS OF RESPONDENTS BY AGE

Age

Functionally

Illiterate

Marginally
Literate Literate

ZA.

16-20 .18.4 40.8 40.8

21-25 9.7 35.5 54.8

26-30 ' 15.3 33.9 50.8

31-35 10.7 41.1 48.2

,

36-40 11.5 37.7 50.8

41-45 19.0 41.4 39.7

46-50 21.8 29.1 h9.1

51-55 % 16.7 36.1 47.2

- 56-50 18.6 30.2 F51.2

61-65 44.2 34.6 21.2

4

66-70 32.6 30.0 , 17.4

71-75 51.5 29.6 ft 18.5

76-80 76.5 17.6 5.9

Over 80 63.2 31.6 5.2

Total 23.6 36.3 4.0.2

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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TABLE 4-52

EDUCAT I ONAL ATTA I NMENT OF RESPONDENTS BY, AGE

Age

Grades

A-4
Grades

5-7

Grade

8

Grades

9-11

High
School

Zraduate
Some

College
College
Graduate Row Total

.

,

16-20 2.0 4.4 24.5 44.9 20.4 4.1 100.0

21-25 1.6 3.2 24.2 30.6 27.4 12.9 100.0

26-30 3.4 1.7 35.6 30.5 25.4 3.4 100.0

31-35 1.8 3.6 39.3 32.1. 16.1 7.1 100.0

36-40 4.9 34.4 37.7 16.4 6.6 10o.o

41-45 3.4 8.6 8.6 25.9 29.3 -19.0 5.2 100.0

46-5o 9.1 3.6 9.1 32.7 20.0 23.6 Li 1013.0

51-55 5.6 8.3 11.1 33.3 19.4 13.9 1013.0

56-60 11.6 16.3 27.9 20.9° 14.13 9.3 100.0

61-65 19:2 23.1 7.7 26.9 135 5.8 3.8 100.0

66270 6.7 15.6 26.7 24.4 22.2 4.4 luo.o

71-75 7.7 15.4 26.9 23.1 15.4 3.8 -7.7 luo.0

76-6o 12.5 4' 37.5 25.0 _ 6.3 12.5 6.3 ko0.0

61785 11..1 33.3 33.3 22.2 100.0

66-90 50:b 33.3 16.7 e 100.0

56 or 50.0 50.0 _
100.0

over

Overall (5.3) (8.2) . (9.6) (28.,9) (26.1) (16.3) (5.7)

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman:Oklahoma 1973
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TABLE 4-53

OVERALL COMPETENCY LELS OF RESPONDENTS.BY SEX

0

Sex

Functionally Marginally,

illiterate Literate Literate Row Total

N % . N. % N , % N %

Male 74 24.7. 101 33.7 125 41.7 300 100.0

Female 87 23.0 139 36.8 152 40.2 378 100.0

Total 161 (23.7) 240 (35.4) 277 (40.9) 678

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahorpa 1976

Sex

TABLE 4-54

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF RESPONDENTS BY SEX

High

. , Grades Grades Grade Grades School Some College

1-4 5-7 8 9-11 Graduate College Graduate Row Total

. 0

Male 6.4 7,7 7.0 29,5 27,9 15,1 6.4

1.99 Female 4.0 8.2 11.4 28.5 25.6 17.3 5.6 100.0 200

100,0

A.

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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4.61 Personal and Social Factors Associated with Literacy.ahd Education

The wier'all literacy scores, the separate literacy indexes and each indi-

cator were analyzed to detect any cHfferences in the literacy abilities

influenced directly or indlrectly by a person's sex. Virtually no dif-

ferences were detected. Maximum variation on arly one indicator, was about

four percentage points. Tab!es 4-53 and 4-54 show the educational attain-

ment and overall competency levels for both men and women.

Somewhat more noticea le differences were detected among different age

groups as Table 4-51 indioates. However, these differences,fluctuated

'and no clear linear relationship was indicated. Literacy skills Were
" .

considerably lower among persons Over the age of 60, yet these ahd the

other fluctuations found among persons wider the age of 60 yea'r§ are

shown by Table Z-52 to be more directly attributable to educational

level than any significant influence of age itself. This Table reflects

the fact that educational attainment 1.evels for American Indians had

gradually increased over the past 40 years to the point that the drop-

out rate for the last seven graduaying classes was down to about 28.5

percent. Though this.figure is high, it represents an improvement

of abodt 12 percent ticier the previous ten year period.
41;:
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TABLE 455

OVERALL COMPETENCY LEVELS OF RUPONDENTS BY TOWN SIZ
_

Tom Size
of Respondent

FunctiohallY
Illiterdte

N T,

Marginally
Literate

H %

Literate
N %

Row Total
N %

\

\

Under 2,.590
c

.

2,600 to 5,000
,

5,100 to 10,000

10,1002 to 25,000

25,100 to 99,900

100,000 and over

Total

57

16

38

14

,25

7

.

.'''31.4

'

27.7

18.8

15.7

19.2

23.3

(23.8)

75

26

44

-32

49'

7 '

36.4
.,

30.6

36.4

36.0

37.7

23.3

(35.2)

\

\\\

74

43 i._

39

43

6

16\\

-

35.9

50.6

32.2.

48.3

43.1

53.3

(41.0)

206

85

121

89

130

30

100.0

ioo.o

/00.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

157 233

_
271 661

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahorria 1976

TABLE 4-56

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF kESPONDENTS BY TOWN SIZE

TOwn Size
of Respondent

Gradps
1-14

',/-

Grades

5-7
T

. Grade
8 ..

Grades
9-11

%

H. S. ..

.Graduate

%

Some
College
%

C011ege
Graduate

%

Row
Total-

. T

Under 2,500 ' 6.3 8.3 11,7 3116 25.7 13.1 -3.4 100.0

-2,600 to 5,000 , 3.6 6.0 8.4 3.2.5 36.1 .6.0 7,2 100.0

5,100 to 10,000

10,100 to 25.,000

3.3

3.4

11.7

6.8

10.8

8.0

32.5

30.7

15.8

21.6

18.3

22.7

7.5

4:6.8

100.0

100.0

25,100 to 99,.30 .6.2 6.9 9.,2 19.2 33.8 20.8
_

3.3. Imo,

100,000 and over 67 - 3.3 33.3 20.0 16.7 20.0. 100.0

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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There were.variations in both the educational attainment and functional
. .

literacy.of persons living within different counties within the,state.

However, the extensive number of counties involved precluded any accurate

assessment of actual differences among the-counties. There were distin-

guishable differences among persons living in different town sizes as

Tables 4-55 and 4-56 indicate. Again, these differences did not indicate

any clear linear relationship and the variations were fairly complex.

Influences of residence on educational attainment or functional literacy

were prbably most di-rectly due to social and educational conditions within

each of the towns involved.

The extent of respondents' involvement in tribal and community activities

did not seem to be associated in any particular way with their functional
0.

competency levels as Table 4-57 shows.

TABLE 4757-

THE EFFECT OF ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT ON LITERACY

,

Functionally Marginally Row

Number of Literate Literate Literate Total

Involvements N % N % N

0 52 25.5 72 35.3' 80 39.2 100.0

1. 58 25.6 83 36.6 86 37.9 100.0

2 27 20.4. 49. ' 36.3'' 59 43.7
o

100,0

3 or more 24 21.4 36 32.1 52 46.4 '100.0

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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Years of

School

Completed

Grades 1-4

FIGURE 4.59

LITER6 AND EDUCATION LEVELS.

AMONG THE AMERICAN INDIAN ADULTS

IN OKLAHOMA*

-ESTIMATED NUMBERS OF 'ADULTS WITH LITERACY DEFICIENCIES-

Com etenc level

Functionally,

Illiterate

Marginally

Literate

Grade 8

Grades 9-11

High School

Some College

College Graduate

'4,826 377

Literate

0

471

754

6,1.23

8,,949

6,877.

2,920

Literacy deficiency comRared to

years of school attended

Marginal literacy compared' to

years of school attended

Literacy skills comparable to schooling

* Total estimated adult population - 63,490

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976



4.62 Educational Characteristics Affecting Literacy and Educational

. Attainment

The most o5vious relationship between."educatlon and literacy was number

of years of school completed. As Figure 4-58 indicates, there was a

fairly strong relationship between number of years" of school completed and

overall literacy ability. There was, in fact, a correlation of .64 be-

tween th'ese two factors. This was not particularly surprising but does

confirm that education has a significant impact on the improvement of

even minimal day-to-day functional reading activities. On the other hand,

.if, as discussed in Section 4.52, we assess the survey instrument to be

constructed at an average grade level significantly less than 10.0,

sa 8.0 or 9.0, Table 4-59 shows that between 24,0Ir and 29,500 adults

do not have literacy'sk e education they were supposed
.

to have received. In -different'words, over half of the Indian 76-au1ts-that

have the educational background-to function within society have not been

adequately trained in.actual functional skills.

TABLE 4-60

COMPETENCY LEVELS BY TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED

Type of School

Ft.inCt ionally

Illiterate.
% .

Marginally
Literate Licaerate

BIA :37.9 38.8 23.3

Mostly BIA 42.9 52.4 4.8

Both or Neither 30.7 40.4 28.9

Mostly Public 9.1 50.0 47.7

Public 19.5 32.8 47.7

207
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Grades

1-4.

BIA

Mostly BIA

Both or Neither

208

TABLE 4-61

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY

,

TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED

High

Grades Grade Grades School _Some College

5-7, 8 9-11 Graduate College Graduate , Row Total

%

5.9

.

13.7

Mostly Public

Public . G,4

16.7 12.7

14.3 9,5

5,9 7,8

9.1 4.5

6,1 9,1

34.3 18.6 10,8 1,0

52,4 9,5 14.3 .

t.

27:5 19,6 19,6 5,9 100,0

27.3 40,9 -13 6 4.5 100 0

26,q 28,8 17,4 7 2 100,0
P

Ove'rall (5,1) (8.1) (9,4) (28j) (26.3) (16.3) (5.8)

MImmyW.m..1m.

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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table 4-61 presents .a cross-tabulation of the type of school attended

by the years of school completed. This table shows a distinctively lower

rate of high school completion for those.students who attended BIA or

mostly BIA schOols for their education in compaMsdn to.those students

who attended public or.mostly public schools. As a. result, there wes

also a fairly noticeable difference inrthe literacy levels of.these two

gtoups (see.Table 4-60). These variations seem to reflect differences

in the quality of education available from these tw6Aifferent educational

systems. Part of the variett6n in .high school completion.end functional

literacy may have been due to socio-economic background (a.factor not

measured in this research).

As Table 4-63 shows, 24.3 percent of the respondents who passed a high

school equivolency test went on to attend some college. This indicates

that high school equivalence programs (such as A.B.E.) serve the Indian

people as crucial stepping stones to further educational development.

This is partiularly Crucial to a community with such a serious dropout

rate, In addition, Table 4-62 shows that, among those persons who did

not attend college, there were relatively minor differences in the com7

petency levels for those persons who received a high school diploma in

comparison to those persons who passed a high school equivalence test.

Among both -groupshowever, a significant number of adults were function-

ing at competency levels higher than those not completing eigherhigh

school or equivalent. High school equivalence, then, does not certify

adults at a lower level, rather it is a useful educational option which-

works effectively among Indian adults. The effect of high school equiva-

lence programs on illiteracy is shown graphically in Figure 4-64. The

effects are dramatic, 'yet the disproportionage group sizes allow only an

approximate comparison.

Finally, among the educational characteristics, Figure 4-21 (in section

4.32) shows the educational background of those persons who indicated that

they heldreceived additional vocational, adult or'continuin education.

The greatest number of people indicated they had 9-12 years of school.

Figure 4.65 shows the effect that vocational, adult and continuing education

.\
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TABLE 4-62

COMPETENCY LEVEL BY TYPE'OF SCHOOL CERTIFICATE*

Functionally Marginally

Certificate Illiterate Literate Literate Row Total
Received N N % 'N % %

High School Diploma 19 '

Equivalency Test 3

Neither .126

Ttal
1118

6.0 ,104 , 32.9 193 ,61.1 316 100;0,

.
.

8.1 13 35.1 21 56.8 37

41.8 117 .38,7 59 19.5 302° t00.0

(22.6) 234 (35.7) 273 (41.7) 655

Adults who,did not go oh to attend college.

Adult iiidian Education Project A

Norman, Oklahoma I Fire

211

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY TYPE OF SCHOOL CERTIFICATE

Grades Grades G'rade Grades H. S. Some College Row

Certificate 1-4 5-7 8 9-11 Graduate College Graduate Total
- Received fi ,1....
High ScAool Diploma 0.3 - 0.3 54.7 32.3 12.3

;Equivalency Test 5.4 13.5 45.9 10.8 21.6 2.7

Neither 10:3 15.9 17.9 5.8

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman iOklahorh 1976

ma

100.0.

100.0
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FIGURE 4-65

6,
Off ice ox',1nd.ian -.6cLucation, _

,.

tiart 0

THE EFFECT OF ATTENDANCE IN CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAd§ ON ILLITERACY
(Adults who completed 8-11 years of school)

4.

Occupational Knowledge

*Did Ndt
Attend

Attended

25 50

Consumer Literacy
,

%/, ,/,///i

o

Did Not
Attend

Attended

Did Not
Attend

Attended

0

25 50

Health Literacy

75 100

%

25 50

Legal Literacy

75 100

/
25 50 75

Did or did not aitend some form of continuing, vocational/technical
or adult education.

'Attended (N = 82,)

Did Not Attend (N = 163)

Adult Indin Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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Marginally Literate
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has had on the' rr teracy abi 1 i of persons not--graduat in6 from high

school. As indicated, these Programs generally contributed to increasing

-literacy ability of thepeopleLparticipating.

The effect of continuing education varied among the separate literacy

areas. The most remarkable, variation in this case was within occupational

knowledge,
/
where the illiteracy rate criffera\ 15 percent for those who

attended these programs compared to those who did not. This variation

might well have been anticipated since the primary focus of vocational and

continuing education is often an increased development in occupational
q

skills.

. ,
N

4 . 63 The Effect of Educational Attainrilent and. Functional literacy on
,

Employment Characteristics

+kr

Both educational attainment and funct ional I i teracYappeared bto' be. some-

what directly associated with job mobil ity as measurel by the survey

question requesting respondents to list the number of jobs they had held
- , -

in the last ten'years. In particular, those persons indicating' that'

they had not held any jobs in the last ten years generally ,had a lower
/

educational background and were function.ing at a lower, literacy level.

Anoth'er survey questoion asked the responde5t whether his/her present

occupat ion used hi s/her trainin and experience. As reported earl i er ,

28.5 percent of the respondent felt that their pr,esent occupations did

not ful 1 y ut i 1 ize the i r trSining and experience. However, as Tables 4-66

and 4-67 indicate, this condition wa's affected only to a small extent by

actual 1 iteracy ability, but in no clear way by educatiOnal attainment

except for those persons completing four years of less.

Tables 4-68 and 4-69 present perhaps the clearest indication of the,

effect of educational attainment and functional 'literacy on the employ-
.

ment characteristics of American Indians within the state of Oklahoma.

Strong linear relationships were found between the number_of years of
4

school completed and income (4=.44) and between the overall literacy

abi 1 i ty and income (r=.51). The correlation between income and 1 i teracy
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TABLE 4-66

,NUMBER OF-JOBS FELD IN THE LAST TEN YEARS

BY COMPETENCY.LEVELS

Number of Jobs by Percent
Competency 6 or

Levels 0 I 2 3 . ' 4-5 More Row Total

Functionally 36.4 , 30.7 7.9 10.0 7.9 7.1 100.0
Illiterate

Marginally 15.9 34.4 14.1 13.7 13.2 8.8 Imo
1.1,erate

Literate 9.5 30.3 23.5 15.2 15.2 6.4 100.0

Overall (17.7), (31.9) (16.6), (13.5) (12.8) (7.4)

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1976

TABLE 4-67 .

NUMBER OF JOBS HELD: rN LAST TENfYEARS

BY YEARS. OF.SCHOOL. COMPLETED

i
Number O-f Jobs, by Percent

years of 6 or'

School 0 1 2 3 . 4-5 More Row Total'

;

Grades 1-4 44.4 29.6 7.4 7.4 3.7 7.4. . 100.0

Grades 5-7 42.0 40.0 8.0 4.0. 2.0 .4.0 100.0 '-

Grade 8 40.7. 37.3 5.1.: 8.5 5.1 3.4 100.0
P

Grades 9-11 15:7 29.2 19.1 10.1 15.7 1.0.1- 100.0 L

Nigh School 10.7 30.8 1,7.8 20:7 13.0 7.1. 100.0
Graduate

Some;Col.lego 3.7 29.9 24.3 -16.8

College. Graduate '10.3 35.9 15-.4. 12,8

17.8 i.5 100.0

17.9 7.7 100.0

Adult Indian Education Project
Norman, Oklahoma 1978 ,

suggests that functional literacy was at least as good a predictor of

income as was educational attainment. This result lends credence to the

notion that the literacy instrumenf devised for this survey did, indeed;

validly provide an assessment of those educational skills whicAre neces-

sary and vital to functioning within contemporary American society.
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TABLE 4-68

,DISTRIBUTION
dFoRESPONDENTS INCOME BY YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED

,

Years of

School

Under

$100

Grades 1-4
,

25,0

Grades'5-7 14,6

Grade8 6:9

Grades 9-11 5,9

High Schopl Graduate 2,4'

Some College 2,9

College Graddate 5,6,

Respondent s Monthly Income

$100 - $200 - $100 - $400 - $500 - $600 r, .$700 .0ver Row

$19 $299! $399 $499 $599 $699 $799 $900 'Total.

1'

18.8 21,9, 12:5 12,5 3.1 3.1 0, ,
3.1'2f, .106,0

20,8 29,2*' 8 3' 10,4 8,3 0 0 2.1 , 6.3 ,100,0

17.21 24,1 20.7 6.9 8,6 6,9 5.2 3,4 100:0

8,9 16.0 1 13.6 14.2 6,5 8,3 13,0 100.0

6.5 6.0 9,5 11.9 15.5 7.7 16.7 23.8 100.0

5.8 10,7 11.7 7,8 7.8 18.4 30,1 100,0

0,0 2,8 0,0 5.6 13.9 5.6 8.3 58.3 100.0

Adult Indian Education Project

Norman, Oklahoma 1976
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FIGURE 4.69
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THE EFFCT OF FUNCTIONAL LITERACY ON INCOME
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--- Marginally Literate

Functionally Illiterate
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Adult Indian Educaticn Project

Norrnan, Oklahoma 1976
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CHAPTER 5

-dONCLUSIONS

This chapter Will review the Adult IndIanjducationLProject Survey of

literacyand education among'.aduft Indians in Oklahow. and will examine

the results of this survey and their implications for Indian education

both for the tribes w4hin the stateiof Oklahoma and for the nation 'n

general.:

'.5.1 Review of the Survey

The Adult Indian Education Project (A.I.E.P.) was a fifteen month survey.

..oLf, literacy and education among-adult Indians in Oklahoma sponsored by

the U. S. Office of Education; Indian Education Division and in part by

the Office of Native American Programs. A bri f review of the Adult Indian

Education, Project includes a description of the initial barriers confrohted

by the-project, the methods used in the survey, the objectives which, the

project attained and a-brief discUssion of the unicluenesses of the. j-

.project.

5.11 ,Initial Barriers

There were some initial barriers that the A.I.E.P. staff had to overcomeu

in conducting the survey. (1) Past research within'the Indian community

conducted and designed by pebple outside of the community had made some

tribes suspicious of research projects. This was overcome-for the most

part by active involvement of the ...arious tribal groups in research design

and execution and by extensive personal contact with tribal officials and
,

. .

tribal business councils.. (2) Due to the severe lack of information about

the !ndian community in Oklahoma on even such matterl,as population size,

and social and edu_ lal characteristics, the A.I.E.P. survey had little

info-glation on which to base its research.' As a result the survey had to

virtually cOnstruct an entNe set of data on the social and educational

221
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characteristics'of the.aduit Indian within Oklahoma. (3) There were

34 different tribal groups principally located in Oklahoma and the

majority of these tribal groups.functioned autonomously. As a result the

A:1.E.P.'staff had to avoid politically sensitive inter-tribal and intra-.

tribal issues and 6ttempt to gain the respect of all of the people ln-_,

volved in different parts of the survey.' Those involved included tribe)

buSiness councils whoSe permission had to be secUred,.field interviewers

wha coliected the 'survey data and respondents who eventually.determined

the credibility of the project. (4) Final.ly, the Adult Indian Education

Project was conducted among the JarOst Indiap population that did not

live on reservations but instead reSided in racial-1y mixed_small towns

'spread across the state. These four initial barriers posed initial

management problems that had 'to lpe satisfactorilr'resolved to insure the

success, of the projett.

5.12 -The ApproaCh

Tribes were contacted for participption hre the study. With tribal coopera-
, .

tion, a sample wa.s taken of adults from tribal membership lists. A survey.
,

questionnaire, or instrument, was developed in conjunction with a review ,

panel of Indian professionals involved in a variety c4 services within the

Indian community including industry, education, jawnalism, -community

health, law and other service agencies. The instrument was',field tested

among two groups of tribal members who were being trained to serve as

field ipterviewers. Field interviewers were identified from within the

tribes and trained in methods of interviewing. They then worked with the

Project in conducting interviews in the cities, towns, and rural regions

across the state.

The survey primarily assessed educational ateainment and literacy,

Literacy was defined further as functional literacy: , "reading skills which

an adult most possess to function minimally within daily American society."

The instrument measured literacy at a more basic level than had'previous

functional-literacy surveys. Adults were asked to read cards contairing

typical day-to-day literacy items such as newspaper.ads or a social
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security application and to answer questions related to these items.

Respondents were not required to complete any written material or to read

directions from a test booklet. In addition to educatir- and literacy

the A.I.E.P. survey assessed personal, social,, tribal and employment-

charaCteristics. The assessment of'these "influencing variables" allowed

the survey to more,exactly determine the background characteristics of

those persons having the highest educational need.

5.13 Completion of the Objectives

The-Adult Indian Education Project successfully completed the projedt

objectives. First, the project provided a thorough and accurate descrip-

tion of the extent of illiteracy and educational attainment among adult

Indians in the state of Oklahoma. Second, the project was successful in

devbloping an extensive data base on the social and educational 'character-

istics of Indian adults within the state and within the participating

tribal groups. Third, by conducting a survey of these characteristics

as part of a survey of literacy and educational attainment, the'survey

results,provided a detailed analysis of the personal; social, tribal,

employment and educational factors associated with illiteracy and educa-

tional attainment.

Present Status

rNeeds

, mmimmammEmmmmimmmul

Goals

This description of the present s tatus of Indian

,education in Oklahoma and comprehenstve assessment

of educational needs in the Indian community pro-

vided the information necessary to make program

development and modification decisions related to

Indian education at the tribal, state and naticoal

level. By completing these oblectives, the Adult

Indian Education Project insured that programs will

be able to address educational needs while taking

present conditions into account and to move with

greater certainty towards the educational goals of

the adult American Indian community.
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THE A.LE.P. SURVEY WAS THE FIRST
STATEWIDE SURVEY ON FUNCTIONAL
LITERACY AMONG ADULT INDIANS.

5.14 Theligi.9

\
The-Adult Indian-Education,Project was unique in that:

(3)

It was one of the first surveys/WhiCh examined functional.literacy.

on such a large scale.

It was one of the first inter-tribal surveys of this scale' among

American Indian'tribes.

It was the first statewide swvey on functional literacy among adult

Indians.

(4) It was designed-in large part and in conjuction with members of the

Indian community being surveyed. This insured that the people who

would be responsible for implementing pr6gram development and modifi-

cation called for by the survey results had the fullest opportunity
to provide guidance in the research surveying the educational needs .

being affected.

It surveyed the Indiari:Oopplation-of Oklahoma on the ba'sis of tribal

membership - using a fi.tglOample koportion. This resulting research

was then returned to diose tribes to (a) help them-assess thg
educational needs of thilr communities, and (b) facilitate the coord-
ination of their education_efforts with-those state and national

agencies concerned about,the educational needs of Indians within

Oklahoma.

It utilized data which was exclusively collected by Native Americans.

In addition, training procedUres were developed for Native-American

(5)

interviewers.

It developed a basic data base which was, in
unavailabie to the tribe or to any statewide

ledevloped a measurement device potentially
post-test evaluation of the impact of future
on literacy and education. -
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(9) (It provided full documentation and reporting of its activities in
order to lay the,foundation for future surveys in literacy and
education among Indian adults by other tribal groups or in other
states.
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5.2 Reyiew of Ahe Results

The-survt:y results were obtained on the social characteristics; educational

aittainment, literacy and functional competency levels of the adult
1

Indian populdtipn in the state of Oklahoma. Also, results were obtained

on the association between social characteristics and the educational and

iiteracy characteristics.of the pdults.

. 21 Social Characterrstics

The Indian population surveyed was well distributed by sex and age.

Respondents were contacted in counties and towns well distributed across

, the state. The majority of the population (60.1 percent) was married.

ApproXimately 20 -percent of the.Native American adults within the state

wece not reported as American Indians on the 1970 census. It is believed.

that a good proportion of these were excluded from the census.completely.

Those people excluded seemingly were not excluded because Of the extprit of

their Indian blood. In a Closely reTated finding the population of the-

AmeriCan'Indian in Oklahoma was estimated based on a count. of adults from

tribal.membership lists. There were an estimated Ij5,800 American Indians

of all ages who were members of tribes within the state.,: This is also .

about a 20 percent difference.from the figuregrecorded for American Indians

withinAhe state 6y the, 1970 ,pureau of CenSuS Report.

The survey respondents were well distributed among the 19 participating

tribes. Contrary to some popular opinion, the tribal membership lists

ace, seemingly, not inflated with the names'of persons who are not actually

Indian. Thirty-six (36) percent of the adules surveyed said they speak at

least some of their tribal language. The adult Indian comMunity relies

overwhelmingly on newspapers and-ta)king to people as a way of finding out

about current tribal events.

Information was obtained concerning the occupation, job satisfaction and

job mobility af the respondents. Their median yearly income was

approximately $5,8u0.
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5.22 Educational Attainment

Several types of educational attainment data were obtained during the

A.I.E.P. survey. Forty-eight (48) percent of the Indian adults indicated

that they had completed high sChool and an additional 5.7 percent had

passed the high school equivalence test. Eighteen and sevenItenths (18.7)

percent had BIA school for either most or all of their schooling, 37

percent of the adults reported that they had had some technical, vocatjonal,

continuing or,other adult oducation after leaving Isligh sc.hool,

5.23 Functional Literacy

Literacy was examined among Indian adults.using a variety of "funct,icinal

literacy" measures. Questions were asked of respondents based on day-to-
,

'day reading items which had been identified as necessary for functioning

within contemporary American society. Questions were constructed in four

literacy areas: occupational knowledge, consumer literacy, health liter.:

acy and legal literacy.

Around 80.percent of the Indian. adults were able to 4Deform most of'the

occupational knoWledge tasks. ilowever,' on one questlicin onlY 35 percent were

able to figure weekly wages involving overtime, In the area of .consuMer

literacy, between 80-and 90 pe'rcent of the adults successfully answered

newSpaper *Iestions, yet only 30 percent successfully completed two income

tax questions.(one requiring simple multiplication, the other requiring

, looking up a number within a tax table). -In another item over 50 percent

of the adult Indians were unable to add five two-digit numbers involving

money. In total 42.8 percent of the adult Native Americant lack the skills

necessary to functirn as a consumer within contemporary American society.

Andther 30.4 Percent were only marginally competent at consumer skills..

The illiteracy rate in the health area was also quite high. Over 50 per-

cent of the adults'couJd not identify the normal human body temperature
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and over 35 percent did not know which "foods wert high protein foods.

Around"70 percent of the tridian adults weGe able to accurately answer most

of the questions associated with'legal literacy. However, on a.question

involving a brief statement of betiefits fram an insurance policy: 1 ss

than:50 percent'were able to provide the correct answer.

Che illiteracy rate of Indian adults within the state of Oklahoma is very

high encompassing a minimum of 20 to 40.percent of fhe adult pdpu.lalion.

Adults most successfully performed reading tasks-associated with news-,

paper items. ,The most severe factor in the high illiteracy rate.amOng

adult Indians involved'daily computation skills; 63 percent of the.adult

population were functionally illiterate in the area of pompue ibn skills;

another 17 percent were only marginally competent in .computat...,n skills.

In total over 56-percent of Indiari4dults were functionally illiterate irr._

one or more literacy areas. Futhermore, only 14 percent Were lit,erate

all four literacy areas.

Tht patterns found in this S'urvey of illiteracy mirror in many ways Ahe

finding of previous research, however, evert in comparison to the,national

population and to,the local non-Indian population, Indian adults are - "

considerably more illiterate in consumer and computation skills.

5>24 Factors ASSociated with Education and Literacy

4

Literacy and education levels were not greatly differ'eni between men and

women. There was also no clear effect Of age on literacy abilities though

generally the educational.attainment of youhger adults was higher than

older adults. Both the literacy and education fluctuated for pebple living

in different size towns.

The persons having more education giinerally had greater literacy abilities.

Elemntary and secondary schooling seemed to'have. the greatest impact on

literacy though high school equivalence programs and continuing education

also increased a per-.or's literacy abilities. Adults who had received

their education frob public schools:generally were more literate than those
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who had attended BIA schools. On the Other hand, over half of those adults _

whose level of schooling should have been sufficient to give them basic`:

literacy abpities do not actually possess those abilities.

Finally, a strong relationship was found between functional literacy and
.

income. It is difficult to assess whether prior, socio-economic background

affected educational attinment and the development 6f literacy abilities.

However, it is quite clearly indicated that the increase of functional

literacy abilities through some form of education would have the eventual

effect of increasing an adult's income level and genehl ability to func-

tioh Within daily Aar:..rican society.
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5.3 Implications of the A.I.E.P. Survey

The survey of literacy an8 educati.on conducted by the Adulkt Indian

Education Project was fairly exteniive in its assessment of the educatinal

needs of the adult Indians in Oklahoma. A a result, the i ,ndings were

numerous, the analysis complex at times; it is likely to be several years

,before the full implications of this research can be examined. However,

this section attempts to present !east some preliminary discussion

about the more obVious implications of both the execution and the re.ults

of the survey. This discussion will ,concern population data,

education07 needs, relsponse to the survey results, correct-16nel approaches

,suggested by the data, development of the American Indian community and

implication_ ,'or future research.

5.31 Population.Deta

Findings by the A.I.E.P. survey indicated that eirieigervreoe.a.o4.04/Rermetio .

a;.161111,... Ahom.liNsaulaus.wpaiammlar

This adjustment has serious implications

for a variety of ,itate and fesleral servio,.. programs volved in the fund-

ing and delivery of serviced to the American Indian population within

Oklahoma. Csertinent aspects of these findings fro this research should

be circulated as fully as possible among such -dgencies involved in Indian

services in arees'beyond just education.

In addition, this adjustment in h population/count should be closely ex-

amined for its implications on jre counts/4f the Indian community

within Oklahoma most notably the 1.7,30 census!. Results of this survey

indicate that the success of a survey withi/n the Indian community is

critically affected by the degree to whicli the members of that community

identify with the interviewers and the p4rpose of the research beipg con-

ducted. The A.I.F r offort has shown that Native Americans are.very

effective as pr ' field igterviewers when they view the research

as useful. Tilt 466,t,jajahaji,WON'sgingismit=railizzermardazzid,--zrorsvi

aimeilimmoseeiNdrP agwormidrieNimiguidl,rseasosili.
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INFORMATION ON EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
MUST BE KEPT UP-TO-DATE.

Another issue associated with population data is that of defining who is

to be.included in the population group called American Indian: Often,

'arbitrary measures are set which have.little to do with which racial or

cultural group a person identifies himself. The case of the American

Indian is unique amohg minority groups in that a Strict measure of blood

quantum is used in a variety of agencies to specify whe6er a person's

identity should be considered American Indian or not. This would seem

to have serious impact on the constitution of the American Indian popula-'

tion. lit is further compounded by the fact that funds are often associated

with this identification process. jetztosposorbiej=simmt=1:=Z1=0IP

atemeimaisc

Tribal groups within the state of Oklahoma each have theUr own method of

identifying who is to be ihcluded as a member of the tribal community.

In many cases, the tiripiienembegvivirritkiftmmumozttfulArystaa4d;seiaiolaiko,

not reflecting the full extent of the tribal membership. A high propor-

tion of the people with whom the Adult Indian Education Project attempted

to make contact were no longeriliving at the address listed on the tribal

list. In order to adequately provide sdrvices to the Indian population

within Oklahoma, tamilielmaeiciwatkisearmincitireirmorginvismortionstirmusripalmosebttes4oWise4

-estspemouppitt*Ao dovetop;anci-,-,me+nte+n-eenteet,w-14$1144khel-r.-:.takintt=leInthigasso

Consequently, one of the implications,of this research is that lturagentos

spisoasa4.4108-3mp 1 e me n th7promam-the-rieveiaiwes44.44.0.4.6setmemmunsicaStbefs
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Further, increased

abi,lities of Indian Iribes to communicate with their membership would

greatly simplify, especially in non-urban areas, tht task of Indian and

other service ageKcies of assessing basic personal, social, educational

and employment characteristics of the American Indian population. .Had

steps been taken previously'to provide this development, they might have

prevented the.present severe lack of basic data which has hindered

educational efforts within the Indian communities of Oklahoma.

5.32 Educational Needs

The educational needs of adult Indians within 'Oklahoma are'numerous and

extend into a broad range of daily adult activities. 41.meelpirjampasseat

of the adult Indian'population isidiatesimmempesinrairsisigewiseimel and over

half of the adults who had completed more than eight years of school had

not attained literacy abilities equivalent to their years of schooling.

Though the , it ,is still

a serious educational prellem as miimmmimidommormis of the persons gradu-

ating in the last seven years ielbuirmion4;enwhsesseiwilgionrimi. There are

two principal implications that can be drawn from this information:

First, additional

among Indian students and to increase the actual quality of,.literacy

skills which are obtained by those who do complete their eddcation.

Second, additional obigge01141,0-Fteelth*+1,0012EP-MtfttewIltrr+1,511re"t+PEPt044110.1\004411ftli VriobliIr

441,00,6040mrhrrmmmempilimp who are not able to complete their high school

edUcat i o arireniiikieo.tglusmate+cherst.nopiseaMmorrivitemeentokytiewthlitaitimeekustitiss

through high school equivalence programs, vocational and continuing edu-

cation programs and also alternative educational programs specifically

designed for the_adult Indian community in accordance with the needs,

.1460.2111111110.41111

indicated by the functional literacy portion of the A.I.E.P. survey.

The illiteracy, rate is very high among adult Indians within Oklahoma and

as indicated above is so shocking in 4.1140WAMMilimeS to:Ommanttnirmed4ste

44miosetwi*oe...peopemiew from organizations concerned with Indian education.

These we re .maimowsmom44410411640, 411141117Moisigacli and irptstathioak....sical0
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The present situation indicates that 4ative American adults' lack of

consumer skills might likely make them subject o exploitation by others

especialli in matters dealing with money.or 'Percektages or other forms of

basic daily arithmetic. In addition, the adults' lack of understiwiding

_ of health literacy and basic health issues such as normal human_ body tem-

perature and protein foods indicates that they would be frequently subject

to health problems which among other things would indicate potential

nutritional deficiencies and-possible a higher utilization of health

service agencies than would ordinarily be necessary.

5.33 Response to the Survey

9

kistorical backuly2d. .In order, to fully address these and other literacy

and educi.tional problems, the circumstances, which allowed these conditions

to develop must be at jeast,briefly considered.. American Indians as a

'group have historically been one of several minorities who have been socio-

economically down-trodden. Further, the particular methods used to provide

federal support to'the American Indians have often put.Indian adults in a

dependent relationship and reduced their rights and abilities in self-

management inctuding money handling and education. Additionally,_American

Indians have historically had health perceptions and strategies different

from those of the mainstream American society. Finally, the American

Indian's lifestyles and language patterns hiFtorically have not required

the eXtenSive use of abstract logic such as that which underlies money and
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the use' f numbers, in general.

Many of these conditions have changed or are strT1 in the process of changing.

"However, indive421013-yho are:presently adults.grew up ;r1 cirrcumsimwes

where they higftrate socio-economic con4itions.which were si..gnillcantly-

different fromprk.r.parents'40, At -the §ame time, t:hey,,had to deal;with a
.s_.

quickly charting society which had values different from their own. As'a

result, many children during that period of time and even to a certain
.

extent, today, do not'have role models that.are fully appropriate to func-

tioning within mainstream American society. Consequently, programs that

are designed-to address literacy and educational problems within the

Amer:can Indian community must take these historical and cultural differ-
.).

ences into account. SistgolesPrmietisemobitirdb, ime4,4-AWAcatimp and

nomemi+eJageataasraorgairame

Arieloi.eftweAmeatigammeoria.

Awareness of the problem. One of the principal reasons for the funding of

the Adult Indian Education Project survey of literacy and education

among adult Indians in Oklahoma was a severe lack of basIF,data concerning

the educational attainment and literacy levels of Indian adults within the

state. This problem has at least been initially solved by the survey and

an extensive data base foundation has beep laid upon which decision-makers

can base decisions concerning adult Indian education within the state. The

educational needs as assessed by the survey indicate Lhat the illiteracy

rate and lack of high school completion are extremely high among this popu-

lation and in some areas an immediafe response is called for.

One of the first pr'erequiSites for addressing the Indian education needs is

to insure InsiNt4/111MMWERNmeggeselkillthirMinkokilmb at hand. In this particual

c ase, .fart*reliFiFssenttnatiNNE:cst.twsw.4grvty:77re,:tat,s-;i7stioutit:454cgraritte,715=w

1.nors.4 rig-that - a 1,4-,.t.r.i.bailstITt-e,.-and 7nat1 one*: .:dect glarelnekevem*Rve4yed-wktiv

ullyapp e of --educatiorga..-cciadizixittsz-argbale:e.tis.c.(

41:ur-Anittiatta414;6440...404efetrennst.. Further, state and local. administrators and

teachers involved in educating both Indian children and adults should be made

aware of and become sensitive to the Oresent.eonditions.
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AWARENESS OF THE PROBLEM IS THE
KEY TO GAINING SUPPORT AND DE-
VELOPING SOLUTIONS..,

Eyen beyond these audiences, part of the response to the severe needs

-indicated muSt.come from public support, bOth in the state and in the

nation. The general public; especially within.the state of.Oklahoma

(which has the largest Indian population of any state in the nation), has

for too long.been unaware. of the high educational needs of the American'

Indian. There is in fact more awareness of the eduCational needs of Oklalioma

Indians by people outside the state than there, is by people inside the .

state. The effett of this lack of awareness is very direct not only for

adult eduea..tion but elso for elementary, secondary and higher education.

There is generally,a lack of understanding by local.communities concerning

the educational needsof..the Indians withim their community and as a re-

sult, educational programs fase public relations problems as well as

educational problems.and their effort to address Indian education needs.

On the State level .thit. 41111Millafrovaddillaillawalp

4414060301.4141430044+0141004

Icia,moseelos

goimaeepoi.ne.6.69nwthe0.410114,-,i,ne.1-udsi.pu.lal,ix.-aud,i,ences...as,,lwel11:, ball,astatg

arti+-nvttontt-desision-makefsg. At the ,tribal level, full coriies of the

A.I.E.P survey should be made available to each of the tribes participa-

ting in thesurvey and all of the remaining tribes within the state inter-

ested. i n the su rvey results. I n add i t i on, pert+e+frovihy-4-1-1--bes.shGa441

d'erter-far---ttra-t-p a rt f cui a r i be-erksio.anck,repo rt5,14.411EF---specic.-zedttleat:Lizartaol

-ffiliaisz.forwuttiva-tt-par ticti 1-3 ToCilre.i. ea 4-a ssi.stan et- shou 1 d be a tta- ed
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desposboui,spra--w4eia.E.y,tpar.esastrnutzot=peegv-alapereniteregruaii.

ime414444,0641etvembeseeimovrol4erslifags.saLsomasem.

The arar4ous-statewfdeIndiaryz--seauoieeseeitsmpreett4ePerweivetaklawlyepirrev.wieel

GGIP"4.-"""1.4.--13"°""+"*""4"tiel"beccrne' In° refuti'Vevisa re'P'f'rPile* needs:ma

Iilleesui.een,i-ncH-arts, -as- --t--t-.7eletesto----theprograms, and -.ser v i desbe' h-g-,,offet-ell

impart+ose,opgamizations. In .addi't ion, state governmental agencies involved

in the education of Indians, both adults and children, within the-itate

should be vrovided full copies of the report in order to assess what develop-
,

ments and modifications should be made in policies and programs within-

state government.

At tfse national level, full copies of the survey results should be made

available to all educational organizations involved.in lndian education as

they effect programs both within the state of 'Oklahoma and in other states

having high Indian poOrulation. In addition-, a summary of the results of

the survey should be made available tu tribal and other Indian organizations

across the nation tO apprise them of potential educational needs of the

Indians within their own service areas and to prOvide for them an outline .

of the-Adult Indian Education Project as an exemplary needs assessment

tool to be used while addressing-the provisions Of Part C of the 1972

Indian Education Act.

5.34 Cor-fectional Approaches Su9gested by the Data

Educational approaches.- Adult Programs. By the results of the A:I.E.P.

survey, adult basic edUcation programs have been shown to be fairly effecr

tive among the adult Indian community though at preseht they have only

effected a small percentage of the Indian population. Vocational, technical,

adult education .and continuing edudation programs also have demonstrated

effectiveness in increasing thediteracy capabilities of Indian adults.

lihroph=0*-10.4heseeedtferrtonat"-st-Trategies-sbould -be: .continueds in an effort to

address the educational,needs of Indian adults. Atitoit bers4eediteet+ormrro-,

Inmems,4-re.L.particularLy Oritical to a population-that has such.a historio4

tiemd,,corrtj-niki-ng drop-out-problem.
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HIGH SCHOOL' EQUIVALENCE, VOCATION-
'AND'CONTINUING EDUCA

TION PROGRAMS SHOULD BE EXPANDED.
. .

However, as imp 1 icated by the resul ts, thitese.pisagoevissomeeth.ftreesvendawbe-
..

yond their present scope. There are substantia) numbers of adults who have

not completed even the eighth grade who also have a high-degree of educe-
%

tional need. Yet results indicate that high school drop-outs are the

preincipal users of these two particular programs. There is a need to

make available educationbl programs to persons having less than an eighth

. grade education which might.potentially be used as .a stepping stone to

these more traditional type programs. Programs at:all levels should be

.condutted as much as-possible by members of the Indian community being

served.

44410044elle4-rmegron --Ttf=trettweti.f.er,...A444t,siae14141441,.. y

vinwitireervite441.--9.,Pstilystarart-i,aeasiote,-of.f unction' ai-x.sici4,44r.musesistise in all

literacy areas most especially_in the areas of consumer lit/ racy,. health

jiteracy and computational skills. In additIon, 44wreemeoeggpooveeptis now

available gegibmempazIansvers

av/1--gidiya.aii$444t.ai since being.out of sthool (called

"credit of life experience). Ikar.eidollutika.r..afirdmiatiaar.sukiatia.of.thiulte.e4gair

ggriklfrts.-e*elies54e6444,4.-of.modeerAb-frg,--to4.416...e.thical4onaJ;

msommoures. They need not repeat ,,learnIng again things they already know

from their day-to-day experience.

ilmilmee*giuerremwept4eopemd,howl-&-btoutatSope0 for the adults in the Indian commun-

ity which provide the maximum amount of flexibility in offering schooling

credit 161ftwomy.s.094heo.44.7an-forma-1-1red,,,e+assroom-s4,tuetimom7. As this research
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indicates, programs are especiaJly needed which provide more practical

and functional ways Of acquiring literacy and educational skills. These

options might include cooperative education, functioning in.cooperation

with other existing service programs.

Again, however, ,particular focus 'should be glven.to consumer', health,

computational, and skill developments .in a'practical way. IRome44.9m44,

which could help the

adult identify with the materials being learned. For example, adult basic

education classeS presently using formalized class textbooks might develop

materials more fUnaionally oriented to teach the, same-skills thus adOress-

ing the adult with materials and skins that have obvious practrcal value.

The - orI

one similar to it Agejersawfmeig as a way of measuring the.actual impact

of such adult education programs on the functional literacy skills of adults.

EducationaLAREroaches - Elementary and Secondary Schooling. The educational
_

c.
.

needs of aduils most generally reflect the social and educational conditions

within the community involved. Consequently, the educatronal neebs of

adults generally reflect similar educational-needs arising from primary and

secondary educational systems. The continuing drop-out rpte and more

fundamentally the almost shocking lack'of functional literacy skills

among those who have received the necessary schooling, i-ndicate that npt
.

only are there numerous educational needs among adults within the state

but also similar educational needs are found among' persons recently le ving

the educational systeM, either as a drop-out or a's a ,braduate. Further,
-_,

the severe lack of literacy in the areas of consumer education, health

education and computation 'Skills reflects a deficiency'in the educational

training received by students within the state of Oklahoma.

As stated Previously, however, these problems are not easity addressed by

simplified remedial education programs either after the student has left

the formal educational setting or while the student Is still attaining his

formal schooling. It is necessary that the efforts to prepare teachers to

gain a fuller understanding of the cultural differences involved in educa-

ting American Indial students be continued. This understanding of cultural
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differences plays a great part in pointing out historical difficulties in

the consumer education, health,education and computation areas. As men-

tioned above, these historical aspects of Indian education.oftlen force

on education'the responsibility for providing adequate role models in a
.

vafiety of functional competence areas, and exposing studentS to daily

circumstances in a way that allows them to develop skills at coping

within contemporary AmeriCan society.

11111-

As a result, educational curriculum planning might alsg benefit from

implications of this survey. In particular, traiping in areas such as

computation might well be conducted more effectitely by usir:g practical,

functional ski,lls such as the exchange of money, figuring ioterest rates

and multiplying basic numbers in "real-world" exercises. Duringgthe

A.I.E.P. research, one teacher involved with Indian studetns indicated that

in the,area of computation one of the most effective methods she had found

for teaching computational skills was by using such practical methods as

taking stu*nts to a local store and allowing them to make a "pretend"

purchas,e of a major item and then calculating Ole total cost and monthly

payments for that item. Using this approach, teachers said that the ab-

stract infarmation generally found in a classroom textbook was "brought

to life," and working with abstract numbers suddeniy had practical

utility.

Finally, survey results indicate that the Bureau of Indian Affairs must

make 'Changes in its boarding school system if it is to provide educational

training for students which is equal te public schooling systems. Changes

are needed in the BIA schools which: (1) either increase the quality of

educationa1 -pro6rams or (2) approach more directly.the socio-economtic and

cJltural background of the incoming students, insuring that these students

are broughtup to a level which enables them to obtain skills comparable

to those obtained in a public school .setting.

Educational Approaches - Statewide. As this survey of literacy and educa-

tion demonstrates, the educational problems of the Indian community within

Oklahoma are quite crearly not just a tribail, problem. The educational

conditions of the American Indian reflect a statewide problem of high drop-out
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rat,:s, lack of high school completion, inadequate eduCational preparation

in basic fuhc-tional literacy skills and continued illiteracy among sub7'

stamtial numbers of American Indian adults. It is important to insure

that problems found within a community are solved as'much as possible by

members of that community. However, attempting to solve the Indian educa-

tion problem at any level', adult, elementary, secondary or higher education-

by using separate tribal programs alone may end up being a,piecemeal
0

approach andadministratively mrasteful- It is.necessary, instead, to have

THE SCOPE OF INDIAN EDUCATION NEEDS./
CALLS FOR STATEWIDE COORDINATED
ASSISTANCE FOR BOTH ADULT PROGRAMS
AND PUBI4C.SCHOOLS.

an intensive Indian education effort within the state which isOandled,

locally by the people within the separate communitiE-, invo)ved, but
,

assisted as fully as possible with programs and funding coordinated at the
\

state level.

Ouring\the course of this research,-several tribal apd other Indian organ-
\

izationai leaders expressed opinions that the state of Oklahoma needs to

provide greater leadership and direction in alLeviating the educational

condition Of\ the American Indian, child and adult.,(64.010160.044ambug4aftwais

404,4,077.,.ethreeittplyrorprograinpot eiorinismemeittriveri-r-on-441e-sheti,kie-r.fiveii

iste-Terreitrment .

However, it is necessary that the 5tate educational'system work as closely

as possible with tribal and other Indian organizations to develop a com-

prehenive and effective set of educational programs which address the

educational needs of the Indian adults within the state. Yet, present_

concerns about the leadership'and direction of ,state Indian educational
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programs seem to indicate that meaningful, coordinatiom with tribal and

other. Indian organizational groups will call for changes in the stafe's

commitment to the Indian educational effort.

Again, it is necessary when approaching the statewide educational need's to

have the fullest public support possible. Consequently emimilallr-megessisie

immorm based on results of this research mightIpturalipsitime in assuring

the support needed for a:successful statewide ofileatombeg

weskicatjpgiaalonsusegioanbraw*WeiAtiiiindigyearse. The %uccess of Indian education

efforts not only benefit the Indian community but also the general state

population who live with the Indian people on a day-to-day basis:'

Cultural development.. One of the most interesting implicatiOns of,this

research is in the area of cultural development. The A.I.E.P..siirvey

results showed the relative success with which American Indian adults wrthin
v.

,Oklahoma read and comprehended matecials 'from daily local newspapers. In

addition to this it was discovered that obr.wropaptibroominerer.t44e.mojesetrecit

sig.iialiaraiiulcani.abetat.=trpri***moverbis followed closely by information gained

when talking with people. It is obvious that newspapers play an active

part in the daily liyA's of adults in Indian communitip Within Oklahoma:

In addition', as discussed above, Indian tribal grOLps have a need to de-
/

velop contact with their bribe] members and thereby maintainiu0=to-date

accurate listings and records of their membership.- These findings suggest

that funding is needed to develop tribal newsletters, newspapers and

other communications. In thiS way efforts could.go beyond.present concepts

of cultural heritage and caltural retention to programs more appropriately

termed cultural development.

In addition to providing support for cultural identity within the tribal

group, '61ae-ibeirapaparsectt+r=se-1195,119Trit4re"ffferftTi=t5eTifYiLIPifEkinhmzer

Grapiaa0 elsokeeaiernes4+Per+rrforrn---the-communi-trraboureoos oend about

opetople....vatian-their- -tr hal o rgani z a t lorrlifferttiertervi.5e's-Thra-r-therlare
p4w4ymrOrg. This information is seemingly not available' through other

public media. With adequate funding these tn-ilyni---rrews+etters and oleemmo-

qieroor-s-Gctu.k4--a-l-so-go--a--1-oiag-waw towards maintaining accurate records on

actual tribal members, thus providing some additional information which
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRIBAL tOMMUNI-
CATION WOULD PROMOTE BOTH LITERACY
AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT.

is vital to tribal leaders and planners as they attempt to develop and

modify programs suited to the particular needs of the tribal community.

Tribal newspapers also could provide the cultural support within Indian

homes for the-development of educational and literacy skills, support that

is strongly needed to overcome many past years of ina1 dequate educational

traditions among Indian.people.

Further, alond with other educational programs, tribes might use neWspape'rs

as one possible educational media, one. which:.

(a) would. further develOp skills which people to.a certain extent
already have,

(b) reaches the largest possible number of adult I6dian community
members,

(c) can reach and involve people with the hi'ighest educational need.
with the greatest,frequency and regularity,

(d) could provide some actual educational 'skills "development as a
regular part of the.news feature (similar to high school equiva-
lence programs' run by newspapers in several large cities),

(e) does not.involve extensive scheduled time periods and formalized
classroom settings and

(f) provide straightforward practical day-to-day.functional compe-
tence sUbject matter, morking.with items similar to those
materials used in the Adult Indian Education Vroject survey.

In this way newspapers might be considered as one of'several possible

educational forms which at the same time provide realistic and useful

day-to-day inforMation and training (education) and also provide to the

Native American community the fullest opportunity to develop its potential

2 4
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,

a.vital cultural fçrm within contemporary American societyServing the

,

needs-Of the Indian pe ple and serVing to dieect its own aftairs, not re-°

excluslvely On th efforts of external state and federal agencies.

-A'
1M lications 'for futu're research.. As mentioned preyiously, the implita-

t4ons'.discussed in this conclUsiOn chapter can'only briefly touch upon

Lt6e;impit'cations of the:numerous results obtained during the survey of

literacy and education among\adult Indians in Oklahoma The. dis7,

.isemination.of this-research aMong all partiet concerned, hopefullyi will
\

stiMulatefirrtherigearch. ikeireprig=4,4.744seckeel.wipise.

,gaiailamii4Awasladapal,4te.rracops particularly' INIVrfrairtTeARILirteiffiVIRI
,

aileasmik&j44, in bOth the local .tribal.groupS. and 6-ibal,groups in Other re-'

giohs of"the nation. As part ofthe.analysis f-the researck project in
4.

its exemplary aspects; some final comments should 'be made about implica-

.
tions of this survey on future research including questions requiring

further exploration and some final recommendations on research strategies.

-'0ne particular issue_ is the relationship between Andian-Culture and main.-

streaM American culture. This,issue is frequently typified by the.older

- Indians who told A.LE.P. staff that /they iopeaniisompziete
7

-40diaryoungripepp*o, yet were heard' laterto say that the alie.erg-preelp+eg

.,1044o-ha.iiiig4ae.,.elprerget4Pesuuzi,goodiscatai.onzzne-Aeav.-..theliaLlIasto

..igays.; _Put into the form of a question: "What effect-doet the acquisition
,

of literatyand edUCational skilts'have .upon the involvement of tribal

members In,,,their own culture?" More directly, "To what extent are present;

educatiori_end.educational programs desived tO teach Indians the ways of

mainstream societyjnstead of developing their own identity as. functioning.

adults?" .pevelopment of communi.cation programs within these cultural

grouPs can itotnswre-*ftat-P-ilve=tr*6aderitymis given some expression
,k

rather thah:being trierely relegated to a position of histor.ical significance

However, t4-re-Truestivrt-t5-hraadr-than thtr-qtridffeed5-to-713e-murentely
r,

elowm+ned-b.&futore-rete.aral.

r
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V

\
The results of the A.I.E.P. survey m rrOr many of the findis of previous

research and develop a thorough foun atiiin of data on the literacy ,,nd
,

education of adult Indians within Okl home. oralidaotesm4eeeloste.40.4wisae.Amy

44404tmaerm44r.re4hfs-wttertettis,i-kope,,-otfrove Further, the Bureau ..--,f Census
,

and other agencies responSible for pr vidi7 information on the chth,:cter-

istics and needs of the Indian.populaion need to revise their research

procedures to ',1:,re adequately reach t le tota Indian community.. Tills.

will increase the accuracy of the info' rmation hich must, be 'used to make
,

decisions about Indian programs and :services. ,

,

linr-rftereer,and--ecttrcatter;^-x-rond ft ions-of. .urban-:-Ind-i-anineed,to,ba
)rrrinecf--iTrinore-cle*,&i4+. As cH scussed in Addemdum\13, there oare indications

,oat urban Indians are less likely to be included on ribal membership

lists. Consequently, a more thorough assessment of \the lite:-acy and

education of the urban Indian will require the deVelopment cf strategies

to more accurately identify and ,locate these adults. Whether, research is

conducted in rural or urban regions, one strategy that was fpund to be

effeclive was the development of research and research desiy by working

in close conjunction with tribal and other Indian organizatio-s. This

strategy should be continued in, future research and should include the use'

of tri6a1 members as professional interviewer,s.

4+60401406.444:4P44,..14.,,ile,e44aci,to,,,mer-e-040i!eilk-exem-inespperitii...44f450seileaks

Orbwesel-.c.,emptteat,i,orialvwc.cias,umar.,and.biaa'.14,4,414,14,13,..06,,..loci,iansmanci",not4-

441.c14.amIlm For example, tov..1-..at extent are:differences due' to defciencles in.
I

the educational system and to what extent are they due, to cultural or

sOcio,4conomic di ferences.which are noi adequately aCcounted for. 464,1141mil.'

tra-44ris--fs",--d--creeTt4efr,,estrout---the-tt"Well.--for-the'4ower..44,t-ereoy-and.---esiucat4onal,

ta+neci,t17,,rtudentsfrow-B+A-44os.':

Finally, in many ways the social and edrational conditions of Native

Americans living in Oklahoma seem unique. Yet-, the general functional

literacy of adults in other parts of the nation has been shown to be low.

'Also, the severe illiLeracy rates amo g Indian adults in the computation,

consumer and health areas seem to not be strictly particular to Oklahoma.



FURTHER RESEI-. IS NEEDED TO DE-
TERMINE IF. THE gLLITERACY, RATES
FOUND, BY; THE SURVEY IS RE-
FLECTED AMONG THE NATIONAL IN-
\DIAN POPYLATION..

Rather, this illiteracy seems to be representative of the difficulties

encountered as Indiain popUlations a'ttempt to gain the education and, skills

necessary to functi,in in day-to-day krerican society. 4044.4alimpigiargeseatik

then,. twaempassthetryft-40.4#114441.4416;,..116sidaaati.aild.esiugar.,144s.peads,..fakiatit

by the Adult Indian Education Project survey in Oklahoma,are
'

clatAzatio
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ADDENDUM A

SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

The Survey

The Adult Indian Education Project, working with 40 Native American inter-

viewers and 19 tribal groups and indian,professionals, surveyed literacy

and educational attainment among the indian adult population in Oklahom'a.

The 15 month survey, in particular, examined "functional literacy"

those reading skills an adult must have in order to function wlthin day

to-day American society. (This included reading such items as newspape

want ads and signs in the grocery stores.) The research was conducted b

the Southwest Center for Human Relations Studies at the Universtiy of

Oklahoma on, a grant funded by the U. S. Office of Education, Indian

Education Division and, in part, by the Office of Native American PrOgram

Upon completion,the A.I.E.P. survey of literacy and education was one of

the mostecomprehensive-such surveys in the history of Indian Education.

Educational Completion

Over 51 percent of ihe Indian adults in _Oklahoma have not.completed high

'school and over 22 percent have not completed beyonsl the 8th grade.

Only 5.5 percent of Indian adults in the\state have graduated from college. .

'Five and seven-tenths (5.7) percent of the\Oklahoma Indian adult population

have completedia high school equivalence prOgram,

Thirty-seven (37) percent have attended some form of continuing, vocational/

technical or adult education program.
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Illiteracy Rate

The illiteracy rate varies depending on which area of literacy is-.

examined. However, in total, there are.an estimated 36,000 Indian adultt

living in .0klahoma who are functionally'illiterate.in One or more areas. \
4

This represents.,56.9 percent of the total Indian adult population. Also,

only 13.9 percent of._ the adults surveyed were literate,in all literacy

areas.

The high illiteracy rates found among adult Indians in the consumer,

,health and computation areas were severe even in comparison to non-Indiian

populations. On some consumer and computatjon questions there were as,

many as 30 and 35 percent fewer Indians than non-Indian:. able to ansWer

the questions correetly.

Seven and three-tenths (7.3)'percent of Adult Indians courd nOt read any-
/

thing in English 6t all.-

Literacy Areas

Performance by Indian adults living in Oklahoma in the separate literacy

areas was as follows:

Almost 80 percent Wc ! able to read newspapers.

Forty-two and eight-tenths (42.8) pereent lacked the skills necessary

.to function,as a'consumer within contemporary American society. Anothdr

30.4 percent Were Only marginally competent at consumer skills.

0ver 63 percent were not able to perform daily arithmetic and ari addi-

tional 17 percent.were only.marginally able tO do so.

Sixty:two (62) percent do not fully possess the skills required to

respond to the health problems-which are of major concern to the

American, Indian coMmunity.
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Results of S eciflc Questions

Performance by Indian adUlts living in Oklahoma.on specific literacy

questions was as follows:

Sixty-four and five-tenths (64.5) percent could not calculate weekl'y

wages.

Thirty-six (36) percent were unable to correctly identify what foods

are protein foods.

Nearly 80 percent did kribw what clvil rights a person has when arrested.

Ovr 50 percent could not add five two-digit numbers.

Thirty-five (35) percent did not know the meaning of

Factors Affecting or Affected by Education andliteracy

equal opportunity."'

There were not noticeabte differences between the liferacy and educational

levels of American Indian men and women.

Results o'f fhe Adult Indlap Educatlon froject,indiccate that there are not.sig-

nificant differences beiween thellfiteracy rates'of rural and Orban Indians.

Those adulis-whci'attended Bureau of AndfAn Affairs schools are functiontng
. . ,

at a.lower leyel of literacy performance than those aduhts who attended
1 '

public schools.
'

Both high school equivalence and continuing, vocational/technical and

adult,.education programs have contributed to reducing the illiteracy rate

among Indian adults.

Functional literacy is highly related.to income level - the more funclionalV'

literate a person is, the higher his/her income is likely to be.

C.
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Other Important Findings

\

According to the Adult,Indian Education Prcf6ect,research there areat

least 16,000 more American Indians in OklahoMa than previous estimates

had indicated.

Almost 20 percent of the Indian adults in Oklahoma Were'nt included in the

,coUrt of American Indians by the 1970 census.

Thirty-s'..ix (56) percent of the adult Andians sUrveyed said they were able

to speak some of their tribal language-end 32 pércent,preferred their

\

tribal language to English.

Im lications and Ret:ommeridations

7-

Over 50 percent c the adult Indians. in Oklahoma Whe have had enough

schooling to be functionally literate did not a
c!

dtuallY possess' the neces-
,

saryfunctiond: literacy skills.

The severe illiteracy rate especially in the consumer, health and compu-

tation areas calls for immediate corrective programs.

A

'Indian educational needs are a statewide problem that must bellandled by

American Indians thenselves, vorking With state and national assistance.

The needs of Indian adUlts reflect the educational needs for the public

schooling of children. Jri particular, there is a need,for a-greater awareness

of the problems facing Indian children. There isoalso\a need to be sensitive

to 3nd appreciate the cultural differences influencing how American Indian

children and adults function within contemporary Americ n society.

Indian education needs to provide adequate preparatiorri9 the practical or

functional skills-which are useful for surviving and copi\ g adequately day-

to-day. Special emphasis is needed for functional skirls,. in reading and

comprehension of materials related to money and health ma ters.
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Efforl.s need to be made to develop tribal and other Indian communication

capabtlities,__

Data on the educational needs of adult American Indians, especiafly within

Oklahoma, has been insufficient and must, in the future, be kept

up-to-date.
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ADDENDUM B

POPULATION ESTIMATES

The 1970 Bureau of Census Subject Report on, the'

-American Indian ,(1973) estimated the total Oklahoma Indian population,

all ages, was 96,E03. The Bureau of Indian Affairs 1972 resident Indian

population repbrt 'estimated the total Indian population In Oklahoma was

99,228. However; research done during this survey of literacy and educa-

tion for ad.A t Indians in the state of Oklahoma indicated that the Indian'

population for the state of Oklahoma was 115,800. This meant that there

were over JS,000 more Indians than we had previously supposed. The

social and economie implicatiOns of this funding extend far beyond the

field of education. Addendum B details how this_estimate' was made and

how it corrected inadequacies in the two previous estimates. For_several

reasons, this new, estiMate was still considered to be, itself, an under-
?.

-estimation but there was no adequate way-to determine the actual extent

of bnderestimation.

A. Bureau of Census. The Bureau of Census defines an Indian

.as any person who is counted ih the 1970 Bureau of Census

and who enumerates himkelf on that census as an American.-

Indian. As indicated in Section 4.21 Of the report, there

are fairly gross inaccuracies with /his method of defini-

tion. In addition, there is considerab4e doubt as to

whether the American Indian, at least within the state

of Oklahoma, was adequately 'surveyed or adeiluately re-

sponded during the 1970 census. These factor,s.are com-.

pounded by inaccuracies due to ethnic differences be-
t

tween the respondent and interviewer and by hesitancy

of the Amei-ican Indian community to identify with the

purposes of-research being conducted by persons.or

agencies outside of their own cummunity. All of these

factors comblie to indicate that the Indian state popu-

lation figures estimated by the Bureau of Census is a

considerably low estimate. However, if the inadequacies

l kiwyJe-

a
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listed above were solved, the Bureau of Census survey

method would provide the best api,roach to identifying
A

at least, those American Indians not actually included

in any official tribal membership list.

B. Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Bureau of Indian Affairs

figure is composed 6ver a longer length of time and is

composed in a way that often encourages people to insure

that their names are included in the.liSting. However,

in defining an American Indian, the Bureau of\Indian

Affairs :ncludes only those persons who have one-fourth

(1/4) or more Indian blood (Indian ancestry) and, who can
,

fully dccument that ancestry many times as far back as

the 1907 Dews roll (whicH was itself incomplete). 'As

a result, many persons who.consider themselves American

Indians are excluded from the Bureau of Indian Affairs

listings: The population statistics provided by the

adrepu of Indian Affairs,- then, also considerably

underestimate the actual number of,American Indians

within the state 'of Oklahoma.

C. The Adult Indian Education Pl...:2122/. AS uiscussed in-

Se6tion 2.12 of the report, the.names used for the Adult

Indian Education Project's survey of literacy and

education of American Indians in Oklahoma were taken

from a random sample of the tribal membership list.

In the process of taking this sample, the actual,size

of the membership was computed. When appropriate,

this figure was adjusted to account for the average

1.8 adult Indians within an American Indian household

to avive at a totaf couht of the actual tribal popu-

lation. The total membership for the participating

tribes was 48,996.

25'1
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FIGURE B-1

ESTIMATE CF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POPULATION RESIDING IN OKLAHOMA

,48,996

41+,439

x 1.429

63,490

x- 1.824

ACTUAL ADULT MEMBERS OF THE 19 PARTICIPATING

TR1 S.

ADJUSTMENT FOR THE APPROXIMATED 9.3i OF

MEMBERS ON MEMBERSHIP LISTS WHO ARE

DECEASED OR HOUSEHOLDS CONTAINING NO

ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT.

RATIO OF TOTAL STATE INDIAN-POPULATION TO .

: POPULATION OF 0 TRIBES (BUREAU OF INDIAN

AFFAIRS 1972)/

ESTIMATED*TOTAL-ADULT INDIANS WITHIWTHE

STATE:

1)..,RATIO OF ADULTS TO TOTALPDPULATION INDICATED

BY BUREAU OF CENSUS FIGURES (BUREAU OF CENSUS:'

1970 CENSUS REPORT, SUBJECT REPORT ON THE

,AMERICAN INDIAN-, 1972)

\
115,800 ESTIMATED TOTAL,STATE INDIAN POPO ATION
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Figure'41-1 provides an outline of how the adult Indian

population estimate was made, based on this count of.

48,996. Initially, this figure was adjusted for those

persons listed on membership lists who have deceased.

The 19 participating tribes comprise-70 percent of the

adplt Indians hin the state of Oklahoma. Using this

proportion, tfl ,e are an estimated 63,490 American

Indians who are 18 years of age and over on tribal

membership lists of tribes ',Athin the state of

O'dahoma. Bureau of Census 'figures indicate that'te

total Oklahoma Indian population, all ages, is apprIoxi-

mately 1.8 times the number of persons 18 years and

older. Using this-Bureau of Census proportion, the
o

Adult Indian Education Project estimates there are

115,800 American Indians', all,ages, within the state of

Oklahoma, who are members of one o the 34 tribes within

the state..

These populatiOn figures are, bit all indications, more accu-

rate than the fi,gures used by either the Bureau of

Centus ,or the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Yet they still

oAerestimate'the actual Size of the American Indian

population within the state (by a percentage the cannot

be computed) for principally three reasons:
.1

,(1) The figures used above exclude all American
Indians within theState who are members of
tribes lhat are located outside the state.

In two particularly significant cases (Creek,
Choctaw tribes), th,- rigure used for actual
size of the tribes state population ex-
cluded tribal members who resided outside
the tribe) service area, yet within the state.

The figure utilized excluded a significant,
though incleterminable, number of Native
Americans residing.within the state who for
one.reason or another are not Officiallf`
listed on any of the tnibal membership lists.

(2)

(3)



Many of these'persons not listed on-tribal lists are

believed to rOide in Urban areas'and to be less

involved with',..the tribe. A comparison of A.I.E.P.

figures to Bureau of Census-figureS---S-eafi to validate
4

this.--tensus figures for the major urban areas of the

state (Tulsa and Pkiahoma City) indicate 29,1 percent

of the state Indrah popUlation resides in these.two *

areas. flowaver only 11.4 parcent,of the adultson

tribal lists it in urban areas and only 15.6 percent

even live in the counties containing the urban areas

(Tulsa"County 6,pd,..0klahoma (ounty);

(.,

These three factOerve to underlihe the tatement that

eveh the estimate of the actual siZe.of the

adult indian.popu1atiohI-6-01dahema is a considerable'

Underestimate.'

Differences. As mentioned in 'section 4.21,elmost 20

percent of those people surv'eied indicated that theyI

had not been counted ps iimel4can Iridians in the 1970

census.. This is confioned in that the Adult-Indian
.

Education Project's estima-fed;total population frame

indicafes thaf'there are at .ieast 19.6,percent pore

American- indi'ans in thlt_state of Oklahoma than is

indicated 'llythe 1970 Bu'reeU of Census report...f.This'

same Population frame-indi,cates that thlre are af.

least 16.7 percent more persons considered by the-

tribe to.be America'n IndiaOhan are included in

BIA population estimates.
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